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ONTOLOGY AND SACRALITY –
THE TWO TRANSLATIVE DOMINANTS
OF THE WORKS BY THOMAS PYNCHON
Abstract: The article deals with the concept of dominant with regard to the translation process and
various definitions of this term (e.g. the translative dominant as defined by Bednarczyk). Then the
study presents the works by Thomas Pynchon, a leading postmodern American writer, stressing
the possibility of applying a wide spectrum of translative dominants to his multifaceted fiction,
which explores the aesthetic ambiguities within the postmodern literary convention. Finally, the
article offers two main translative dominants as adequate for the analysis of Pynchon’s works in
translation i.e. the ontological dominant and the sacral dominant. The description of the ontological
dominant draws heavily on McHale’s understanding of this concept, while the discussion of the
sacral dominant involves the possible analogy of approach to translation between texts within the
postmodern convention such as Pynchon’s and sacral texts e.g. the Bible.
Key words: dominant, postmodern literature, ontology, sacrality.

The dominant
One of the useful tools which might be used for the purpose of translation
analysis is the concept of dominant: a certain hierarchical arrangement, performed
by a translator/translation scholar in the process of source text interpretation
according to which the target text adequacy can be assessed. An animated debate
is in progress as to the scope of the meaning of this concept: whether a dominant
can be perceived as a textual invariant, whether there can be multiple dominants
depending on a given translator’s standpoint, to what extent it is subjective, how
environmental factors can influence it and how the source text conditions its choice.
7

Barańczak offers his own definition:
One of the [translator’s] first decisions, which often decides about the success
of the whole translation, is to notice in the original its ‘semantic dominant’, a basic
organising principle of the whole and more important than other features of the
work. It is an essential decision the more so that in the process of translation the
translator will be forced to various eliminations or substitutions of stylistic features
of the original; this what the translator deemed to be the semantic dominant has to
be always carefully watched and they cannot quit trying to preserve the domination
of this feature in the translation (1994:112, trans. Ł.B.).
Or more succinctly, he defines the semantic dominant as the element of the
structure of a poetic text that constitutes the key to the entirety of its senses
(Barańczak 1990:36, trans. Ł.B.), maintaining the position of one overwhelming
dominant for each text.
Bednarczyk states that the dominant is difficult to establish as it is not possible
to surgically separate one textual tissue from another. She defines the dominant
as the element of structure of the translated work, which has to be translated
(recreated) in the target work in order to preserve the whole of its subjectively
relevant features (1999:19, trans. Ł.B.), differentiating the translator’s dominant
(the conscious motivation of the translator) from the translative dominant (the
determinant of the equivalence of the whole translated text or of its chosen element
to the original), and that of the author’s or the reviewer’s one (1999:145-146).
In the above definition she stresses the phrase subjectively relevant features to
indicate the relativity of the selected dominant dependent on many linguistic and
extralinguistic features (a given culture of historical period) (1999:16). She treats
the ST and TT as associemes (asocjemy) where the ST possesses a wide range of
both complex and basic associations and the TT evokes the basic ones but only
a limited number of the complex ones. She attributes this fact to the subjective
and idiosyncratic focus of the translator, who interprets the text in a necessarily
biased way (1999:47-48,65). Additionally, she comes to the conclusion that various
elements of the original structure can play the role of the dominant to preserve the
subjectively relevant features (1999:47-48) and discerns the intersemiotic dominant
related to non-linguistic elements (1999:143).
In view of the above considerations, it may be assumed that for a singular
literary work it is possible to establish a multiplicity of translative dominants,
as a consequence of the inherent subjectivity of the interpretation process. The
term translative dominant, understood as the perceived hierarchy which prioritizes
sense-productive elements in the text, subjectively selected by a translation scholar
who analyses a given translation, will be utilised for the purpose of the analysis of
the works by Thomas Pynchon, an American postmodern novelist.
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Pynchon - the Postmodernist
Thomas Ruggles Pynchon is one of the leading figures within the postmodern
convention. It is frequently asserted that he is to postmodernism as James Joyce
is to modernism. His works can be deemed unprecedented and representative
of the whole literary age (Nicol 2009:189) and the critics seem to agree that in
contemporary literature there is hardly any writer who could excel [him] in daring,
wit and exuberance (Niedziela and Rokosz-Piejko 2012:131). The comparison to
Joyce stands as Pynchon’s works teeming with multiple references, coded messages,
ambiguous leads have generated legions of interpreters and a vast body of critical
texts with ever-growing Pyndustry of hermeneutical guides promising to comprehend
the writings of this veritable prophet of doom (Berressem 2012:169-170).

The ontological dominant
It seems a challenging, if not impossible, task, to say the least, to determine
one dominant tendency in Pynchon’s novels, the epitome of literary multiplicity.
McHale attempts to explain the inner workings of Pynchon’s fiction using the term
ontological dominant, which results in the focus on issues of existence, identity
and subjectivity in these texts. McHale asserts that an ontology is a description of
a universe, not of the universe (1987:27), and emphasises the indefinite article. He
highlights the shift in Pynchon’s writing that occurred between his most renowned
novels The Crying of Lot 49 and Gravity’s Rainbow. Although, generally speaking,
Pynchon’s oeuvre is considered to be postmodern, for McHale The Crying of Lot
49 seems to be still partly rooted in modernism as the textual evidence hesitates
between the epistemological and the ontological lines of explanation, without finally
resolving the hesitation (1987:24). In The Crying of Lot 49 the protagonist does
not break the closed circle of solipsism (Oedipa is waiting for the revelation if the
patterns she sees in the world are solipsist or actually exist – the novel has an open
ending) and Pynchon does not exceed the framework of epistemological premises
of modernism. It is Gravity’s Rainbow that proves to be a breakthrough: fiction
where anarchist miracle can happen i.e. another’s world intrusion into this one like
a kiss of cosmic pool balls (Pynchon 1972:88,92). The epistemological cul-de-sac
of modernism: solipsism is finally transcended – from Oedipa’s confused cry Shall
I project a world? (Pynchon 1972:59) to the unconstrained projection of worlds
in plural in Gravity’s Rainbow (McHale 1987:24-25). According to McHale the
dominant of Pynchon’s other novels is ontological (including the historiographic
metafiction of Mason&Dixon), although the epistemological quest returns in
Inherent Vice (2012:104). After the admittance of equally believable versions of
truth, the following epistemological crisis can only be overcome by admitting the
parallel existence of multiple worlds and their mutual comparison.
9

The ontological aspect of the postmodern dominant could be summarised by the
considerations of Sidney Stencil, a character in Pynchon’s early novel V., which are
paradigmatic of the confusion experienced by Pynchon’s both characters and readers:
Short of examining the entire history of each individual participating… short
of anatomising each soul, what hope has anyone of understanding a Situation
(emphasis – mine)? (Pynchon 1963:433).
Indeed, the ambiguity of a Situation (an existential condition in which nothing
can be taken for granted) experienced not only by Pynchon’s characters, but also
readers, is the consequence of the lack of any certainties in the worlds of his
depiction, which is the primary effect of Pynchon’s writing (Schaub 1981:3-5).
All narratives produce a plurality of possible worlds: potential states of affairs,
subjective realities, plans, expectations, dreams, fantasies, not orbiting a single
actual world. Pynchon’s characters are especially inclined to hallucinations, fantasy,
dreaming (Prentice, Slothrop, Enzian and Tchitcherine in Gravity’s Rainbow, Doc
Sportello in Inherent Vice, Mason in Mason&Dixon) or are paranoiacs suffering
systematized delusions and projecting hostile forces (Siegel 1976:50). Except for
the proliferation of subjective realities, Pynchon produces also multiply objective
alternative worlds: “lost” worlds (the Hollow Earth in Mason&Dixon, Lemuria in
Inherent Vice), parallel worlds (the heterotopian multi-world space of the Zone in
Gravity’s Rainbow, eleven days lost in calendar reform in Mason&Dixon), passages
between worlds (the water-logged construction site in Inherent Vice), visitations
form other worlds (otherworldly visitations in Gravity’s Rainbow, Mason’s ghostly
haunting in Mason&Dixon), cameo visitations from historical figures (e.g. Mickey
Rooney in Gravity’s Rainbow, Benjamin Franklin in Mason&Dixon) etc. taking
advantage of the clashes between them (McHale 2012:104-105).
Ambiguity in Pynchon’s works seems to be even more reinforced by strange
loops in the narrative i.e. the worlds of various ontology can be juxtaposed, layered
and stacked on each other – one plane of narrative is located inside another. One
narrator tells a story, in which a second-order narrator again tells a story, within
which another narrator is nested etc. Additionally, remediation to various works
of art is applied (e.g. Remedios Varo in The Crying of Lot 49). Such proliferation
combined with remediation creates multiple paradoxes that emphasise the story’s
ontology (trompe l’oeil – an inset level is mistaken for the primary level or mise en
abyme – an inset text or artwork mirrors the primary narrative). The heterodiegetic
narrator (not existing on the level of the world in the novel) seems to speak directly
to the characters (at a level lower than his) or to the reader (at a higher level)
(McHale 1992:87-114). Gravity’s Rainbow begins with what can be assumed to
be the actual world, but is later revealed to be Prentice’s nightmare and ends with
the revelation that the novel might be in fact a movie watched by the readers, old
fans who’ve always been at the movies (Pynchon 1973:760).
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Another ambiguity involves an element of play with the metaphorical and literal
meaning of words, making it difficult to tell the difference between the hierarchy of
senses in a particular expression (e.g. Nefastis makes the metaphor of Maxwell’s
Demon literal in The Crying of Lot 49). McHale focuses on the phenomenon
he calls worlds under erasure i.e. making and unmaking the worlds depicted
in the narrative by destabilising devices of world deconstructing, unnarrating
or rescinding (2012:108). The erasure seems to be particularly easy in worlds
full of endless simulacra and drifting signifiers as presented in the Californian
hyperreality of The Crying of Lot 49 (Kolbuszewska 2000:86). To conclude, the
haunting spectre of the ontological erasure looming in Pynchon’s works seems
to substantiate the claim that the ontological dominant can be seen as one of the
translative dominants of his fiction.

The sacral dominant
Another perspective which might offer an insight into what is dominant
in Pynchon’s novels is that of territorialised literature offered by the French
philosopher Gilles Deleuze, who inscribes books into a larger political system,
their code being a form of power and control. The regular, territorialised literature
works within the systems/instruments of codification: by means of laws, contracts
and institutions. Books of law include holy texts, books of contract – lay literature
in regular distribution and books of institutions – all texts perpetuating the
institutionalised power (Deleuze 1977:161-162).
There seems to be a marked resemblance between the perceived attitude towards
the translation of Biblical texts (as a book of law) and the translative dominant
that might be applied to Pynchon’s works (as a quasi-sacral text): the underlying
presumption that every bit of textual matter carries a meaning or meanings, the
entirety of which might be beyond the perception of a single translator/exegetist
or the whole human kind as known only to the divine being. The resemblance is
founded by the mode of reading implied by Pynchon in his works (especially in
Gravity’s Rainbow) i.e. creative paranoia:
Of course a wee-developed They-system is necessary – but it’s only half a story.
For every They there ought to be a We. In our case there is. Creative Paranoia
means developing at least as through a We-system as a They-system. (...) [Theysystems are] what They and Their hired psychiatrists call ‘delusional systems’
(Pynchon 1973:638).
Gravity’s Rainbow plays with the possibility that everything is either deeply
significant or entirely meaningless (paranoia or anti-paranoia) (Nicol 2009:96-97)
and is structured to emphasise the focal point of paranoia: the onset, the leading
11

edge of the discovery that everything is connected (Pynchon’s emphasis) (Pynchon
1973:703). In Pynchon’s works, where the endless patterns of signifiers lead
only to more signifiers, each part of the textual tissue can be equally meaningful
(creative paranoia – each signifier contains meaning – zero textual redundancy)
or completely meaningless (anti-paranoia – no signifier contains meaning –
maximum textual redundancy). Pynchon’s novels seem to mock pleonastic fiction,
simultaneously offering two modes of reading, favouring the former one since
anti-paranoia is a condition not many of us can bear for long (Pynchon 1973:434).
Readers are required to read Gravity’s Rainbow in a rhizomatic way, like a vast
network of potential symmetries and correspondences, and even though there is
a distant promise of some sort of coherence, it is not possible to find conclusion
in the oversignified worlds of Pynchon’s heroes. Such a reading allows making
connections on both a temporal and a spatial level, where any point of the narrative
can potentially lead to any other (Nicol 2009:97-98).
Early translators of the Bible, in turn, in their exegesis for the purposes of
the translation process, followed the religious presumptions that the Word came
directly from God and as such was not supposed to be tampered with. The resultant
approach towards Bible translation varied with time: Romans focused on sense-forsense translation (Cicero), which influenced the Middle Ages (Jerome). However,
towards the late Middle Ages a new tendency towards literalism becomes
ascendant, which was reflected in Jerome’s occasional statements that stray away
from his general standpoint. As Metzger (1993:143) says,
Jerome clearly advocated two different methods of translation, depending on
whether the original is a secular or a sacred text. In the Bible every word is sacred.
In his letter to Paulinus, Jerome wrote, “The Apocalypse of John has as many
mysteries as words,” and these mysteries must be preserved in the translation.
Since the order of words transcends human understanding, a change in the order
of words not only destroys this mystery, but it also endangers the profundity of the
sacred texts.
Tymoczko attributes the late medieval shift towards literalism in terms of
power struggle: Western European religion (church), commerce and governments
wanted to maintain the verbal, conceptual and epistemological authority intact
(2010:136). So the preconception of translation as semantic transfer has become
deeply rooted in Western thought, which stems from the sacralisation of the word,
itself a consequence of the early Christian translation of ‘the logos’ of God in New
Testament Greek as ‘verbum’, ‘word (Word)’, in Latin translations of the Bible,
with the result that Jesus became equated with the Word become Flesh (Tymoczko
2010:109).
The mode of reading (and translating) of Pynchon’s books can be deemed similar
to holy texts in the sense that it requires focus on the utmost importance of every
12

word, and the homogenising (rationalising) tendencies seem to fail as the infiniteness
of text productivity will not allow the reader/interpreter to grasp the entirety of the
textual meanings. Moreover, the homogenising tendencies can lead to shifts on the
micro-level of the text leading to serious deviations on the macro-level.
Pynchon, almost a mathematician of prose, who calculates the least and the
greatest stress each word and line, each pun and ambiguity, can bear, and applies
his knowledge accordingly and virtually without lapses, though he takes many
scary, bracing linguistic risks (Sissman 1973:128-140), thus becomes a point of
tangency of two remote worlds, apparently having nothing in common: the world
of holy texts and postmodern aesthetics/poetics, which might be seen as yet another
argument of the hybridity of all texts. Pynchon’s novels lie at the intersection of
two drastically contrasted linguistic realms, the intersection being the extreme
focus on every bit of textual substance.1 The paradox here is that in Pynchon’s case
this focus aims to preserve multiplicity of the textual message, but in case of a holy
text its goal is to preserve its unity. In Deleuze’s terms: Pynchon’s novels seen as
nomadic texts (deterritorialising, escaping established codes, rhizomatic and antiarborescent) paradoxically find a point of tangency with holy texts (non-nomadic,
territorialising, governed by the holy law) in the way of their exegesis. This point
of tangency is presented in Fig. 1 and called the sacral dominant, which might
be deemed as one of the operative translative dominants for Pynchon’s texts. The
sacral dominant, resulting from the intensely paranoiac mode of reading, seems to
be so aptly applicable nowhere in non-religious literature absque Thomas Pynchon
ubi et uerborum ordo mysterium est (to paraphrase Jerome)2 and possibly several
other notable cases e.g. Finnegans Wake by James Joyce.
From this perspective, literature in its postmodern incarnation seems to have
come full circle. The initial rule of translation faithfulness, sacralised by its
application to Holy Texts of the Church, was later transposed to any other seemingly
profane texts and desacralised in the 18th century. The dominance of faithfulness in
translation has put the author of the ST on pedestal and the translator in the shadow.
Faithfulness was also reinforced by the apotheosis of the author as the creator or
the demiurge, guided by outbursts of inspiration. Consequently, a translator started
to be seen as a mere craftsman in comparison to the virtually divine ST author,
an opinion, which has become so deeply rooted in the general subconsciousness
that it does need even any intellectual substantiation (Skwarczyńska in Bukowski
and Heydel 2013:130-136). Paradoxically, postmodern focus on the word, its
logocentric momentum and its paranoiac undertones might stimulate a translator to
undertake a stance similar to the one undertaken by medieval (and other) translators
of the Bible.
It has to be mentioned that a special focus on the structure of a text (both form and content) is
characteristic of all aesthetic texts but here the focus takes unprecedented proportions fuelled by the
unique motivation underlying the choice of the mode of reading, i.e. creative paranoia.
2
Except in the case of Thomas Pynchon, where even the order of words contains mystery.
1
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The notion of zero redundancy, indicated in Fig.1, seems to resemble maxmax
reading of literary works as opposed to minimax. Boase-Beier makes a cognitive
distinction between literary and non-literary texts by means of Relevance Theory:
the mini-max principle is how the reader operates in non-literary texts, using the
minimal effort to produce maximum meaning; the max-max principle is how
the reader operates in literary texts, using maximum effort to produce maximum
meaning – the bigger effort is required from the readers to unravel the textual
stylistic devices, the greater pleasure they derive from it (ambiguous, contradictory
meanings become the main function of the literary text, allowing the simultaneous
multiplicity of meanings in the special cognitive state of a reader’s mind) (BoaseBeier 2006:46-48). Several authors have defined the reward for maxmax reading
as cognitive gain (MacKenzie 2002; Gutt 2000). Indeed, without the cognitive gain
defined in this way, Pynchon’s novels seem to lose much of their sparkle and the
exhaustion of maxmax reading appears to be the mode of reading them.
The
analysed
text

Motivation behind
the choice of the dominant

The common element

Examples of
the resultant approach

Religious motivation:
For the purpose of
the preservation of mysterium
translation:
in the Word of God, resulting
in the early Middle
from the inability of humans
Ages – sense-for-sense
The Bible
to understand the entirety
translation (Roman
of the Divine message
influence);
(which can be hypothetically
towards the late Middle
achieved by the external
Ages - literalism (as a
The sacral dominant:
influence of the Holy Ghost
result of power struggle
no element of the
as the Bible contains one
and the sacralisation of
textual tissue is
eternally unchanged God’s
the word)
considered meaningless;
message)
the text is perceived as For the purpose of
Creative paranoia as the
having absolutely zero translation analysis:
interpretative mode of the
redundancy, which
maxmax reading
postmodern aesthetics:
treats each item as
providing cognitive gain
P y n c h o n ’s the preservation of textual
novels
idiosyncrasies, resulting from potentially having a
meaningful role
the human inability to grasp
the entirety of infinite senseproduction of the text3 (which
can never be achieved as the
text never stops its productive
operation)
Figure 1. The sacral dominant as the common element in the translative dominants
in case of Bible and Pynchon’s novels.3
Additionally, paranoia is strongly related to Pynchon’s theme of Puritan ancestry: a Puritan
reflex of seeking other orders behind the visible (Pynchon 1973:188), which may be seen as
a historical point of tangency between holy texts and Pynchon’s writings.
3
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The implementation of the sacral dominant in translation practice seems to
be limited by the inexorable fact of interpretation of a literary work. Because of
temporal limitations the process of interpretation must be locked at some point,
thwarting the infiniteness of meaning production in the original and countering a
translator’s efforts for precise ST recreation.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it may be stated that the ontological and the sacral dominant
seem to be possible translative dominants, which might be applied to appreciate and
adequately analyse Pynchon’s multi-faceted fiction in the translation process. Both
attempt to captivate the infinite meaning production potential within Pynchon’s
postmodern works. However, it has to be stated that they by no means exhaust
the interpretative potential of his novels. Hopefully, more and more inventive
translative dominants will be applied to Pynchon’s works in the future, providing
an enriched and invigorating experience of Pynchon’s oeuvre.
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SOME REMARKS ON A LINGUISTIC PREDATOR:
FOREIGN INFLUENCES UPON PRISON SLANG
Abstract: Prison slang may be considered to be a language variety with great creativity, which
is manifested in its inherent tendency to draw on and borrow from other languages and language
varieties. As a result, in the linguistic repertoire used by inmates in British and American prisons we
observe a strong tendency to apply vocabulary items which derive from many different linguistic
backgrounds, such as, among others, Yiddish, Spanish, Italian and Cockney Rhyming slang.
Unfortunately, this aspect of prison slang seems to be sadly neglected, if not altogether ignored. This
paper provides an analysis of the subject of borrowings in the linguistic repertoire used by Englishspeaking inmates.
Key words: prison slang, Yiddish, Hispanics, Italian, Cockney Rhyming slang, borrowings.

It is an obvious truism to say that, considering the dynamic nature of language,
change is ever pervading and ever present. Nevertheless, such a statement that
is frequent to see in handbooks on language and language change triggers other
important questions, such as, for example: Why is language changing and what
are the causes of language change? To start with, language evolves because of our
needs, experiences, living conditions, beliefs, views, and many other aspects of
our lives are constantly changing. In order to name new concepts, objects, actions
or places we need new names. These are not necessarily new lexical items since
we – not infrequently – create new words by shortening the existing ones (e.g.
gym for gymnasium), by combining words or elements of words together (e.g. red
and coat to form redcoat, breakfast and lunch to form brunch), or by employing
proper names (e.g. Levis). Nevertheless, the results of employing the mechanisms
discussed above are in no way sufficient to keep pace with the changes taking place
in extra-linguistic reality. As argued long ago by Sapir (1921:93): Languages, like
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cultures, are rarely sufficient unto themselves […], and that is why the evolving
nature of language manifests itself in its tendency to borrow from the resources of
other languages. Significantly, the tendency to draw on the linguistic repertoires
of speakers of different languages is not only typical of the standard varieties of
natural languages, but also for nonstandard varieties, such as, for example, prison
slang.
In order to understand the gist of the influence of different languages on prison
slang, which is a feature of all the major languages of the world, one must first
realise that in the history of correctional institutions, inmates have a tendency
to come from a variety of countries, nationalities, and cultural and linguistic
backgrounds. In effect, each prison community is a mixture of people with diverse
features, abilities, convictions and character traits. The diversity inherent to the
community of inmates also manifests itself in the linguistic repertoire employed
within prison walls. To be more precise, the manifestation of the diversity of prison
slang is embodied in its tendency to draw on and borrow from foreign languages.
To put it metaphorically, it may be argued that prison argot is ‘a linguistic predator’
which borrows, uses and abuses without shame from every possible source. In
the case of English, prison slang has particularly sponged upon Yiddish, Spanish,
Italian and Cockney Rhyming slang.
Yiddish has greatly contributed to the richness and vividness of English
prison argot. Before we start discussing the Yiddish influence on prison slang it
is necessary to define Yiddish and explain how and why this language appeared
in the English-speaking countries. To start with, Yiddish is the historical language
of Germanic/Hebrew origin spoken by Ashkenazi Jews in Europe.1 As to the
history of Jews in England, a small community lived in Britain between 1066 and
1290, when they were increasingly prosecuted, until they were finally expelled by
Edward I. The Jews started to return to England in the 16th century, but it was only
in the 19th century that the British Jewry was granted formal emancipation, and
the Jewish community became more and more integrated into British society (see
Hyamson, 1908).2
It goes without saying that most of the influence of Yiddish on English is
related to the growth of the USA. As pointed out by Halpern (2007:124): In the
1880s, Yiddish became to arrive in thick waves at a crowded, chaotic Ellis Island.
For a few decades it concentrated itself in Jewish communities, Yiddish theatre,
Yiddish literature, mixing slowly like molasses with the English world surrounding
it. As a result, many words that have entered English from Yiddish managed to
penetrate world Englishes by way of the American variety. Today, it is American
1
Although the community of Ashkenazi Jews who moved to Israel switched to traditional
Hebrew, the Jews who in the 19th century arrived in America still used their Yiddish dialect, which
became dominant within their community.
2
The most obvious traces of Yiddish origin upon British English are observable in the Cockney
Rhyming slang of East London.
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English that abounds in words of Yiddish origin and this includes words spoken
in the environment of the entertainment industry (those that entered the English
lexicon via vaudeville, the Catskills/Borscht Belt, and Hollywood), prison argot,
as well as the standard varieties of English. What is also worth mentioning here
is the fact that there are a number of words that are more regionally oriented, for
example, in the New York metropolitan area. In this context a question could be
asked: Why was Yiddish so easily adopted? Ozick (1988:99) formulated a very
convincing argument saying that: Yiddish is especially handy for satire, cynicism,
familiarity, abuse, sentimentality and resignation, for sense of high irony, and for
putting people in their place and events in bitter perspective: all the defensive
verbal baggage an involuntarily migratory nation is likely to need en route to
the next temporary refuge. All these features allowed this language to become an
integral part of the English-speaking tradition.
As far as prison slang is concerned, it was already Partridge ([1933]1979) who
pointed out that many Yiddish words had become integrated into criminal slang
and attributed this phenomenon to the fact that the Jews were the first traders and
vagabonds, and anyone who came across them on the roads could hardly escape
their lexical influence. Therefore, it is not at all surprising that many of these words
are related to the world of petty crime and money, subjects that are inseparably
tied to any criminal community. In effect, in English prison lexis there are terms
of Yiddish origin which are closely linked to the conceptual category HUMAN
BEINGS, and – in particular – to the microcategory CRIMINALS, such as, for
example, arch gonnof used in the sense ‘the chief of a gang of thieves’, baldober
employed in the sense of ‘a director or a leader, the director or planner of a robbery’,
masse-stapler conveying the sense of ‘a rogue disguised as a woman’, or kike
denoting ‘a Jew, a Jewish thief.’ Some of the words of Yiddish origin which entered
prison argot are – not infrequently – employed to convey polysemous senses, such
as, for example, magsman used in the sense ‘a fashionably dressed swindler; a
street swindler who watches for countrymen or gullible people; a card sharper;
an extremely dishonest horse-dealer’, gonnof employed to convey the sense of ‘a
thief; a witness; an amateur or bungling pickpocket; a retired rogue, especially a
retired thief’. There also exist Yiddish words which are used in reference with other
people related to the prison community, such as, for example, zabist which conveys
the sense of ‘a policeman’, cozer employed in the sense of ‘a stool pigeon, one
who reports to the police’, baldower denoting ‘an informer to the police’, flecker
which conveys the sense of ‘a spy, a spotter’, gunsel or guntzel which denotes ‘a
boy a youth, with implication of sexual perversion; a passive male homosexual,
usually a youth, a younger man’, kibitzer or kabitzer employed to convey the sense
of ‘one who volunteers advice and who endeavors to conduct another’s affairs’,
shyster employed in the sense of ‘an unscrupulous lawyer’, shamus designating ‘a
private detective’, and snodder which means ‘one who dislikes spending money’.
Apart from the conceptual category HUMAN BEINGS, another category, namely
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INANIMATE OBJECTS is also represented by various words of Yiddish origin,
such as, for example, keister conveying the sense of ‘a handbag, a small grip, a
satchel; a strong box; a safe within a vault’, autem which designates ‘a church;
a meeting house’, driz kemesa used in the sense ‘a lace shirt’, schnozzle used to
convey the sense of ‘a nose’, and mazuma employed in the sense of ‘money’.
Yiddish influence is in no way restricted to the adoption of nouns. Within the
realm of prison slang vocabulary, we also find adjectives, verbs and phrases of
Yiddish origin, such as, for example, mockey used in the sense ‘Jewish’, meshuga
employed in the sense of ‘crazy’, to gonnof conveying the sense of ‘to wheedle
out of, to cheat; to steal by pickpocketry’, to fleck which means ‘to spy upon’, and
ryebuck which is used in the sense ‘all right, straight, it will do, I am satisfied’.
Yiddish provides but one of the sources of vocabulary items used in prison
slang. Another language which has served as a frequent source of loanwords is
Spanish. The beginning of Spanish influence on English started to be felt in the
16th century – the age of explorations – when Spain, being a very powerful country,
was engaged in a conflict with England. The Spanish impact upon English gained
new momentum in the 19th century, as a result of steady immigration from Spain to
the USA, fuelled by poverty, urban congestion and unpopular wars in Europe. Due
to these extra-linguistic reasons, the majority of borrowings of Spanish origin in
English are specific to its American variety, and they are said to constitute one of its
most important peculiarities when compared with British English.3 Nowadays, as
Wolfram et al. (2004:339) argue: Spanish speakers are by far the largest group of
current immigrants to the United States mainland. During the 1990s, the Hispanic
population increased by over 50 percent, and since the 2000 census, it has grown
nearly four times faster than the overall U.S. population. As a result, as pointed
out by González (2000:292): Spanish has made one of the major contributions to
English vocabulary. Obviously, the interfusion of Spanish to English is not merely
observable in its standard variety, but also in slang usage.
This influence of Spanish on nonstandard varieties of English is especially
visible in the language of the underworld and this may be related to the fact that, as
reported by the Federal Bureau of Prisons, nearly 33.8%4 of people held in federal
prisons in North America are Hispanics.5 This close and long-term contact between
English- and Spanish-speaking inmates resulted in the adoption of a huge number
of borrowings used on daily basis in prison slang. Among others, we may speak of
The OED (1989) recorded over 1,000 words and phrases of Spanish origin, and nearly 40%
of them are still in current usage, and Webster’s Third Dictionary (1961) included over 2,000 (see
González, 2000).
4
As of the 26th of December, 2015. For more on this issue see https://www.bop.gov/about/
statistics/statistics_inmate_ethnicity.jsp.
5
The term Hispanics is used in the sense ‘a person of any race speaking Spanish and English’.
For more information on the Hispanic population in correctional institutions in the USA see http://
www.sentencingproject.org/doc/publications/inc_hispanicprisoners.pdf.
3
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Spanish etymology in case of such terms as, for example, hombre used to convey
the sense of ‘a man’ and lobo crook employed in the sense of ‘a thief who steals
alone’, both of which refer to the conceptual category of HUMAN BEINGS. As
to the macrocategory INANIMATE OBJECTS, it is also richly represented by
various lexical items of Spanish origin, such as, for example, comida used in the
sense ‘a meak; a handout’, comino conveying the sense of ‘a ride’ and dinero used
in reference to ‘money’. Also, we find here a phrase of Spanish origin, that is on
the picaroon conveying the sense of ‘in search of anything profitable’.
Let us point out that in comparison to the Yiddish influence on English prison
slang, which is particularly observable in the macrocategory HUMAN BEINGS,
words of Spanish origin prevail in the lexis related to the microcategory DRUGS.
According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons, in the USA, drug use among whites
and Hispanics is relatively equal; however, Hispanics are twice as likely as whites
to be incarcerated in state prisons for a drug offense.6 As a result, not only is the
number of words of Spanish origin related to the use of illicit substances in the
language of the underworld stunning, but also these lexical items are infrequently
employed to indicate the minor differences between the given intoxicating
substances, such as, for example, different colours or even the quality. In effect,
in the linguistic repertoire used by inmates we find different Spanish loanwords
conveying the sense of ‘marijuana’, such as, for example, Doña Juana, cosa, jerez
seco or pasto. In addition, duros is used in the sense ‘marijuana that is strong’,
sinsemilla conveys the sense of ‘a highly coveted marijuana’, bolsa is used in the
sense ‘a pack of drugs, especially a ten-dollar bag of marijuana’, the meaning of
cartucho is ‘a packet of marijuana cigarettes’ and cargador is used to convey the
sense of ‘a marijuana dealer’. The variety of terms of Spanish origin used in the
sense ‘amphetamines’ is also bewildering, and prisoners use such lexical items as,
for example, morena, cristal or duraznos. The meaning of ‘heroin’ is also conveyed
by means of a variety of terms, such as, for example, carne, blanco, hache or gato.
Another illegal substance richly represented by means of Spanish loanwords is
‘barbiturate’, and inmates use avispa to convey the discussed sense. If one wants
to differentiate between different types of this drug, they use rojas, the meaning of
which is ‘a capsule of barbiturate Seconal’, amarilla which refers to ‘a barbiturate,
especially in a yellow capsule’, or azulillo used in the sense ‘a barbiturate,
especially Amytal which is frequently sold in blue capsules’. Obviously, it is not
only names of drugs that have Spanish roots in the lexicon of inmates, but also
terms related to prison life, such as, for example, vendedor conveying the sense of
‘a drug dealer’, melina which is a term for ‘a house of prostitution’, the meaning
of caballo is ‘one who smuggles drugs into prison’, to vamoose is used in the sense
‘to flee’, chingadera is a term conveying the sense of ‘drug injection equipment’,
6
For more on this issue see http://www.sentencingproject.org/doc/publications/inc_
hispanicprisoners.pdf.
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and abla de narco is used in reference to ‘a narcotics agent’.
Along with the Slavonic nations, the Jews and the Spanish, during the third
and largest wave of immigration, Italians also left their homeland and arrived on
the American shore. Italian immigration to the USA started in 1890, and between
1900 and 1915, 3 million Italians, constituting the largest nationality of new
immigrants, set their feet on American soil (see Cavaioli, 2008). The influence
of Italian on American culture is undeniable and the same can be said about the
impact this language made on American English. Nevertheless, as far as prison
slang is concerned, it is the Italian Mafia, also labelled as Italian Mob, or the
Mob, that has most significantly contributed to the diversity of the community
of inmates and their language. To start with, the Italian Mafia emerged in Italian
immigrant neighborhoods as a secret, immensely powerful and almost invincible
criminal society having its roots in the Sicilian Mafia. Its members usually used
the term Cosa Nostra to name the society.7 Due to direct anti-mafia policies and
the intensification of law enforcement repression and sanctioning since the 1990s,
we are currently observing a radical decrease in the activity of organised crime
of Italian origin (see Siegel and Nelen, 2008). Nevertheless, the influence the
Italian Mafia had on the American underworld is undeniable, as we find words of
Italian origin in the lexicon of inmates, especially those that are strictly related to
the activity and structure of the organisation, such as, for example, Cosa Nostra
conveying the sense of ‘a tightly-knit underworld society whose members are
solely of Italian-Sicilian descent and are frequently involved in organized crime’,
capo dei capi used in the sense ‘the leader of all leaders or boss of bosses; the
most powerful Mafia boss to whom all others defer’, capo used in reference with
‘the boss of a crime family or his lieutenant who would be on the third level of
the Cosa Nostra’s authority structure’, capodecina, the meaning of which is ‘a
leader of ten in a Cosa Nostra family’, capofamiglia used in the sense ‘the boss
of a Cosa Nostra family’, caporegima employed in the sense of ‘the lieutenant in
a Cosa Nostra family’, avvocato, the meaning of which is ‘a counsellor or lawyer
for organised crime representing one or more Cosa Nostra members’, consigliere
employed in the sense of ‘someone intended to serve the family membership in a
Cosa Nostra by granting a channel of communication from soldiers to the boss’,
borgata, the meaning of which is ‘a family, the basic structural unit of the Mafia
society’, vendetta used in the sense ‘a pledge of personal vengeance on an enemy’,
and omerta referred to as ‘a uniquely Sicilian attitude calling for non-cooperation
with government authority and the settlement of disputes through personal means,
the Mafia’s strict code of silence with regard to underworld affairs’.
English prison argot has also drawn heavily on one minor variety of English
known as Cockney Rhyming slang. In the lexicon of English prison argot there
7
For more on the issue of the Italian Mafia in the USA see https://www.europol.europa.eu/.../
italian_organised_crime.
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are many terms that derive from this English slang which developed in the East
End of London, in which a word is replaced by a phrase which rhymes with it. A
good number of expressions of Cockney origin have been adopted into common
language in London. However, as pointed out by Green (2002:3) […] rhyming
slang […] rooted in England, is not the province of native English-speakers. Two
countries have taken it on board, neither as extensively nor as enthusiastically as
the UK, but a survey of both Australian and American slang will unearth examples.
As a result of the spread of Cockney Rhyming slang to other English-speaking
countries, in the linguistic repertoire of English-speaking inmates we find such
terms as, for example, bird lime which is used in the sense ‘time spent in prison’
(from lime to rhyme with time), kanga ‘a prison officer’ (from kangaroo to rhyme
with screw, one of the most common names for prison guards), nicker which is
employed in the sense of ‘a chaplain’ (from vicar), anilla that serves to convey
the sense of ‘a judge’ (from vanilla fudge), vera used in the sense ‘cigarette paper’
(Vera Lyn to rhyme with skin), and bull and bat used in reference to ‘a hat’.
Apart from the influences discussed above, the lexicon of the underworld
in English-speaking countries has also been affected, to different extents, by
other languages, such as, for example, French, from which it borrowed the term
colquarron used in the sense ‘a neck’, dauber, the meaning of which is ‘a painter
working for car thieves’ or faggot conveying the sense of ‘a whore’. English prison
slang has also borrowed from Russian, which is the source of czar conveying the
sense of ‘a prison warden’. The lexical item cravat, used in the sense ‘to sleep in
one’s cravat’ is of Croatian origin, brahma conveying the sense of ‘a good-looking
girl’ and dakma, the meaning of which is ‘silence’ both derive from Hindu, bohunk
is a term of Hungarian origin which is used in reference to ‘a poor specimen’, entjie
used in the sense ‘cigarettes’ has Dutch roots, cossack conveying the sense of ‘a
policeman’ originates from Turkish, while cambra, employed in the sense of ‘a
dog’ is related to Arabic.
All in all, prison slang is a type of sociolect that has borrowed extensively
from various sources. When analyzing the issue of prison slang, in many cases
one may successfully determine the roots of certain lexical items. On the other
hand, in the majority of cases the origins of words and expressions lie in obscurity.
Nevertheless, one must admit that without foreign influences the map of prison
argot would not be as vivid and colourful as it is.
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ON THE DIRECTIONS OF BIRDSEMIC DEVELOPMENTS
IN ENGLISH AND POLISH
Abstract: In the first place, it needs to be indicated that the purpose set to the paper is to carry out a
comparative analysis of female bird metaphors in English and Polish. The analysis must ultimately be
treated as an attempt to review and develop the data gathered in such works as: Górecka-Smolińska
(2007), Górecka-Smolińska (2008), Górecka-Smolińska (2009), Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski
(2011), and Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski (2012).
In particular, the focus will be directed at the lexical items hen, duck and goose, which are directly
related to one of the leading categories of the bird kingdom, namely domesticated birds. The
investigation of the bird-derived lexicon in English and Polish will allow us to observe if both
languages are equally prolific in forming bird metaphors. Furthermore, we may hope to be able to
examine the directions of birdsemy in the two languages, that is whether both English and Polish are
similar as far as the referents of bird metaphors are concerned.
Last but not least, it is to be hoped that the examination of birdsemic developments in English and
Polish will be productive enough to answer the question of the origins and reasons for the growth of
bird metaphor in both languages.
Key words: birdsemy/bird metaphor, conceptual domain/sphere/zone, conceptual element, symbol/
symbolism.

Introductory word
The kingdom of birds has at all times been of interest to humans, in all
probability, because of their definitional ability to fly which is perceived in terms of
mystery surrounding our winged companions. It is most likely this enigma that has
influenced human cognition of birds which seems to be bi-polar, since, on the one
hand, people ascribe numerous positive values to birds, making flying creatures
the emblems of divine powers, courage or love. On the other hand, our ignorance
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of the living conditions of various species of birds makes us perceive them – most
frequently mistakenly – as violent and dangerous creatures. Therefore, in what
follows we will attempt to draw a verbal picture exhibiting the way representatives
of the bird kingdom, most specifically those which lead their lives adjacent to
humans, are perceived by their neighbours. It is our aim to draw a verbal image
on the basis of a comparative analysis of bird metaphors functioning in the mental
lexicons of the speakers of English and Polish. On the grounds of the birdsemic
metaphors analysed in the following one may hope to provide at least a partial
answer to the question of whether the cognition of birds by the speakers of the two
languages is in any respect similar to, or perhaps governed, by any (substantial)
differences. Additionally, it is our hope that the investigation of birdsemic
developments will enable us to shed some light on the fact that cognitive linguistics
is in many respects dependent on cognitive ethology: “… which postulates mental
experiences in nonhuman animals and aims to transform comparative psychology,
ethology, and related behavioural and brain sciences” (Barber 1993:161).

Hen-, duck- and goose-based metaphors investigated
In the first place, it needs to be stated that the analysis of the semantic
developments of bird-related phraseology will concentrate on well-known female
representatives of the category domesticated birds, that is: hen, duck and goose
(cf. the classification proposed in Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski 2012:113114). To begin with, a brief etymological enquiry reveals that the noun hen
appeared as early as in the OE times in the two variants hen/henn, and from the
very beginning the word has functioned in its primary sense ‘an adult female of
the common domestic or barn-door fowl, the male of which is the cock’ (see A
Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, A Concise
Etymological Dictionary of Modern English, Oxford English Dictionary, A Concise
Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, Origins. A Short Etymological
Dictionary of Modern English and Word Origins, The Hidden Histories of English
Words from A to Z; henceforth: cedel, cedme, oed, scedel, sedme and wo). As the
oed shows, the historically primary meaning of hen became more general in the 14th
century when the lexical item started to be employed with reference to the female
of various birds. In the course of time, the semantic development of the word hen
proved to be productive enough to extend the semantic scope of the word from
the macrocategory birds to humans. At the beginning of the Modern English era,
the transferred human-specific senses, namely ‘a woman, a female, a wife’ and the
sense ‘a mistress’ developed, and since that time the vocabulary item hen was no
longer perceived as a term describing solely the female of bird species but also
members of the human species. As noted by the oed, The Routledge Dictionary
of Modern American Slang and Unconventional English and The Routledge
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Dictionary of Historical Slang (henceforth: cnpdsue, and rdhs), the figurative
senses appeared in the 17th century and survived until the 19th century. Apart from
the women-specific metaphoric senses mentioned in the foregoing, hen started
to function in the 17th century as a general term of endearment, used in a similar
manner to the English term sweetheart. What is more, while at the very outset the
semantics of hen evoked mainly positive connotations, the onset of the 20th century
brought to the fore the emergence of negatively loaded elements, visible chiefly in
the development of the novel pejoratively loaded secondary sense ‘a flamboyant
feminine male homosexual’ (see cnpdsue, oed and The Routledge Dictionary of
Modern American Slang and Unconventional English; henceforth: rdmause).
In addition to the metaphors discussed above, one observes numerous figurative
senses originating in the hen-based idiomatic expressions. And so, the adjectival
compound henpecked, which appeared in the 17th century and continues the verbal
form hen-peck, is used in present-day English as a derogatory human-specific
epithet describing a husband ruled by a domineering wife. Hence, the compound
henpecked is conceptually connected with the domain /behaviour/ with such
pejoratively tinted sense elements as: <dependent> and <dominated>. In addition
to henpecked, one may quote the set expression hen-house, which is a compound
used with reference to a predominantly female ménage, a house in which the
woman rules. It seems that human cognition of the bird provided the motivation
not only for metaphors displaying female independence and domination, but also
ones that show the weaknesses of women. Let us quote mother hen and its Polish
equivalent kura domowa, which is far from being flattering and refers to a maternal
woman, yet in a negatively tinted context, that is an overprotective woman who is
interested only in housework and bringing up children; one that is narrow-minded
and has given up her professional life in order to devote herself to family life
(cf. Górecka-Smolińska 2007: 35, 2008: 75, Wielki słownik frazeologiczny PWN
z przysłowiami and Słownik języka polskiego z frazeologizmami i przysłowiami;
henceforth: wsfp and sjpfp). As Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski (2012:128)
stress, the origins of the semantics of the idiom mother hen/kura domowa may be
traced in the symbolism ascribed to the bird, that is the fact that the bird is perceived
in many cultures as the ideal, loving and protecting mother; nevertheless, the
positive symbolic representation of hen does not find comparable positive semantic
reflection. At the same time, we may state that the semantics of the complex noun
mother hen/kura domowa foregrounds such elements of meaning as: <foolish>,
<stupid> and <pointless>, which are in a straightforward manner linked to the
conceptual sphere /behaviour/. In addition to the formations quoted earlier whose
etymological roots may be found in the secondary sense ‘a woman, a female, a
wife’ ascribed to the semantics of the lexical item hen, we find the nominal phrase
hen party which – beginning in the 19th century – has been employed as a metaphor
of a gathering consisting of women only (see Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski
2011 and 2012).
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Further investigation of hen-based formations leads to the 20th century coinages
hen-brained/hen-headed, represented in Polish by the set phrase kurzy móżdżek.
The semantics of the compound forms hen-brained/hen-headed and kurzy móżdżek
connotes the negatively tinted secondary sense ‘witless, foolish, or pointless
person’ whose origin may have grounds – following Górecka-Smolińska (2009)
and The Wordsworth Dictionary of Symbolism (henceforth: wds) – in the symbolic
tradition of Central Europe where the bird is frequently perceived as ignorant and
foolish. Accordingly, we feel justified in concluding that the linguistic shift of the
expressions hen-brained/hen-headed and kurzy móżdżek from the macrocategory
birds to humans displays a direct connection with the conceptual zone /behaviour/
and may be said to have been simultaneous with bringing the conceptual elements
<foolish>, <stupid> and <pointless> to the fore.
It appears that human observation of the natural environment results not only in
the rise of various hen-based expressions connected with the concept of behaviour,
but also those that are linked to the parameter of appearance. It is especially visible
in Polish where one finds the complex noun kurze łapki with its synonymous English
set phrase crow’s feet (see wsfp and sjpfp). Although the two languages make use of
different bird terms, in Polish kura ‘a hen’ and in English crow, still both idioms
constitute part of the colloquial register and are employed with reference to small
branching lines in the corners of the eyes. At the same time, wsfp and sjpfp list the
simile wyglądać jak zmokła kura, that literally translates into English as ‘to look
like a wet hen’, and serves as a figuratively tinted comment addressed towards a
person who looks extremely dishevelled after getting soaked. On the basis of the
data provided, we may observe that both kurze łapki ‘crow’s feet’ and wyglądać jak
zmokła kura ‘to look like a wet hen’ are evidently linked to the conceptual sphere
/appearance/ and their transferred senses highlight negatively perceived elements
of human looks, ageing symptoms and unkempt appearance.
The analysis of birdsemic developments in English and Polish will be continued
by tracing the semantic specifics of yet another female representative of the category
domesticated birds, namely the lexical item duck, represented in Polish by the
term kaczka. As far as the etymological history of the word duck is concerned, the
dictionary sources that have been consulted, for example cedel, cedme, oed, scedel,
sedme and wo, suggest that the vocabulary item was present already in Anglo-Saxon
times in the form duce/dúce, and at that time the noun functioned with the sense
‘to duck, to dive’. In consequence, we see in modern English that the word duck is
employed not only in its nominal form, but also in the verbal one in the following
senses: ‘to plunge/to dive’, ‘to suddenly go under water and emerge again’, and
‘to dip one’s head rapidly under water’. Still when it comes to the OE, the lexical
item duck, from the very outset, functioned in its primary meaning ‘a swimming
bird of the genus Anas and kindred genera of the family Anatidae’ (see oed). Much
like the vocabulary item hen, the historically primary sense of duck became more
universal with time and duck began to be employed with reference to the female of
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the fowl, the male being the drake. As is the case with the majority of bird names,
in various languages duck has also been subject to a variety of influences in human
language resulting in the formation of numerous duck-based metaphors which testify
to the extension of the semantics of the lexical item in question from the category
domesticated birds to the macrocategory humans.
Let us begin with a modern English suffixed formation ducks, which serves
either as a term of endearment or as a familiar form of address. In line with ducks,
we may quote the diminutive form ducky which – according to such lexical sources
as the cnpdsue, oed and Shorter Slang Dictionary – is employed, especially by
females, as a term of endearment similar to darling or sweetheart. Likewise,
speakers of Polish use the diminutive form of kaczka ‘a duck’, that is kaczuszka
‘ducky’, to show their affection to a beloved, dear person. Though the term ducky
induces, chiefly in a female-specific context, positive connotations, it should
not escape our attention that since the mid 20th century the noun ducky has been
employed in male-specific language as well, mainly as a generally negatively tinted
expression suggesting homosexuality (see Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski 2011,
2012 and cnpdsue). As far as further duck-derived transferred senses are concerned,
Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski (2012:158-159) argue that the shift from the
category domesticated birds to the macrocategory humans is visible in AE slang
register, where duck is employed as a term denoting a fellow or, more specifically,
a customer. Moreover, the authors suggest that the lexical item duck is by the same
token associated with the conceptual domain /profession/ in AE police jargon
when used in the secondary sense ‘a fire-fighter’.
When it comes to duck-based compounds, it seems that the sense threads of a
considerable number of relevant set phrases are directly connected with the conceptual
sphere /appearance/. And so, such lexicographic sources as the cnpdsue and oed
inform us that in the 17th century the formation duck-legged began to be employed
in the evaluatively tinted secondary sense ‘having unusually short legs’. With the
flow of time the compound duck-legged gave way to the idiom duck/’s/s’ disease
which emerged in 20th-century English in the humorously perceived transferred sense
‘the shortness of stature, especially the shortness of legs’. In addition to this, the
dictionary sources that have been consulted indicate further lexical development
linked to the conceptual domain /appearance/, namely, duck butt which – beginning
in the 20th century – has been employed in the secondary sense ‘a short person’
(see cnpdsue, rdmause and NTC’s Dictionary of American Slang and Colloquial
Expressions). It seems that the feature that is common for the compounds ducklegged, duck/’s/s’ disease, and duck butt is that their transferred senses are grounded
in the primary meaning of the lexical item duck, moreover, the three metaphors are
evidently linked to the conceptual parameter /height/ with the conceptual element
<short> highlighted (see Górecka-Smolińska and Kleparski 2011 and 2012). The
collection of duck-based formations whose transferred senses are ingrained in
the conceptual zone /appearance/ seem to be those phrases that foreground the
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conceptual aspect <manner of movement>. Following the Thesaurus of Traditional
English Metaphors (henceforth: ttem) we learn that beginning in the 20th century
there surfaced the adjective form duck-footed whose evaluatively loaded transferred
sense ‘walking with toes turned inwards’ is clearly intelligible, and is evidently
deeply grounded both in the extralinguistic observation of the movement of the bird,
and in the historically primary sense of the lexical item in question. In a similar
vein, Słownik języka polskiego PAN quotes the Polish equivalent of duck-footed,
that is (mieć) kaczkowaty chód, used, similarly, with reference to people walking
with their toes turned inwards. Moreover, it must not escape our attention that the
speakers of both languages make frequent use of the compound ugly duckling and its
Polish counterpart brzydkie kaczątko, the complex nouns formed on the basis of the
diminutive form of duck and kaczka, employed with reference to a child or a young
person who is perceived as ugly, shy, full of complexes and arousing pity. It goes
without saying that the transferred sense of ugly duckling/brzydkie kaczątko is linked
to two conceptual domains, namely /appearance/ and /personality/ highlighting the
conceptual elements: <ugly> and <shy>.
The collection of duck-based phrases whose figurative senses are embedded in
the conceptual spheres /personality/ and /behaviour/ may be enlarged with other
language material. Take, for example, the compound duck fucker which, being
employed since the 20th century in the negatively tinted sense ‘a lazy person’,
is clearly connected with the conceptual zone /personality/ (see cnpdsue and
rdmause). As to the conceptual sphere /behaviour/ let us quote – following cnpdsue
and The Penguin Dictionary of English Idioms (henceforth: pdei) – the idiom duck
egg which, similarly to hen-brained/hen-headed and kurzy móżdżek, designates a
foolish person, consequently highlighting the conceptual elements <foolish> and
<stupid>. As far as the origins of the phrase duck egg are concerned, the dictionary
sources employed above speculate that the etymology may be found in one of the
secondary senses ascribed to the lexical item duck itself, namely in the game of
cricket duck is used in the sense ‘no score’. It seems that the expression duck egg
is not the only one connected with the conceptual domain /behaviour/ and whose
metaphoric use testifies to the linguistic shift from the category domesticated
birds to the macrocategory humans. In a similar manner, we may quote the idiom
duck soup which emerged in the 20th century and since then has been used, mainly
in AE slang register in the sense ‘a person easy to overcome or cheat’, as well as the
set phrase sitting duck which functions in a parallel context ‘a person vulnerable to
attack from his enemies’ (see cnpdsue, oed, pdei and ttem).
Another female-specific representative of the category domesticated birds
whose semantic and phraseological evolution will be scrutinised here is the lexical
item goose. Very much like hen and duck, modern goose has its origins in OE times
when the word functioned in the form gós (see cedel, cedme, oed, scedel, sedme
and wo). Beginning in the 11th century goose started to be used in the historically
primary sense ‘a general name for the birds of the family Anatidae, including Anser
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and several allied genera’. The semantic history of the lexical item analysed here
proves that in the course of time goose developed a number of figurative senses,
thus becoming clearly linked to the macrocategory humans as well. And so, as
argued by Słownik symboli (henceforth: ss), the symbolic allusion to the supposed
stupidity of the birds was – in all probability – the motivation behind the emergence
of the figurative sense ‘a foolish person, a simpleton’ which emerged in English
in the 16th century and survived up to the 19th century. Nevertheless, one may say
that Polish continues, at least partially, the semantic history of the word goose in
the set phrase głupia gęś which may be rendered in English as a stupid goose, and
is employed exclusively with reference to women who are perceived as naïve and
stupid (see oed and sjpfp). Note that both English goose and Polish głupia gęś may
be said to be connected with the conceptual sphere /behaviour/ bringing to the fore
the elements <foolish> and <stupid>.
Nevertheless, symbolic associations of the bird prove to be responsible not
only for the metaphors linked to the conceptual domain /behaviour/, but also for
those metaphorical transfers that are connected with the conceptual zone /sex
life/. Rowland (1978) and ss inform us that the goose is perceived as a bird of
creation and, as such, is an erotic symbol for both sexes. Thus, it may be observed
that in the 18th century goose gained another female-specific derogatory sense,
‘a prostitute’, while in the 19th century goose developed yet another sex-based
transferred meaning, namely ‘an act of copulation’. Consequently, the lexical item
goose, at some point of its semantic history, was and – in fact still is – directly
linked to the conceptual sphere /sex life/. The diminutive form goosie, according
to the cnpdsue, has been present since the 20th century in prison slang in the humanspecific sense ‘the passive or female role in male homosexual relations’, thus being
strictly related to the conceptual domain /sex life/. Yet, let us point to the fact
that the lexical item goose began to be perceived in a more neutral way, and –
simultaneously – the 20th century female-specific sense ‘a girlfriend, a woman’
became devoid of chauvinistic context. Last but not least, let us refer to the wellknown formation goose flesh/skin/pimples which appeared in 19th century English
as a designation of a rough condition of the skin resulting from cold or fear and
which testifies to the semantic shift of the word from the category domesticated
birds to the macrocategory humans (see oed, pdei and ttem). In Polish we find
a synonymous expression gęsia skórka used in the same context describing the
condition of human skin (see wsfp and sjpfp).

Concluding remarks
On the basis of the data discussed in the paper, we may state that the
semantic development of bird-derived terms in English and Polish is sufficiently
productive to contribute to semantic extension from the macrocategory birds to
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that of humans. Moreover, both languages seem to apply the same rules when
it comes to the referents of the transferred senses ascribed to the bird-based
lexicon. In the majority of cases, women are the addressee of the metaphoric
language, although many of the lexical items designate not only female members
of the species, but also male ones. Furthermore, it is beyond any doubt that
the transferred senses of hen, duck and goose that have been examined are,
most frequently, employed in a negatively tinted context. Also, it needs to be
stressed that the figurative senses assigned to bird-related vocabulary items
are, in a number of cases, rooted in the symbolic tradition associated with a
given bird. Although the two languages seem to have much in common as far
as the semantics of bird terminology is concerned, what differentiates English
and Polish is that in English we meet numerous secondary senses ascribed to
bird names and bird-based formations, while in Polish most of the figurative
language operates mainly from set phrases.
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THE SEMANTIC HISTORY OF DOUGH, BREAD, BUN:
ON HOW MONEY AND WOMEN GO TOGETHER
Abstract: In recent literature scholars have worked out a number of new categories of meaning
development, such as zoosemy, plantosemy and fooodsemy. In my paper I shall focus on the
mechanism of foodsemy, a new semantic category proposed by Kleparski (2008). Most frequently,
the process discussed here involves projection of attributive features and values, sometimes positive,
yet most frequently negative, associated with members of the macrocategory FOODSTUFFS onto
the macrocategory HUMAN BEING. Interestingly enough, numerous food and food-related lexical
items are employed to conceptualize and encode the senses related to the macrocategory FEMALE
HUMAN BEING. Additionally, one may also distinguish cases of shift in which metaphorical
transfers link the conceptual macrocategory FOODSTUFFS and other conceptual categories,
such as FEMALE BODY PARTS and MONEY. To illustrate complexity of foodsemy, I shall
analyse the three cases of lexical items, such as dough, bread and bun that have undergone different
metaphorisation processes.
Key words: diachronic semantic change, metaphor, foodsemy, female human being, female body parts.

Introduction
The period of the few recent decades constitutes a time of marked and intensifying
interest in the study of metaphor which resulted in much work on new types of
metaphorical extensions. In particular, one may speak of a number of metaphorical
shifts, such as zoosemy, plantosemy and foodsemy, that came into being and have
been given much attention. In a nutshell, they may be defined as metaphorical
extensions onto the conceptual macrocategory HUMAN BEING, from the lexical
riches linked to such conceptual categories as the macrocategory ANIMALS (e.g.
cow > ‘fat, obese woman’, pig > ‘nasty and unpleasant person’), PLANTS (e.g.
daisy > ‘attractive or beloved person’, Pol. kwiatuszek diminutive form of kwiatek
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‘attractive or beloved female’) and FOODSTUFFS (e.g. hamburger > ‘a person
who is not very wise’, cheesecake > ‘attractive female’). This paper is intended as a
contribution to the last type of metaphorical transfer, that is foodsemy.
The term foodsemy was coined by Kleparski (2008), but the scholar’s analysis
of this semantic mechanism goes back to the 1980s when he discussed foodsemic
transfers without appending a specific appellation to the mechanism discussed.
In this case of metaphorical transfer, the terminology of foodstuffs serves as the
basis for the metaphorical transfers where the source domain is formed by lexical
items related to the category FOODSTUFFS, and the target domain is formed
by the conceptual category HUMAN BEING. It is confirmed in later research
on the subject, such as Cymbalista and Kleparski (2013:145), that foodsemy is
the figurative extension of food related words onto various conceptual categories
and, most frequently, the macrocategory HUMAN BEING. To be more specific,
foodsemy involves the projection of attributive features and values associated with
members of the macrocategory FOODSTUFFS onto the macrocategory HUMAN
BEING, for example such a value as <SWEET> is perceived as positive in the
case of the metaphorical transfer of honey, that is used not only in the literal sense
‘sweet sticky substance produced by bees and used for food’, but also figuratively
in the sense ‘beloved, dear person’.
One has reasons to expect that, because of the fact that the subject of food is
essential in human life, cases of foodsemy would be found in various languages,
and they are indeed there to see in great numbers (see Kudła 2016). Evidently,
foodsemic metaphor is most frequent with nouns and less frequent with other
grammatical categories, yet developments among other categories may be found.
The cases of adjectives comprise such examples as porky ‘fat, obese’ or cheesy
‘of poor quality’ and phrasal verbs, such as to cream off ‘to take the best part
of something’ or to milk somebody dry ‘to cheat somebody out of everything
they have’. The cases of Pol. kiełbasić ‘to fail to do something’, chrzanić ‘to talk
rubbish’ and cukrować ‘to pander’ constitute a representative sample of Polish
verbs employed foodsemically.
Most frequently, the target domain involved is HUMAN BEING; however,
there are other categories that foodstuff terminology can be metaphorically used
in reference to. In what follows I shall be dealing with the analysis of foodsemic
transfers in the field FEMALE HUMAN BEING (e.g. cupcake > ‘cute, adorable
girl’, peach > ‘attractive, young female’), HUMAN BODY PARTS (e.g. apple >
‘vagina’, coconuts > ‘female breasts’), and MONEY (e.g. lettuce > ‘money, very
often paper notes’, spinach > ‘money’) that occur in the English language. I shall start
by illustrating the working of the mechanisms of foodsemic transfers with language
data related to the lexical items dough, bread and bun. One is justified in thinking
that these three lexical items, belonging to one thematic group, may have undergone
a similar foodsemic development. However, on closer inquiry it turns out that the
metaphorical evolution of the three nouns seems to have gone three distinct ways.
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Females viewed foodsemically
In every community, there are issues and topics that people are not very eager to
talk about in a direct and straightforward manner, for instance, we avoid topics
such as death, disability and sexual intercourse, which are treated as taboo. To
put it simply, there is a ban placed on certain objects or words that one does not
dare to pronounce because their very mention may be treated as embarrassing or
inviting trouble. Current research shows that there are a number of tools that serve
to avoid taboo. We put to use euphemisms to get rid of banned words, to express
the embarrassing topics with milder, more delicate vocabulary items. There is a
close relationship between euphemisms and metaphors. Since a metaphor is a
highly productive mechanism used unconsciously to talk about issues that are
difficult to put into words, people resolve to use them eagerly. It is a fact that it
is sometimes easier to implement metaphors as they emerge from the social or
cultural experiences people share, and they are loaded with meanings that are
rooted deeply in our perception of the outer world.
According to Cutierrez-Rivas (2011) metaphors derive in some cases from
analogies, since it is relatively easy and spontaneous for humans to create such
by watching the ordinary things common to them and the world that surrounds
them. Metaphors can become so ingrained in a culture that nobody questions the
meaning behind them. In consequence, they are a perfect tool to introduce various
topics and notions, for example to render gender differences. Both woman and the
female body are frequently pictured and viewed from a metaphorical perspective
as food that can be eaten. In these metaphors of consumption women are usually
eaten (or devoured), rather than consume food themselves (see Kleparski 2012).
Cutierrez-Rivas (2011) claims that women are mere products to be consumed,
enjoyed and discarded. One may provide partial yet representative evidence by
quoting such cases as the metaphorical transfers of dough, bread and bun.
As the title of this paper suggests, money and women go together, so let us now
discuss the topical shifts from the domain of FOODSTUFFS through FEMALE
HUMAN BEING to the macrocategory FEMALE PRIVATE PARTS and the
domain of MONEY. Interestingly enough the three lexical items may be proved
to have undergone more than one metaphorical shift.

The foodsemic transfers of dough, bread and bun
DOUGH: Let us begin our analysis with the noun dough, as it is the first bakery
product that leads to the production of any cake, bread or bun. The etymological
roots of the word are Germanic. The Oxford Etymological Dictionary (henceforth
OED) provides the following early forms: OE dáh, Ger. teig, ON deig, Sw. Deg.
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The historically primary sense in English is, according to OED ‘a mass consisting
of flour or meal moistened and kneaded into a paste, with or without leaven, ready
to be baked into bread’. The first quotation with this word comes from AngloSaxon times, (1000) Wyrc clam ofdaᴁe. Cned hyt ‹thbar› hit si swa þicca swa
doh. This early meaning has been current until recent times, which is confirmed
by such modern lexicographic sources as Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English (henceforth LDCE) and Cambridge International Dictionary of English
(henceforth CID) which define dough as ‘flour mixed with water and often yeast,
fat or sugar so that it is ready for baking’ as in the example: She kneaded the dough
well and left it to rise.
In recent times, the word started to be used in American English slang in the
sense ‘money’, and this is evidenced for the second half of the 19th century: (1851)
He thinks he will pick his way out of the Society’s embarrassments, provided he
can get sufficient dough. (1896) I pulled in the dough and picked up the cards.
(1955) I’m going back to business and make myself a little dough. Let us point
to the fact the sense ‘money’ is still used in everyday English, both American and
British English. CID evidences the currency of the sense with the present-day
context of use: Have you got enough dough on you, or shall I pay by American
Express? According to the Routledge Dictionary of Slang (henceforth RDS), the
word dough functions in a compound noun fresh dough that stands for money
earned through a criminal enterprise that has been made to appear to be the product
of a legitimate business (also an early term for laundered money).
BREAD: The history of the word bread begins with OE. bréad, pl. bréadru:
which corresponds to WGer. *braud, and OFris. brâd, Du. brood, LG. brôd,
brood), OHG., MHG. brôt (Ger. brod, brot); ON. brauð (Sw., Da. bröd). From
the beginning the noun has been used in the sense ‘a well-known article of food
prepared by moistening, kneading, and baking meal or flour, generally with the
addition of yeast or leaven’. The first quotation illustrates the Anglo-Saxon original
sense: (c 950) Neh ðær stoue ðær ᴁeeton þæt bred. Being a basic ingredient of
our ancestors’ diet, the word designating the food item appears continuously in
quotations throughout the centuries (c 1175) Hi hadden brad and win and vii
sandon. > (1843) O God! that bread should be so dear, And flesh and blood so
cheap! Similarly to the case of dough, the word bread is still used in its historically
primary meaning, which is confirmed by modern dictionaries. CID documents the
sense ‘a food made from flour, water and usually yeast mixed together and baked’
with the example: Do you bake your own bread? Interestingly enough, historically
speaking bread is used colloquially in the sense ‘any type of food’, as illustrated
by the quotation from the online slang dictionary (www.urbandictionary.pl): Let’s
go out tonight and eat some bread.
The modification of the sense of the word started at the beginning of the 18th
century when bread developed the sense ‘livelihood, means of subsistence’, as in the
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quotation from (1719) I was under no necessity of seeking my bread. Additionally,
further quotations document the sense: (1727) Poor miserable Fishers, who get
their Bread out of the Water, to keep them from starving. (1848) Many officers
arbitrarily deprived of their commissions and of their bread.
The semantic development of bread continued with time and, in the first half
of the 20th century, the meaning ‘money’ appeared in American slang, and – later
on – the sense surfaced also in British English. (1939) Inside the low, smoky
room, the musicians sweated for their bread. (1952) If I had bread (Dizzy’s basic
synonym for loot) I’d certainly start a big band again. (1967) So me with all that
bread maybe a week, and then I get the plane. Additionally, the compound breadartist appeared, which was a casual term applied to one who prosecutes an art or
profession simply to gain a living; (1831) The Bread-artist can travel contentedly
round and round and realize much: for himself victual.
With time the sphere of application of bread extended to the domain of money. In
the middle of the 20th century the word bread acquired the metaphorical application
‘money’ both in American and British English. According to the RDS, the sense
surfaced in American English first in the 1930s, and it is still visible in compounds,
such as, for example, blood bread ‘payment for donating blood’ or breadwinner ‘the
person responsible for supporting a family’. Additionally, there is also an adjective,
breaded, meaning ‘wealthy’. The OED provides the example of the compound
breadhead, used in highly colloquial language in a sense ‘a person who is motivated
by or obsessed with making money; a materialist’ as documented in the following
quotation (1969) There is a new underground music scene happening, a sort of
breadhead’s version of UFO called the Other Kingdom. (1983) Conga player/flautist
wanted. No bread heads or time wasters. > (2001) Even Dylan knew he was a brand,
an industry. He presented it as: ‘I’m not in it for the money, I’m not a bread head,’
but he had the finest lawyers working for him. What is more, the RDS confirms the
use of breadhead with the function of talking in a derogatory manner about a person
motivated by or obsessed with making money; money-minded. (1991) The really
sharp Sixties boys never got waylaid by sex ‘n’ drugs, but kept their breadhead cool.
> (2000) Frankly, it’s the real motives of today’s breadhead pop stars that I’m more
worried about. Another British English compound that testifies to the sense of bread
is breadwinner, which is used in reference to a person responsible for supporting
a family. This compound appeared as early as in the first half of the 20th century.
Partridge Slang Dictionary (henceforth PDS) illustrates the sense discussed here
with the following quotation: (1963) “I don’t blame you, dear Kay” he said gravely,
“for comparing yourself to me as breadwinner”.
When we take into consideration colloquial and slang register, it is possible
to trace two further senses of bread. One of the uses serves to encode the sense
‘a young, attractive and sexually available woman’ and the target domain here is
FEMALE HUMAN BEING. The second secondary metaphorical sense must be
categorized as belonging to the macrocategory FEMALE PRIVATE PARTS as
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the word is used in the sense of ‘vagina’ and is testified in the context of use taken
from the online slang dictionary: This place is full of hot bread; John could have
seen Anna’s fat bread suffocating in her panties.
BUN: To start with, the etymology of this lexical item is doubtful, but
according to the OED it is certain that the noun serves to designate a sort of cake;
however, the use differs greatly in different localities. While in England the word
generally denotes a sweet cake (usually round) not too large to be held in the hand
while being eaten, in Scotland it usually means a very rich description of cake,
the substance of which is almost entirely composed of fruit and spice; the richest
kind of currant bread. In some other places, such as in the north of Ireland, the
noun is used in reference to a round loaf of ordinary bread. In the earliest textual
samples, the meaning is doubtful; the context merely indicates some kind of loaf or
cake. (1337) Cum uno pane albo, vocato ‘bunne’, de obolo. (c 1440) Bunne, brede,
placenta. > 1960 Jock did his bun properly, ‘So my money’s not good enough, eh
mate?’ he snarled at the driver.
Let us stress that a large number of foodsemic developments are evidently
based on some visual resemblance, and such a mechanism of development probably
operated in the following transfers. The lexical item bun is also used in reference to
hair coiled at the back of the head in a shape suggesting a bun. The first quotation
featuring this lexical item comes from the second half of the 19th century: (1894)
The fashionable ladies to be seen in the Park with their bun-chignons. (1894) The
days of the bun coiffures are over. > (1929) Victorian fashion, with hats perched
on the head, permitted a free view of chignon, bun, or curls. Similarly, the noun
acquired the sense ‘the buttocks’ due to visual resemblance. This meaning (‘human
posterior’) is relatively new, as the first illustrative quotation comes from the 1960s:
(1968) For half a man I’d snuff twenty Armenians and tell their Episcopalian
mothers to be on guard and find linoleum stratagems getting to your buns.
Let us stress at this point that a substantial number of foodsemic transfers are
restricted to informal contexts and slang uses and it is here that one finds the greatest
numbers of food-based metaphorical senses. This is what has happened in the case
of bun which is used in reference to ‘sexually available female’, ‘female private
part’ and ‘sexual act’. The three senses are illustrated by successive quotations
from the online slang dictionary: My girl is out of town, so I am going to the club
tonight to get some nice bun; You Turtle, did you see her bun last night?; She called
her baby daddy for some buns, she wasn’t trying to get back with him. Interestingly
enough, the word may be used as a verbal function to convey the sense ‘to have
sexual intercourse’. Notice the examples taken from the online slang dictionary:
He tried to bun but was unsuccessful, she was not interested; I just met this chick
and she is fixing to bun tonight.
The three cases of foodsemic transfers: dough, bread and bun, similar at a
glance, may stand for various types of development. The three cases of foodsemic
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evolution outlined here indicate that foodsemy is a highly productive mechanism
closer to everyday use of the language than it may seem. Let us point to the fact that
the closeness and familiarity of the food items gives rise to numerous metaphorical
transfers. Among others it is plain that, deep in the human mind, the sphere of
sexuality is connected with consumption. Hence, it is easier to understand the
background of metaphorical developments such as those of bread or bun that are
used in sexually-specific senses, e.g. bread meaning ‘sexually attractive female’,
‘female private parts’, and bun meaning not only ‘sexually attractive female’ and
‘vagina’, but also ‘sexual intercourse’. What is more, just as it is hardly possible to
imagine life without daily bread, it is also impossible to imagine human existence
without money. Hence, the notion of materialistic consumption is embedded into
human reality and language. On the one hand, it is possible to trace examples
of the metaphorical developments of bread and bun within the macrocategories
FEMALE HUMAN BEING and FEMALE PRIVATE PARTS connected with
sexual consumption, and – on the other hand – there are cases of dough and bread
within the macrocategory MONEY. What the cases of metaphorical evolution
have in common is the fact that they are connected with issues that are basic and
vital in human life, such as food, money or sexuality.

Parallel cases of transfers
As stated previously, foodsemic developments affecting the category
FEMALE HUMAN BEING are numerous and variously represented in different
natural languages. As a rule, women are perceived as items that are consumed.
Very frequently various foodstuffs stand metaphorically for FEMALE PRIVATE
PARTS that are also metaphorically consumed. Hence, in a male-dominated
society, women and their bodies are perceived as “products” to be acquired
and consumed, and they are treated as available, ordinary, everyday foodstuffs
for men to consume. Although nourishment is one of most basic human needs
one can hardly imagine life without money and sexuality. While sexuality is a
biologically conditioned element of our existence the need to have and amass
financial resources, though by no means biologically conditioned, has become a
part of our existence.
The historical cases of foodsemy, such as dough, bread and bun, indicate some
possible mechanisms operating in language that may be observed, which also
visible in the following cases that have undergone similar development:
FEMALE HUMAN BEING: arm candy, biscuit, bread, bun, buttered bun,
cheesecake, cookie, cream puff, cupcake, dish, ham, honey-bunny, sugar baby,
cherry pie, crumpet, cherry, peach, strawberry, pepper, meat, a bit of meat,
hot meat, veal, mutton, laced mutton, hot mutton, hot beef, tomato, tart, tartlet,
sandwich, marmalade-madam,
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FEMALE PRIVATE PARTS: apple, apple pie, apricot, bacon rushers, bacon
sandwich, bean, beef, bread, bun, burger, cabbage, cake (hole), candy, cauliflower,
cherry, cookie, cup of tea, fish, golden doughnut, honey box, honey pot, jelly, jelly
roll, juice box, lunch-box, meat, muffin, mutton, oyster, pie, peach, sugar (dish)
MONEY: bread, bread buttered on both sides, buttered bun, butter-and-egg
money, cabbage, cake, cheddar, cheese, chips, cream, dough, jam, lentils, lettuce,
peanut, pepper, salad, soup, spinach, sugar
The data enumerated above shows unambiguously that the domain of taste
is frequently responsible for foodsemic transfers between the source domain
FOODSTUFFS and the macrocategories FEMALE HUMAN BEING and
FEMALE PRIVATE PARTS. This is most frequently realised through the
metaphorical transfer of lexical items that in their primary sense refer to substances
that are sweet per se (biscuit, cake, cheesecake, cookie, doughnut, sweet meat),
fruit that are definitely on the sweet side (apple, apricot, cherry, peach, strawberry)
and by those foodstuffs that contain sweet substances, such as sugar or honey
(sugar baby, sugar pie, honey-bunny, shoulder candy, arm candy). In the history
of English there have been many examples of meaning transfers of bakery terms
(cheesecake, crumpet, bun, buttered bun, cherry pie, tart, tartlet). Likewise, various
types of meat and meat products may be found in the above data (bacon, beef, ham,
meat, a bit of meat, hot meat, veal, mutton, laced mutton). While analysing the
data, it has been observed that negative connotations very frequently become an
integral part of transfers related to sexuality. Additionally, the number of examples
confirms the fact that it is a highly productive mechanism and in such cases one
can speak of sexuality-oriented conceptualizations. One may generalize and say
that metaphorical transfers of many of these words evidently follow the path of
development <SEXUAL USE OF A PERSON IS CONSUMPTION>. Generally
speaking, the material scrutinized here shows that a substantial number of
euphemistic developments serve to encode taboo terms connected with sexuality.

Conclusions
It is hardly possible to account for all of the features of the metaphorical
transfers in the category FOODSTUFFS within the scope of one paper. However,
an attempt has been made to show that metaphorical extension has an enormous
impact on vocabulary items linked to the macrocategory FOODSTUFFS and
the mechanisms operating here are far from random. One may make an effort to
formulate certain generalisations and the data shows, primarily, that figurative use
of words related to food and consumption, in the majority of cases, is linked to
the conceptual category HUMAN BEING. Most evidently, the discussed cases
of the foodsemic developments of dough, bread, bun encode negative features
that characterize human beings. Additionally, a substantial number of pejorative
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foodsemic developments denote negative human qualities and are tightly connected
with the cultures that language users are born and brought up in. It goes without
saying that the mechanism of foodsemy is frequently triggered by extralinguistic
causes and conditions, such as the closeness and familiarity of the conceptual
category FOODSTUFFS.
Interestingly enough, foodsemic transfers are traceable in various grammatical
categories, such as nouns (e.g. English meat > ‘person viewed as sexual object’,
cheesecake > ‘attractive female’), phrasal verbs (to salt away > ‘to save money’, to
cream off > ‘to take the best part of something’), adjectives (e.g. English porky >
lit. ‘made of pork’> ‘fat, obese’, cheesy lit. ‘made of cheese’ > ‘of poor quality’), as
well as idiomatic expressions and proverbs (e.g. the cherry on the top > ‘something
additional, nice to have, and not expected’, a piece of cake > ‘something easy to
do’). There are grounds to believe that such developments follow a metaphorical
path leading from concrete source domain to abstract target domain, and the
category FEMALE HUMAN BEING is the one that is most frequently involved.
It is also worth pointing out that a few of the cases of semantic shift documented
here are linked to both FEMALE HUMAN BEING and FEMALE PRIVATE
PARTS (meat, beef, mutton, bean, apricot, grapes) which clearly indicates that
sexuality is widely associated with consumption. Moreover, one observes that the
concept of a woman tends to be more associated with pleasurable consumption
because of the element of SWEETNESS, for example, peach, the first meaning
of which serves to encode the sense ‘attractive female’, and the second one to
a body part with the emerging sense – ‘vagina’. Note that such lexical items as
apple pie, cake, bun, cookie, cupcake, candy, muffin, peach, cherry, fish, cabbage
have undergone a similar development from ‘a female (dear) person’ to ‘a female
private part’.
Another general observation that may be formulated pertains to the register of
vocabulary items that are products of foodsemic transference. It turns out that a
substantial number of the words foodsemically transferred are restricted to informal
contexts, and – in particular – to very colloquial language and slang usage. When
psychological considerations or social attitudes are taken into account, it is possible
to apply euphemistic expressions in order to avoid taboo words connected with
sexuality and to find substitutes that are more acceptable, as is evidenced by the
use of bun, cake, cookie, muffin, apple, peach, apricot, honey box or sugar dish,
all serving to convey the sense ‘female private part’.
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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE HIGH
OFFENSIVENESS OF SWEAR WORDS AND THEIR
PRODUCTIVITY: A COMPARISON OF SELECTED POLISH
AND ENGLISH EXAMPLES
Abstract: Although the negatively charged linguistic units, generally known as swear words, are
interwoven into the speech of nearly all human beings, they remain a profound mystery for both
laymen and scholars. In recent years, however, the perception of expletives has changed to the extent
where the ground-breaking research concerning the phenomenon of swearing is happening before
our very eyes. In view of the foregoing, the following paper shall contribute to the fast-developing
domain by investigating whether the high offensiveness of the prevalent English and Polish coarse
expressions impinges upon their productivity. Furthermore, the study intends to pinpoint the most
productive and unproductive themes found in the realm of cursing.
Key words: swearing, expletives, negatively charged words, linguistic productivity, offensiveness.

Definition of a swear word1
Before we embark on a comprehensive study concerned with the correlation
between the productivity and the offensiveness of selected English and Polish
maledictions, we shall briefly discuss the nuances of the relevant terminology; hence,
the following section shall focus on the pivotal concept of a swear word. As attested
by Jay (2000), the phenomenon of swearing may be defined as saying emotionally
powerful, offensive words or emotionally harmful expressions. Thus, the question
lingers: what exactly are these powerful, offensive words? To begin with, the concept
of a swear word co-exists with a broad spectrum of seemingly equivalent terms
1
Expletives used in the paper are not aimed at offending the readers and ought to be treated as
regular lexical data.
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such as: dirty word, bad word, curse word, four-letter word, expletive, obscenity,
profanity, to name but a handful (Fagersten 2012; Mohr 2013).2 This sheer immensity
of interchangeable descriptors is a source of a constant dispute among scholars and –
at least implicitly − the reason why grasping the precise idea behind the investigated
term is so problematic. Ljung (2011) theorises that the impasse could be ended
by the introduction of a resultative noun a swear, yet even the esteemed Oxford
English Dictionary failed to institute novel nomenclature. The Polish counterpart
of the term in question – namely przekleństwo – is equally ambiguous. According
to Grochowski (1995), the discussed notion may entail one of the three senses:
evaluative, instrumental and expressive. The first of the above-mentioned meanings
focuses on the negative assessment of a given action, the second is premised on
the notion of word magic, i.e. the supposition that lexical items have the potential
to mould our existence; nonetheless, here we shall devote our attention to the third
sense of the term, which implies that by uttering certain strings of sounds one may
inform about his or her emotional state, generated by the current approach towards
a peculiar piece of reality. The following interpretation is in line with the final
definition proposed by Grochowski (1995:13), according to which, przekleństwo
is a lexical entity which allows the speaker to spontaneously release his emotions
about something or someone, without conveying any semantic information. Nearly
the same principles apply to the synonymous Polish term, i.e. wulgaryzm, defined
by the author (1995:15) as a lexical unit which permits the speaker to instinctively
articulate his or her feelings towards something or someone while breaking social
taboo. Both of the senses evoked by the author coincide to a certain degree with the
explanation advanced by Wielki Słownik Języka Polskiego (henceforth WSJP), in
which przekleństwo is a word or a string of words uttered as an emotional response
to a certain event. Moving on to yet another lexicographic source, Słownik Język
Polskiego (henceforth SJP) defines przekleństwo as a crude or abusive lexical item
used to express one’s negative approach to somebody or something. In a similar
vein, Wielki Słownik Władysława Doroszewskiego (henceforth WSWD) outlines
the investigated phenomenon as opprobrious words directed towards somebody or
applied as exclamations that signify one’s dissatisfaction or wrath.
To render the picture of dirty language more informative, let us delve into the
appreciable assortment of English definitions of the term under scrutiny; hence,
we shall resort to the research conducted by the leading scholars in the field of
our endeavour. Pinker (2008:339), for instance, provides us with a vivid yet quite
imprecise description, according to which a curse word is the one that kidnaps our
attention and forces us to consider its unpleasant connotations. Fagersten (2012:3),
on the other hand, claims that a swear word is the expression which has a potential to
be deemed offensive, inappropriate, objectionable or unacceptable in any given social
context; as a consequence, only the recipient can decide whether a given lexeme is
2
For the sake of stylistic versatility, the author uses terms such as swear word, curse word and
malediction interchangeably throughout the article.
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derogatory, based on his or her sensitivity. The contribution of social surroundings
has been also stressed by Limbrick (1991), who asserts that the existence of swear
words is contingent entirely on the varying social codes. Nevertheless, the broadest
definition of a curse word has been proposed by Montagu (1967), who argues that
all lexemes to which one can ascribe emotional charge may be employed in cursing.
All things considered, one should not pander to the conventional assumption that
maledictions are infused solely with negative emotions, since they may be employed
in positively-tinted sexual speech and jesting (Jay 2000).
In the course of time, the perception of what constitutes a swear word has
changed considerably. The alteration is particularly visible when one collates
the typical properties of what we call swearing propounded nearly three decades
ago and those declared quite recently. Specifically, Hirsch (1985) envisaged an
archetypal instance of cursing as the application of linguistic items perceived
as obscene, profane or vulgar, in order to insult or hurt the object of abuse and
to provide the speaker with a vent to his negative feelings. Since such utterance
breached the esthetical or religious principles, the speaker could have easily
fallen into disrepute. In principal, the broad classification proposed by the author
(1985) included all forms of misuse of language and fallacious perceptions of
truth as instances of swearing as well. By way of comparison, the contemporary
approach disseminated by Ljung (2011) enables us to grasp the idea of swearing
by describing the phenomenon as the employment of taboo-breaching linguistic
units, which rely heavily on their connotative meaning, as they represent emotive
language conveyed predominantly in a form of formulaic phrases. This fairly broad
perspective has been adopted in the following article.
Swear words are a fascinating yet feared object of linguistic contemplations
on account of their dualistic nature. As convincingly stated by Jay (2000), swear
words are at the same time normal lexical units, as they conform to the syntactic
and semantic rules of a given language, yet they provide emotional amplification
not obtainable by any other means. Other signs of their extraordinariness have
been pinpointed by Mohr (2013), who claims that swear words are not only more
arousing (as evidenced by the increased heart rate and galvanic skin response
recorded among the participants of miscellaneous experiments aimed at explaining
the phenomenon of bad language) and memorable, but – as opposed to regular
lexemes − they are also stored predominantly in the right side of the brain; hence
the people with severe left-side brain injury are still able to utter obscenities, even
when their general linguistic skills are nearly non-existent (Jay 2000).

Categories and themes in the realm of cursing
Delving into the intricacies of cursing, one may feel bewildered by the contradictory
perspectives offered by various scholars. The quandary arises mainly due to the pure
multitude of taxonomies. Owing to the fact that any scientific text must be selective
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in its treatment of theories, the distinctions discussed below are based primarily on the
works of Jay (1992; 2000), Wajnryb (2005) and Hughes (2006).
Let us start by exploring the two rudimentary and all-embracing terms, namely
swearing and cursing. Allan and Burridge (2006: 76) postulate that the former
establishes at least two elementary senses, i.e. the initial to call upon divine or
supernatural power to send injury upon and its semantic development to deprecate
the object of the abuse. The divergence between the two applications of the term
is distinctly noticeable when one analyses them in the context of the subsequent
prepositions. As illustrated by Wajnryb (2005: 21), the lexical unit to swear,
employed in its original sense is usually followed by an infinitive verb or the
prepositions by and on (I swear by my father’s grave), whereas the second meaning
of the aforesaid verb generally precedes the prepositions at or about (Mary is
swearing at her daughter). Quite similarly, cursing (or cussing), develops two
separate meanings; one of them being to call upon divine or supernatural power
to send injury upon (Jay 1992: 2) and the other one communicating the sense
of a profane or obscene expression of disgust, anger, or surprise (Hughes 2006:
115). Both of the terms discussed above may be used interchangeably in sundry
contexts, yet it must be highlighted that they differ in the speaker’s intention;
whereas cussing is always a deliberate execration, swearing tends to be just a
spontaneous verbalisation of one’s resentment (Wajnryb 2005).
Another important distinction should be drawn between profanity and blasphemy.
These two terms provide a solid and prolific platform for the phenomenon of
swearing, since as asserted by Pinker (2008), religion was the primeval source
of foul language. OED delineates profane speech as characterized by, exhibiting,
or expressive of a disregard or contempt for sacred things (esp., in later use, by
the taking of God’s name in vain); not respectful of religious practice (…). This
pronounced separation from God is also observable in the work of Jay (1992), in
which the aforesaid adjective communicates the sense of something earthly and nonspiritual. The notion of profanity may be exemplified by the exclamation for the sake
of Christ!. On the face of it, it would seem that the next term under our scrutiny –
namely, blasphemy – is identical to the above-discussed profanity. This view seems
to be corroborated by the definitions propounded by Jay (1992) and Hughes (2006),
who describe blasphemy as the contemptuous treatment of God or the lack of due
respect toward divine being or something sacred (as in the expression Shit on what
it says in the Bible!). The phenomenon in question may also be realised by virtue
of religious signs or names applied derisively. Barred for many years from public
conversations, blasphemy used to be perceived as an infraction of the law. Today,
however – owing to the ubiquitous secularisation – it is rather harmless, with the
exception of the Islamic community, where it may eventuate in capital punishment
(Jay 1992; 2000). Correspondingly to the above-discussed distinction between
swearing and cursing, the difference between profane and blasphemous speech lies
purely in the purpose – while the application of profanity is described as an objectless
custom, blasphemy is treated as an intentional rebellion (Hughes 2006; Jay 2000).
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The next indispensable class found within the realm of crude language is obscenity.
In the terse definition offered by the OED, the term is characterised as the quality of
being offensively indecent, offensive, or morally repugnant. The salacious nature of
obscenities has been also noticed by Jay (1992), who claims that such designations can
be applied to induce sexual desire, which in turn may lead to demoralisation. Curiously
enough, before the 18th century obscenities used to have an exclusively religious
connotation, yet in the course of time the initial sense of the word fell into desuetude
and succumbed to the peripheral meaning introduced above. At present, it is safe to
assume that obscene expressions supplanted the formerly prohibited blasphemous
speech − as evidenced in the work of Jay (1992), this category of maledictions is
perceived as the most insulting and reprehensible. Additionally, the obscenities such
as fuck or motherfucker function as legal terms and therefore, the prospective obscene
utterance may culminate in an indictment; nonetheless, the perception of what is
indecent relies heavily on variables such as age and education of the hearer, hence
not every application of such vocabulary is prosecuted (Hughes 2006).
The name of the next category of bad language, which provides a seeding
ground for the creation of novel curse words, namely scatology, emanates from
the Greek word for excrement (Hughes 2006). Thus, it may be taken as axiomatic
that the linguistic units belonging to the above-mentioned class revolve around the
highly tabooed notions of faeces and human effluvia (Jay 1992; Hughes 2006).
While the taboo surrounding bodily products if frequently alleviated in the socalled baby talk during toilet training (e.g. poop), it remains powerful when one
considers unmistakably more provocative terms, such as shit or piss.
Another avenue to investigate is the eclectic category of maledictions that fall
within the ambit of slights, namely insults, invectives and slurs (Wajnryb 2005;
Jay 1992). The definition of an insult proposed by Wajnryb (2005) reads that the
designation in question is an abusive moniker, which aims at hurting the individual
and should be understood literally (e.g. You ugly, fat, pimply idiot!). Invectives,
frequently perceived as a milder variety of insults, are described by the author
(2005) as verbal assaults that employ techniques such as sarcasm, satire, puns and
wordplay to insult the recipient (e.g You shiny wit!). Slur, on the other hand, has
been delineated by the OED as a deliberate slight; an expression or suggestion of
disparagement or reproof. This variety of swearing is associated predominantly with
ethnic disparagement, as evidenced by possibly the most easily recognised slur in the
English-speaking countries, namely nigger. In the light of what has been discussed
above, it is crucial to emphasise the fact that, contrarily to the above-discussed forms
of curse words, insults, invectives and slurs do not derive their power from religious
and social taboos, but they act on the basis of authentic or false qualities (including
physical, intellectual and psychological factors) of the object of abuse.
Finally, it must be stressed that some of the coarse expressions (e.g. Jesusfucking-Christ) ought to be cross-categorised and the only conclusive determinant
is the overall context of the utterance (Jay 1992).
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It would be nearly impossible to enumerate all topics found in the domain of
cursing due to the intricate and multidimensional nature of swear words. Therefore,
for the purpose of brevity, in the following sections we shall resort to the themes
amassed and investigated by Ljung (2011), i.e. the religious, the scatological, the
sex organ, the sexual activity and the mother theme.

What makes a word bad?
The final theoretical passage of this article should be devoted to the issue of
offensiveness. The interpretation propounded by the OED reads that offensiveness
is the quality, character, or fact of being offensive; injuriousness, hurtfulness;
unpleasantness, disgustingness, whereas Jay (1992: 160-161) defines the aforesaid
phenomenon as the degree to which a certain word or concept possesses negative or
aversive properties. Offensiveness is inextricably linked with the concept of taboo –
as attested by the author (1992), lexical units that are beheld as extremely offensive
have an increased probability of being classified as forbidden. Further research
conducted by Fagersten (2012), reveals that the expressions with a considerable
capacity to offend are expected to belong to the domain of swear words; needless to
say, curse words are distinctly offensive. A final key point that ought to be mentioned
in this connection is that, while the explored notion restricts itself to the semantic
properties of words, one’s individual reaction to an incentive in a form of a crude
phrase is a separate phenomenon, recognised as offendness (Jay 1992).
It scarcely needs to be said that certain words are traditionally seen as more
offensive than the others; currently, terms which concentrate on one’s sexuality and
excretion are perceived as the most objectionable (Fagersten 2007), as opposed to
formerly forceful religious speech. For the sake of discussion and the upcoming
analysis, we shall offer a brief insight into the inventories of the most abusive
English and Polish lexical units. With regard to the English language, it is crucial to
touch upon the list of the worst maledictions compiled by the BBC in 2000, which
includes words such as: cunt, motherfucker, fuck, wanker, nigger, bastard, prick,
bollocks, arsehole, paki, shag, whore, twat, piss off, spastic (Leigh and Lepine
2005:29). The alternative catalogue, advanced by McEnery (2006: 30) groups
maledictions in accordance with their offensiveness − here, the categories are as
follows: very mild (bird, bloody, crap, damn, god, hell, hussy, idiot, pig, pillock,
sod, son-of-a-bitch,tart), mild (arse, balls, bitch, bugger, christ, cow, dickhead, git,
jesus, jew, moron, pissed off, screw, shit, slag, slut, sod, tit, tits, tosser), moderate
(arsehole, bastard, bollocks, gay, nigger, piss, paki, poofter, prick, shag, spastic,
twat, wanker, whore), strong (fuck) and very strong (cunt, motherfucker). The
elements of the most powerful classes introduced by McEnery (2006) have been
also singled out by Fagersten (2012:8), who pronounces fuck, motherfucker and
cunt the most offensive English words. As far as the Polish language is concerned,
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the literature related to the topic of swearing is somewhat deficient; hence, the list
of the most offensive Polish lexemes is yet to be systematised. Nevertheless, on
the basis of multifarious lexicographic sources, including the works of Grochowski
(1995), Dokowicz (2014) and janKomunikant (2011), one may assume that the
most derogatory Polish words are: chuj, gówno, jebać, jebaka, kurwa, kutas, pedał,
pieprzyć, pierdolić, pizda and srać.

The analysis
In the light of the indisputable offensiveness of the discussed abusive speech,
there is a natural temptation to assume that swear words are not very productive,
as their application (and therefore semantic development) may be blocked by the
ubiquitous social norms and taboos. The following analysis shall not only examine
whether the productivity of crude expressions is indeed infinitesimal, but it will
also endeavour to pinpoint the most productive themes found in the sphere of
cursing. The constituents of the upcoming analysis have been selected from the
above-discussed collections of the most offensive words, while the data have been
acquired from various lexicographic sources, described below the charts.
Let us start by taking a closer look at the English examples, encapsulated in
the following table:
arse

arse about face, arse all, arse bandido, arse crawler/creeper, arsefucker, arse grapes, arse
licker, arse over bollocks/head/tit/turtle, arse paper, arsed, arsehole lucky, arsehole mouth,
arsehole street, arsehole, arseman,arseness, arsenut, arsetronaut, arse-up, arseways, arsey,
arsy-varsy, big-arsed, duck’s arse, fartarse, half-arsed, lard-arsed, mother-arse,smart-arse
bugger all to buggery, bugger about/around, bugger for, bugger off, bugger sugar, bugger-all,
buggerama, buggeration, buggered up, bugger-grips, buggerise, buggerlungs, buggery,
doodlebugger, rugger-bugger
cunt
asscunt, cold-cunt, cowcunt, cunny, cunt and a half, cunt book, cunt breath, cunt hound,
cunt racket, cunt rag, cunt tease, cunt wagon, cunt-beaten, cunt-bitten, cuntcap, cunted,
cunt-eyed, cuntface, cuntfuck, cunthead, cunt-hooks, cuntie, cuntiness, cunting, cuntish,
cuntman, cunt-off, cuntpie, cuntprick, cunt-struck
fag/
fag around, fag-bag, fag-bait, fag-bangle, fag-bashing, fag-factory, fagged out, fagged,
faggot faggot’s moll, faggotry, faggoty, fag-hater, fag-joint, fag-mag, fagocide, fagstag, fagtag,
hag-fag
fuck
absofuckinglutely, brainfucker, buddy-fuck, bugfuck, bullfucker, bumfuck, camelfucker,
chuck fuck, clusterfuck, dogfuck, dumbfuck, eye-fuck, fiddlefuck, fuck about/around, fuck
off, fuck over, fuckable, fuckaholic, fuckass, fuckathon, fuckboy, fuckbrain, fucked up,
fuckery, fuckface, fuckhole, fucking, fuck-machine, fucknut, fucko, fuckwit, gang-fuck,
give a fuck, goat fuck, honey-fuck, horsefuck, mindfuck, motherfucker, pigfucker, ratfuck,
sadfuck, sheep-fucker, skullfuck, tit-fuck
nigger nigger bait, nigger flicker, nigger heaven, nigger lip, nigger lover, nigger up, niggerati,
niggergram, nigger-hater, niggerhead, niggeritis, niggerstan, niggerstick, niggerville,
prairie nigger, red nigger, timber nigger, white nigger
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piss

dog-piss, piss around, piss away, piss off, piss on, piss up, pissant, piss-artist, piss-elegant,
pisser, piss-head, piss-hole, pisshouse, pissing, piss-poor, pisspot, piss-take, piss-weak,
piss-whizz, pissy
prick limp prick, pricked-off, prickface, pricklick, prick parade, prick peddler, prick-teaser,
spare prick
shit
apeshit, batshit, bullshit, chickenshit, dipshit, dogshit, dumbshit, horseshit, ratshit, shit kickers,
shit out, shit-ass, shitbag, shitpit, shitball, shitfaced, shithead, shitheel, shithouse, shitless,
shitlicked, shitlips, shitpicker, shitpot, shitsky, shitstain, shitstick, shitstorm, shitter, shitty
whore attention whore, chore whore, coke whore, crackwhore, door whore,
floor whore, kinderwhore, label whore, manwhore, whore around, whore wagon, whoredog, whore-hopper, whorehouse, whoremonger, whoreshop, whoresty, whoretel
Table 1. Derivatives of the most offensive English words (collected from the OED; Ayto 1999;
Munier 2010; Dalzell and Victor 2007; Partridge and Beale 2004; Thorne 2007; Spears 1992;
Spears 2000; Kipfer and Chapman 2007).

Even a cursory look at the data yielded above is enough to notice that –
contrarily to the popular beliefs – the creative output of the highly offensive
lexical units is substantial. This seems to be particularly paradoxical when one
considers the frequency of the swear words usage in ordinary conversations;
according to the research conducted by Jay (1992), the so-called crude
expressions constitute approximately 1 % of all words uttered in the recorded
dialogues. Furthermore, the data appear to suggest that the scatological motif
(represented in the table by the lexemes shit and arse), together with the sexual
organ theme (illustrated by the lexical item fuck) are the most productive varieties
of maledictions. Once again, this may come as a major surprise in the view of
the information provided by Fagersten (2007), who asserts that scatological and
obscene terms are currently beheld as the most abusive. Another striking and
noteworthy information one may extract from the table, is that even the most
formidable word in the English language, i.e. cunt (categorised as a sex organ
theme) engenders a fair number of derivatives, as opposed to its male counterpart
prick, whose creative output seems to be paltry. On a side note, it is interesting to
point out that the above-mentioned maledictions show a pronounced proclivity
for compounding, especially with names of body parts (piss-head, arse about
face, cunt-eyed), animals (camel fucker, whore-dog, fagstag), and other curse
words (shit-ass, arse-fucker, cuntfuck). Finally, the great preponderance of
English maledictions discussed above is inclined to function as phrasal verbs by
combining with sundry prepositions (arse over, fuck up, piss off).
Turning now to the question of Polish swear words, let us scrutinise the
selection of Polish maledictions collected in the table below:
chuj
cipa

chuica, chuj w bombki strzelił, chujnia, chujogrom, chujostwo, chujowice, chujowizna,
chujowy, do chuja niepodobny, lecieć w chuja, lekkim chujem, na chuj, nie dać za kogoś
złamanego chuja, nie ma chuja we wsi, ochujeć, po chuj, przechuj, w chuj, wychujać
cipowanie, cipowaty, ocipieć, nacipnik
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gówno

bić się z gównem, gówniany, gówniarz, gówno kogoś coś obchodzi, gówno komuś do
czegoś, gówno prawda, gówno w kapeluszu, gówno warte, na gówno, po gówno, tonąc
w gównie
jebać
jebacki, jebadło, jebacz, jebicha, jebańczyk, jebaka, jebasia, jebielonka, jebodrom,
jebolandia, jebus, jebany, jebnięty, matkojebca, niedojebany, niedojebek, oczojebne,
od zajebania, pojeb, pojebany, przejebane, przyjebać, świętojebliwy, zajeb, zajebiście,
zajebisty, zjeb
kurwa
do kurwy nędzy, kurestwo, kurewka, kurewsko, kurwiarnia, kurwiarz, kurwiątko, kurwić,
kurwica, kurwidło, kurwiflak, kurwidół, kurwidupki, kurwiki, kurwimama, kurwiszon,
kurwiszcze, kurwoland, kurwować, kurwistrzał, kurwowaty, pokurwiony, przykurwić,
skurwisyństwo, skurwibąk, skurwysyn, skurwić, skurwiel, wkurwiać, wyjekurwabiście,
zakurwiście
kutas
kutasiarz, kutasić, kutasidło, kutaśny
pedał
pedalizm, pedalski, pedalstwo, pedałkowaty, spedalony
pierdolić opierdol, pierdolnąć, pierdolnik, pierdolnia, pierdolizm, pierdolińska, pierdolonko,
pierdolony, popierdoleniec, pierdolnica, pierdólstwo, przypierdolić się do kogoś,
spierdalać, upierdolony, wpierdol, zapierdalanki
pizda
pizdocewka, pizdociepły, pizdodzwon, pizdognat, pizdolatka, pizdoocieplacz, pizdoryp,
pizdouganiacz, pizdowaty, pizdozwis, pizduś, pizdypała, piździć, pizgać, pizdryk,
pizdoliz, piździelec, pizdochlapek, w pizdu
srać
do usranej śmierci, dosrać komuś, mieć nasrane w głowie, sraczka, sraczkowaty,
srajdek, sraluch, sraty taty, zasrany
Table 2. Derivatives of the most offensive Polish words (collected from Lewinson 1999;
Grochowski 1995; janKomunikant 2011; Dokowicz 2014; WSJP; WSWD; SJP).

In view of the foregoing, it is safe to assume that – similarly to the English
maledictions – Polish curse words are fairly productive. Among the most creative
categories, one may pinpoint the sexually-tinged obscenities such as pierdolić
and jebać; nonetheless, the veritable treasure trove of crude expressions has been
produced by the omnipresent and multipurpose lexical unit kurwa, which represents
a somewhat minor theme of prostitution. On the basis of the evidence gathered
above, it may be also hypothesised that the sex organ category is something of an
anomaly; while the negatively charged lexemes cipa and kutas are comparatively
infertile, as they generated a limited number of derivatives, the synonymous
pizda and chuj remain comparatively creative. Somewhat scarce productivity is
observable in the lexeme pedał, which exemplifies the peripheral homosexual
theme and has engendered only five lexical descendants.

Conclusions
The principal aim of this paper was to make a contribution to the fastdeveloping domain of swearing by investigating the correlation between the high
offensiveness of curse words and their semantic productivity. To that end, the
exploration, preceded by the relevant theoretical framework, has been carried out
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on the basis of the data gathered from multifarious lexicographic sources. The
results of the analysis presented above grant the right to repudiate the hypothesis,
according to which the social taboo surrounding maledictions inhibits their creative
output. Moreover, there seems to be compelling reasons to argue that the most
offensive classes of curse words are in fact, the most productive, both in the Polish
and English language. This, in turn, reveals that the taboo content does not preclude
Polish and English speakers from spicing their utterances up with a variety of
highly charged words, which reflect their current psychological state.
Another concern of the following article was to shed light on the differences
between Polish and English maledictions. And so, beginning with the minor
themes, the prostitution motif found in the English whore is moderately productive,
while the creative output of its Polish equivalent, kurwa, is massive – this, in
all probability, is the result of the enormous flexibility of the Polish term. The
peripheral concept of homosexuality, represented by bugger, faggot and pedał,
seems to be rather productive in English, but is not prolific in Polish. In a similar
fashion, the Polish lexemes belonging to the variety of scatology (srać, gówno) are
quite inventive; nonetheless, their English counterparts (arse, piss, shit) are among
the most creative swear words. Moving on to the category of obscenities, while the
productivity of the sex organ motif is somewhat inhomogeneous in both languages,
as some of the lexical units are exceptionally inventive (cunt, chuj, pizda), whereas
others are inflexible (prick, cipa, kutas), the sex theme is supremely creative, as
illustrated by the Polish jebać and pierdolić and the English fuck. Finally, the
slur category, epitomised in the following study by nigger appears to be fairly
productive – this may come as a surprise in the light of the ubiquitous phenomenon
of political correctness.
Curse words are not just foibles of human nature, they are pure emotions
embodied in a form of words. Hence, as many aspects of bad language, such as
the nomenclature and taxonomies remain relatively obscure, the phenomenon in
question deserves further research, especially in the light of the years of deliberate
neglect from the academic community.
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LOVING IN TWO LANGUAGES: LANGUAGE CHOICE
AND EMOTIONALITY IN FAMILY COMMUNICATION
OF KAZAKH BILINGUALS
We are a bilingual family.
We speak in two languages.
We live in two languages.
/Azhar, 22, Kazakh student/
Abstract: Highlighting the intrinsic difficulty in trying to measure a concept as elusive as emotion,
the article brings together the latest wave of research in the field of both sociological and cultural
studies on bilinguals’ emotional responses. Irrefutably, one arena in which emotional concomitants of
language are keenly experienced is in bilinguals’ sense that there is no greater emotional significance
than the ones related to the speakers’ first and second languages.
The above raises interesting possibilities for explorations in the area of the concept of bilingualism;
specifically: What are the emotion-related factors in language choice of bilingual family members?
Do all bilinguals prefer their first language to express affect? Should the first language be perceived
as the language of emotions and the second as the language of detachment? What are bilinguals’
linguistic preferences while articulating emotionality in a family context?
The initial step of this article is to expound the sociolinguistically-conditioned phenomenon of
language dominance and expressions of emotionality within Kazakh family units. In what follows,
not only is a review of the existing studies on language dominance offered, but the present article
also discusses the author’s own investigation drawing on 54 Kazakh students and their parents’
responses to a questionnaire on bilingualism and emotions.
From the wealth of data provided, two core themes are to be identified: distinctive factors affecting
Kazakh-Russian bilinguals’ language choice as well as the emotionality characteristics of first and
the second languages in family-context communication. Returning to reflection on emotion, vivid
quotes from the respondents add a vibrant human dimension to this account by illustrating the
inevitable continuum between sociolinguistic and cultural aspects.
Key words: emotions, perceived emotionality, language dominance, bilingual families.
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Perspectives on bilingualism and language choice
Both the quantitative and qualitative analyses of bilinguals’ linguistic choices
have been at the centre of investigation in many dimensions of language experience,
such as linguistic proficiency, processing of information, ease of speech, or cultural
identification. Given that, different emphases and approaches, coupled with the
numerous disciplines examining them, have demonstrated that the construct of
dominance in the bilingual context is properly acknowledged in relativistic, not
absolute, terms.
Given the significance of dominance in a number of domains, it may also
affect code-switching patterns (DiSciullo, Muysken, Singh 1986; Muysken 1991;
Basnight-Brown, Altarriba 2007), predict cross-linguistic transfer in syntactic
processing (Rah 2010; Isurin 2005), shape the language of mental arithmetic
operations (Tamasaki 1993), control lexical memory representations of a bilingual
speaker (Paivio 1990; Heredia 1997) as well as govern the perceptions of the
usefulness and richness of a bilingual’s two linguistic systems (Dewaele 2004).
Adding yet another layer of complexity, language dominance also plays a notable
role in clinical research, being a key issue in language therapy treatment (Gollan,
Salmon, Paxton 2006; Lim, Liow, Lincoln, Chan, Onslow 2008; Howell, Ruffle,
Fernandez-Zuniga, Gutierrez, Fernandez, O’Brien 2004).
Unquestionably, the importance of dominance in these numerous arenas
contributed to the understanding of bilingual speech as essentially a societal
phenomenon (Auer 1998; Franceschini 1998; Hlavac 1999; Muysken 2000;
Poplack 2001; Romaine 1989). Indeed, as Mackey cogently argues bilingualism
is not a phenomenon of language; but a characteristic of its use. It is not a feature
of the code but of the message. It does not belong to the domain of ‘language’ but
of ‘parole’ (1962:51).

Research design
Objective. The purpose of the present analysis was to determine a wide
spectrum of emotion-laden factors related to bilingual emotionality adopted by the
contributors within family-context communication. Data on language dominance,
interlocutors’ linguistic proficiency as well as social contexts of use elicited from
54 Kazakh-Russian bilingual participants enabled the examination of parallel
points along with dissimilarities between accounts of emotional states expressed
in both languages.
Subjects. 54 Kazakh-Russian bilinguals aged between 17-55, including 35
female (65%) and 19 male respondents (35%), participated in the study. The
sample included both students at the University of Information Technology and
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Management in Rzeszów, Poland, and their parents. A survey of the number of
languages spoken by each individual revealed that the sample consists of 36
bilinguals (67%), 8 trilinguals (15%) and one speaker of four languages (2%).
Together, the multilinguals in the sample spoke 4 languages: Kazakh, Russian,
English and Polish, and the quantitative analysis of responses identifies Kazakh
as the first language (L1) and Russian as the second language (L2) of participants.
Method. The internal validity of the Language Experience and Proficiency
Questionnaire (LEAP-Q)1 was established on the basis of self-reported data from
contributors. Also, the Bilingualism and emotions questionnaire2 containing 34
questions, allowed us to obtain sociobiographical data such as gender, age, level
of education, linguistic preference, chronological order of language acquisition,
context of acquisition, frequency/context of use, typical interlocutors, as well
as self-rated proficiency assessment for speaking, comprehending, reading and
writing in the languages in question. Linguistic preference was determined for
self- and other-directed speech as well as for emotional and non-emotional context
of use. Within those concepts, two primary research interests emerged and were
established in the centre of analysis; namely, (1) which emotional aspects influence
language preference within bilingual families? and (2) do perceptions of language
emotionality change in the process of language socialisation?

Data analysis: Language preference determinants
The multitude of data elicited directly both quantitatively and qualitatively
identify language dominance as the key factor affecting language preferences both
overall and in emotion-laden discourse. In a one-way analysis language dominance
was treated as an independent variable, thus the participants were divided into three
subgroups: L1 dominant, L2 dominant and L1+L2 dominant. Linguistic dominance
together with child-directed language usage in the L1 as the dependent variable
irrefutably present a highly substantial influence on language preference. Given
that, if speakers are dominant in the L1, they are most likely to adopt the L1 for
communicating with family members. Nonetheless, if bilinguals prefer the L2,
they are less likely to use the L1. This scheme is depicted in Table 1 summarizing
the language choices of the Kazakh-Russian bilinguals studied. Drawing from the
data collected, it is evident that in each subgroup the highest number of participants
opted to use the language in which they were dominant.
Among the 54 informants, only one decided to adopt L2 while being dominant
in L1, and there were no cases in which a speaker perceived himself/herself as
dominant in L2 and used exclusively L1 with relatives.
1
2

Marian, Blumfield, Kaushanskaya (2007).
Dewaele, Pavlenko (2001-2003).
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Language dominance

Language used in family communication Respondents in the sample
L1
15 (27.7%)
L1+L2
8 (14.8%)
L1
L2
1 (1.8%)
L2
4 (7.4%)
L1 + L2
2 (3.7%)
L2
L1
L1+L2
12 (22.2%)
L1
7 (12.9%)
L1 + L2
L2
5 (9.3%)
Table 1. Participants’ language preference in communication with family members.

Likewise, as illustrated in Figure 1, there was a noteworthy and powerful L1
dominance impact linked directly both to praise and discipline, indicating that
linguistic preference strongly affects also language choice for emotional discourses.
Furthermore, being dominant either in both L1 and L2, or in L2, family members
are somewhat more likely to adopt the L1 for disciplining their relatives whereas
the L2 is used for praising them.
100
general use

discipline

praise

90
80

Frequency of L1 use

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
L1 dominant

L1+L2 dominant

L2 dominant

Figure 1. Influence of linguistic dominance on language choice in family communication.

Perhaps the most persistent enquiry regarding the bilingual family members is,
how does perceived linguistic emotionality contribute to their language choices?
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Drawing largely on the questionnaire results, the average value of perceived
emotionality indicates that for the L1 the rate constitutes 70 per cent compared to
30 per cent for the L2. Consequently, when contrasted with the L2, the L1 is much
more emotion-laden for the participants. The research conducted by Pavlenko
(2004:187) also indicates that there exists no statistical relationship in L1 between
language emotionality and language choice. In fact, the preference of L1 seems to
be strongly influenced by dominance and hence there is no statistical connection in
L1 between dominance and perceived emotionality as even L2-dominant bilinguals
continue to perceive their L1 as highly emotional in communicating with relatives.
Yet another important insight emerging from the data presented in Figure 2 is
that there is a marginal effect of the perceived emotionality of L2 on the general
choice of that language. As a result, the family members are more likely to select
this language if they recognise it as more emotion-laden.
These results also indicate the effect of perceived language emotionality on
the choice of L2 for emotional speech acts such as praising and disciplining.
Specifically, 73% of the respondents noted that L2 emotionality absolutely affects
their language choice during disciplining acts and 67% when they use praising
expressions. As for general language use, it appears to be less influenced by the
perceived emotionality of L2.
80
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discipline

praise

70

Frequency of L2 use

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
not at all

somewhat

more or less

to a large extent

absolutely

Figure 2. Influence of perceived emotionality on language choice in family-context communication.

Altogether, one may assume that perceived language emotionality plays rather
a minor role in overall language choice for family-oriented communication, which
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is mostly affected by language dominance. Put succinctly, despite the fact that
relatives dominant in L2 may still perceive their L1 as highly emotive, they tend
to favour L2 for communicating purposes. Nevertheless, by way of contrast,
perceived language emotionality influences the overall choice of L2; particularly
for emotional speech acts, such as praising and disciplining. As a result, when
perceived as both more emotional and expressive, a language learnt later in life
tends to be chosen by family members.
Given these binary tendencies, a cause-and-effect relationship cannot be
revealed by the analysis results since the higher perceived emotionality may
well in fact be a consequence of more frequent language usage. Accordingly, it is
crucial to note that neither language dominance nor emotionality is independent
phenomenon existing autonomously without societal contexts of use as well as
human agency. Rather, in the words of Pavlenko (2004:188), they are corollaries
of complex linguistic trajectories of individuals who make choices about what
language to use, when and with whom. Indeed, in order to comprehend how these
aforementioned choices are exercised, one needs to go beyond the statistical trends
and turn to reflection on the emotions of the participants.

L1 and emotionality in family communication
It is possible that the statistics presented raise more questions than they provide
answers, and in the process, open new avenues for further investigation into the
subject. What is more, perceived language emotionality is referred to as a significant
aspect for bilinguals either in overall language choices or in choices made for the
particular connotations carried by emotion terms within a family context.
Accordingly, the scholars Pinker (1994:201) and Pavlenko (2004:189) have
both written extensively on the general linguistic preferences. What the authors
contend is that the perceived emotionality of L1 seems to enhance the conviction
of bilinguals who reproduce the socialisation experiences of their own language. In
fact, this L1 primeval emotionality has been pointed out by one of the participants
advocating that:
Kazakh is my first language; it is the language that I always use to express
my emotions when I talk to my daughter, Alemgul. I think that this language is a
mother-child pattern. […] Why do I reproduce it? I think because I want to transmit
the same language as my mum used with me. It is the language which my mother
used to express her love for me (Azhar, 43, L1 dominant).
Other bilinguals agree. A similar feeling is expressed by another participant
who noted:
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Well, to be honest, I prefer my first language – Kazakh. When I use Russian, it
just doesn’t sound right. For example, when my younger sister was born I promised
myself to speak to her in Russian to help her,3 but it didn’t feel right somehow; I
didn’t know the words or they just couldn’t express what I felt – the Russian words
weren’t good enough. It sounded fake (Batyrkhan, 19, L1 dominant).
Ardasher, L1 dominant 23-year-old Kazakh student, remembers how surprised
he was when his sister decided to adopt Russian as the family language:
When my sister got married and gave birth to my niece, she started talking
Russian at home. Despite the fact that I am fluent in Russian, I would never
have spoken to my own children in any other language than Kazakh. I really felt
awkward listening to Mufida [my sister] cooing to my niece in Russian. […] It
seems artificial, not real somehow.
Based on the respondents’ ratings of the emotional impact of L1, one may
perceive it as a rational choice due to their superior linguistic competence in
understanding the connotations of L1 emotional terms. Unquestionably, many
of the arguments presented above apply to Pavlenko’s assumption, who couches
Azhar’s desire to recreate her childhood experience in technical terms, such as
reproduction of a mother-child affective pattern (2004:189).
By the same token, while Batyrkhan was explicit about the affective reasons
shaping his language choice in interaction with sister, the vast majority of L1
dominant participants, since raising their children/siblings in the L1, perceived
Kazakh emotionality as something natural and thus they rarely commented on
it. Yet, the above issue emerges in the case of Kazakh-Russian bilinguals who
attempt to adopt the L2 in communication with their relatives. According to the
participants, not being the language of their own childhood and hence not having
appropriate affective connotations, the L2 has failed to create an emotional bond
with their relatives.
Furthermore, the bilinguals’ comments suggest that whereas in the majority
of the cases issues other than emotionality determine language choice, emotional
responsiveness, or rather lack of it, may lead a bilingual speaker to rejection of a
given language.4 In fact, some Kazakh-Russian bilinguals go even further and label
L2 expressions as false, ugly, or forbidden. These perceptions are echoed in yet
another bilingual respondent’s words:
Kazakhstan is officially a bilingual country: the Kazakh language has the status of state
language, while Russian, referred to as an official language, is used on daily basis. Hence, education
in Kazakhstan is conducted in both languages.
4
In point of fact, the lack of emotionality may not only cause a particular language to be rejected,
at least for a while, but also it may lead a family member to feel unhappy about using L2 and resort
to L1 for emotional expression, also when adopting so-called baby talk. For further information see:
Marian, Neisser (2000:361-368); McMahill (2001:307-344); Aragno, Schlachet (1996:23-34).
3
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I feel a member of my family only in Kazakh language. It is spontaneous. […]
When I want to say something with love to my family I use only Kazakh – Russian
‘I love you’ sounds different, wrong. I just feel like I am doing something forbidden
(Bayan, 20, L1 dominant).
These and similar responses suggest that the perception of the superior
emotionality of L1 may have an effect on both the overall preference of language,
visible in cases in which L2 was chosen initially, as well as the choice of language
used for emotional expressions, such as terms of endearment. Furthermore, the
consistency of lexical choices is also vital to note; specifically, the choice of L1 is
referred to as spontaneous, intimate, true, and natural, whereas L2 use is depicted
as forbidden, false, wrong. Irrefutably, the difference between these perceptions
depicts a common experience of many bilingual speakers for whom the translation
equivalents adopted for emotional speech acts are not perceived as equal.
Yet another nuance of this subject can be noted when linguistic preference
is conflated with autobiographic memories. Indeed, this striking dependence,
first observed and explored by Clachar (1999:31-52) and Arnold (1999:112130), has also been subsequently problematised by many scholars in the field of
psycholinguistics.5 Drawing largely from bilingual writers’ memoirs, the authors
unanimously concluded that not only does the L1 become the language of personal
involvement, it is also grounded in the emotional autobiographic experience of
bilingual speakers. Hence, it is perceived as real since it appears to elicit higher
levels of positive arousal and mental imagery, perceived by the speakers as feelings
of tenderness, intimacy, sincerity, spontaneity and ‘wholesomeness’ (Pavlenko
2004:192). In fact, these assumptions provide an explanation of why one of the
respondents, Ardasher, felt reluctant to use Russian with his niece.
At the same time, building on closer analysis of the participants’ personal
experience narratives about emotional events, it can also be presumed that the
L1 becomes the language of personal involvement, while the L2 exists either
exclusively in the realm of detachment and distance or, at least, is viewed as
less emotional. In fact, these findings are compatible with empirical evidence
alluded to by Javier and Marcos (1989:461-470), who present a valid argument
for understanding that the chronologically first-learnt linguistic system is usually
more emotion-laden and superior. What the authors further acknowledge, is that the
above notion of emotional distance between the L1 and the L2 is directly linked to
the code-switching process. Other authors concur with this presumption: in their
studies, Bond and Lai (1986:179-182), demonstrate that linguistic code alterations
may function as a distancing strategy, allowing the L2 users either to avoid anxietyprovoking subjects, or to express thoughts too disturbing in the L1 via the L2.6
5
6
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Compare: Hoffman (1989); Kaplan (1993); Foster (1996); Lerner (1997).
Compare: Kellman (2000); Novakovich, Shapard (2000).

L2 emotionality in family communication
Supported by their research, many scholars acknowledge that the assumptions
advocated earlier in the discussion rest on a rather peculiar, erroneous view.7
According to the authors, bilingual learners also experience emotional weight in
the L2 since intimacy is not created by a particular language, but […] it is alluded
by intimates (Rodriguez 1982:50). Indeed, after a fascinating glimpse into KazakhRussian bilinguals’ experience, one may presume that the L2 is not necessarily
acknowledged as the language of detachment by the respondents:
Russian is my second family language. […] It is very personal and with my
sisters and brothers I speak mostly Russian because that is what I have always
spoken with them (Temirlan, 23, L1 dominant).
When I speak to my relatives, Russian is my favourite language for emotional
speech. I think it is because I use it mostly with my parents. Sometimes I just switch
to Russian when I feel really emotional (Kamila, 19, L1 dominant).
As seen in the responses above, not only did communication in L2 on a daily
basis with one’s family members lead many participants to switch to L2 in emotionladen circumstances, but also L2 became a language of emotional importance.
A similar line of thought is expressed by yet another Kazakh-Russian bilingual,
who claimed that:
Most of the time I spoke Russian with my husband but then the children were
born and everything has changed. We decided to switch into Kazakh since we
wanted them to learn their native language […]. At the time, we didn’t live in
Kazakhstan (Aigierim, 46, L1 dominant).
Additionally, it can be cogently argued that the socialisation process has an
impact not only on overall language usage, but also the use of certain emotive
speech acts and expressions, such as terms of endearment. Surprisingly, delving
further into the field of bilingual mechanisms shows that despite a speaker’s overall
competence in the language, they may adopt the L2 for cooing and expressing
affection to their family members:
When we moved out from Astana8 to Artyon9 I spoke Russian endearments
while referring to my children and husband. Why? I think it was more connected
to my reality, daily life (Assel, 43, L1 dominant).
See: McMahill (2001); Pavlenko (1998).
The capital city of Kazakhstan.
9
A city located in the north of Russia.
7
8
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Pavlenko (2004:193-196) addresses this issue by pointing out that such a
prolonged as well as strong interactional history of L2 communication, engaging
the bilingual’s feelings and thus the limbic system, may result in a shift in language
dominance. Put succinctly, the L2 lexical items used by bilinguals obtain affective
connotations, hence they become their words.10
According to Dewaele (2004:104) such an alteration in language preference
coupled with secondary socialisation may be also accompanied by L1 attrition.
As Pavlenko (2004:194-195) goes on to explain, many bilinguals lose the ease of
expressions in the domain of feelings. Yet, as the forgoing analysis by the author
indicates, the perceived emotionality of L1 is not affected by perceived L1 attrition.
Be that as it may, the comments from Kazakh-Russian participants correspond
to the author’s assertion; the perception of L2 emotionality being shifted, it has
formed multiple emotive connections in both languages:
[…] with my grandmother I use only Kazakh – it seems to be more emotional
with her. With my parents I speak Russian, also about emotions (Azhar, 22, L2
dominant).
The comments above highlight the fact that many bilingual speakers use both
languages to establish an emotional bond with their family members; in fact, both
the emotionality and linguistic preference are tightly connected to the interlocutor.11

Conclusions
Irrefutably, the array of topics that come directly from the research discussed
above show the notion of second language detachment to be both erroneous and
simplistic. The research would also suggest that the primacy of the first language
oversimplifies the reality of bilingual existence: the native language is not always
perceived as the language of emotions.
Furthermore, the preliminary results demonstrate the existence of three core
themes related to bilingual family communication: (1) L2 socialisation may affect
both perceived language emotionality and language preference for emotional
expressions; (2) many bilingual families prefer to perform affect in both Kazakh
and Russian languages; (3) the language choice for emotive speech acts is highly
affected by the interlocutors.
Nevertheless, the emotional bond of many bilinguals with their first language
is a reality that deserves to be recognised. It is this reality that highlights the plight
This process is frequently recognised as emotional internalisation. See: Pavlenko (2004:194);
Fries (1998:129).
11
Compare: Fries (1998); Luykx (2003); Hoffman (1971); Zentella (1997).
10
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of many Kazakh families experiencing the loss of the emotional connections
to relatives who function in a language different from their own. This plight is
poignantly worded by Akerke, a Kazakh-dominant mother of two students currently
residing in Rzeszów:
It is important for me to be really understood by my daughter and son; they
should know what I want to say. I think it is a way of getting closer […] and
I’m afraid that they won’t use their native language, Kazakh language. Our
conversation is more emotional in Kazakh because only then we speak to each
other straight from the heart.
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ON THE LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF AMERICAN
POLITICAL DISCOURSE
Abstract: The present-day public communication space is dominated by the language of politics, thus
allowing political discourse to both influence and become one of the components of contemporary
culture.
The paper aims at discussing the typical linguistic features of a sample of political speeches given
by the major actors in American political campaigns in the year 2012. Attention will be given to
the use of rhetorical devices, which serve as examples of both the figurative use of words and
their constituent part of political language – used here as an instrument to increase power and to
suggestively, and most frequently, subjectively, convey knowledge about the world. Though the
typical linguistic features of political speeches have thus far been the focus of many linguists and
researchers during their analysis of this phenomenon of discourse, not much attention has been given
to establish a comparison of the rhetorical devices used by American politicians to win the hearts of
a specific political party voter, i.e. a Democrat or a Republican.
Key words: political discourse, language of politics, rhetorical devices, American campaigns,
linguistic features.

Introduction
The following paper attempts to discuss the linguistic features of American
political discourse. Attention is paid to the linguistic macro-level, i.e. the function
of a text and an examination of the linguistic devices that were chosen by the
major participants of the 2012 political campaign. This perspective assumes an
examination of rhetorical devices, rather than features belonging to the micro-level,
such as word choice and syntactic structures. The theoretical framework has been
designed considering the theoretical implications derived from late 20th and early
21st century research concerning political discourse which was conducted, among
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others, by Paul Chilton. The methodology of this study follows the principles of
qualitative research, and was based on a discourse analysis of authentic source
materials of two speeches delivered in the 2012 American presidential election by
the Democratic and Republican candidates – Barack Obama and Mitt Romney,
respectively. Both speeches were delivered on the same occasion – acceptance of
the nomination for President of the United States.

Considerations concerning political discourse
According to Aristotle, Man is by nature a political animal (1.2.1253a2) and
He who is unable to live in society, or who has no need because he is sufficient for
himself, must be either a beast or a god: his is no part of a state (1.2.1253a28–30).
Chilton believes that language is the universal capacity of humans in all
societies to communicate, while the notion of politics is frequently defined as the
art of governance (1998: 668). The language of politics as discourse is an area
that is constantly being redefined and expanded. Schäffner (1997:1) notices that
such expressions as political language, political discourse and political text are
all vague terms. Apart from the concept of political language, literature on the
subject operates on such terms as public speech, the language of public persuasion,
public discourse and political (ideological) discourse. These terms are often used
interchangeably. It is also a commonly shared idea that politicians all over the
world enrich their language by using various linguistic strategies to achieve their
objective of winning more votes. This often involves manipulative application of
the language; thus, such a strategy can be considered an influential instrument of
political rhetoric because political discourse is primarily focused on persuading
people to take specified actions, to make crucial political decisions or, as for
political campaigns, to convince the potential electorate.

The language of political campaigns
The language used in political campaigns has certain characteristic features
which differentiate it from other varieties of language use. The language of
political campaign is meant to be persuasive. It is embodied in propaganda and
rhetoric. Politicians incorporate linguistic devices in their speeches to persuade the
electorate to vote for them and their parties. Their aim is, among others, to inform,
persuade, advertise, issue their rules, and legislate.
Szanto sees propaganda as a specific form of activated ideology (1978:6). He
argues that propaganda is one of the manifestations of ideology that involves the
selling of specific concepts (ibidem). According to Longe and Ofuani, the sole purpose
of propaganda is to misinform and mislead and to consciously indoctrinate (1996:17).
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Propaganda aims at a deliberate slanting of facts and arguments, as well as
displays of symbols, in ways the propagandist thinks will have the most effect. The
propagandist may intentionally deny relevant facts and try to distract the attention
of the people he/she is trying to sway from his/her own convictions or beliefs. In
this way, Szanto (1978:5) argues that propaganda could, on the one hand, be a total
falsehold, and, on the other, be an entirely valid representation of reality or truth.
Politicians attempt to persuade their audience by means of expressions that may
damage or destroy the vision of their opponent and discredit him/her through a
deliberate manipulation of language.
The Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics
(Richards, J. C., Platt, J. T., & Weber, H. 1985) defines rhetoric as the study of
style through grammatical and lexical analysis. It is, therefore, the art or talent by
which discourse is adapted to its ends. Rhetoric is aimed at persuading through the
beauty of language, while propaganda frequently includes a negative manipulation
of language.
The language of political rhetoric in its classical meaning should be envisaged
through such areas as ideology in linguistic theory. According to Luke (1998:
366), the notion of ideology refers to the system of ideas, principles and practices
which operate in the interests of a certain social class or cultural group. Descriptive
linguists see ideology as an object that has a material social existence in language
and discourse.
Rhetoric is the study of the practice of effective communication, the art of
persuasion which is intended to win points or to get people what politicians want.
Speeches during presidential campaigns are very special. As numerous scholars
stress, presidential rhetoric affects people`s beliefs and attitudes and has the power
to inspire. In order to be successful, the rhetoric should be skillful and it must be
used appropriately to the situation. It was Lakoff (2013) who distinguished political
speech from political action. The author also states that there is a difference between
talking to the public and winning the election and underlines the fact that political
speeches should not be an addition to political actions; rather, they are central to the
campaigns. Lakoff claims that changing the public political discourse also changes
public understanding, leading to new demands for political actions (2013).

Ambiguities around the methods of analysing
the language of political discourse
Schäffner (1997:1) finds political speeches an inhomogeneous genre. The first
problem when analysing political discourse is that it should be treated as an example
of either spoken or written media, or both at the same time. According to Ferenčík
(2004) it is useful to treat speaking and writing as two cultural-social technologies
separately. However, the existence of a strict line between the two media has often
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been denied causing them to evolve into two complementary channels of convening
messages. Both speech and writing have some linguistic characteristics.
According to Ferenčík (2004) speech can be characterized, among others, by
occurrence of means of exophoric reference and expressions of temporal and spatial
deixis, looser structure, repetition, rephrasing, filler phrases, hesitations, repairs,
reformulations, units of language marked off by intonation and pause, ellipsis,
self-corrections, lexical sparsity, generalized vocabulary, slang, colloquialisms,
qualifying expressions, and interjections. Writing, on the other hand, is cautiously
organized. It possesses a certain organization, complex syntactic structures,
elaborate grammatical and lexical cohesion, complete structures, rich vocabulary
and, as a consequence, higher information density (Ferenčík 2004).
The opposition – speech versus writing can be problematic. The language of
campaigns, including inaugural addresses, can be associated with a prepared, nonspontaneous speech, or spoken monologue. All are delivered to a wide audience
and frequently prepared beforehand.
The balance between spoken and oral discourse is often disrupted. Given the
main feature of political discourse, i.e. the fact that the language is intended to pass
the required information to the electorate in a convincing and appealing manner,
the focus of attention should be placed on such rhetorical devices and strategies
which are able to convey the most by means of the least. A well-crafted metaphor
can sometimes tip the balance towards victory in a campaign battle; yet, if not
followed by other micro-level features, this may not bring the expected outcome,
as micro-level components of an utterance also possess attract-deter potential.
Jonathan Charteris-Black (2014:xii) illustrates the purpose of understanding
the tools used in speech-making in the following way:
(…) someone who reads a cookery book is neither guaranteed a gourmet result
nor will necessarily enjoy their food more; however, knowledge of the ingredients
and the stages of preparing a meal is more likely to produce good results.
Knowledge of the tools and their application can positively influence people’s
skills and make them more persuasive in their everyday life, but most importantly,
it can help to decipher the language of politics that is often complicated and full
of concealed messages.

Rhetorical strategies and devices as tools
in the presidential campaign of 2012
As was noticed by Oberacker (2009), the rhetorical tools used in the first part
of a campaign differ from those which are used later. As a matter of fact, rhetoric
is often used from the starting point of an election and a very important part of it
is called transitional rhetoric.
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Stuckey (2010) notices that transition has such stages as: the early transition,
the middle transition, the new presidency and the final transition.
The process of campaigning involves a great number of tools. George Lakoff
stated that the language of political campaigns should underline values (2014).
In his book Metaphor, Morality, and Politics, Or, Why Conservatives Have Left
Liberals In the Dust, Lakoff (1995) also noticed that Being Good is Being Upright,
Being Bad is Being Low, Doing Evil is Falling, Evil is a Force, Morality is Strength,
etc. However, the use of particular devices largely depends on the context and the
type of community the speech is addressed to; thus, they are chosen to suit current
needs. Politicians appeal to the audience’s heart through different rhetorical skills,
applying strategies and rhetorical devices. According to some scholars, political
communication is a process that becomes a part of social communication. It is
addressed to the whole nation or society and uses all available communication
channels. Public speeches are directed at a wide audience and enable interaction
with the recipients of the message and opposing political systems sometimes use
similar language tools to achieve their goals.
One of the strategies applied by both candidates was autobiography. There
is a tendency among political candidates to present their life story as a struggle
against poverty or hardship. The satirist Stephen Colbert noticed that, to appeal
to an audience, it is advisable to show your modest origins. Obama frequently
reminded the electorate of his and his grandparent’s story – that his father came
from Kenya, his mother came from Kansas, that his grandfather was as a soldier in
Patton’s Army and grandmother worked on a bomber assembly line (Obama 2012).
A major part of Mitt Romney’s convention speech was his autobiography. He
talks about his family and shares how he appreciates the gift of unconditional love
(Romney 2012) that his parents gave him and his siblings. By sharing his story,
Romney was looking to find a connection with the voters and appeal to as many
people as possible, especially those with a strong sense of family and who have
children.
Autobiography is only one of many rhetorical strategies and devices used by
Barack Obama and Mitt Romney in their convention speech in 2012. A list of
rhetorical devices1 and examples of their use by Barack Obama2 and Mitt Romney3
are presented below:
ALLITERATION (several consecutive words presenting a repetition of the same
sound):
1
The definitions of rhetorical devices are based on Ian McKnezie’s Sixty-Nine Tools: Sixty-Nine
Useful Rhetorical Devices Which Will Assist in Vastly Improving Your Presentations and Writing.
2
The full transcript of Barack Obama’s speech is available at: https://www.whitehouse.gov/thepress-office/2012/09/07/remarks-president-democratic-national-convention.
3
The full transcript of Mitt Romney’s speech is available at: http://www.foxnews.com/
politics/2012/08/30/transcript-mitt-romney-speech-at-rnc.html.
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Barack Obama: My opponent and his running mate are new to foreign policy,
but from all that we’ve seen and heard, they want to take us back to an era of
blustering and blundering that cost America so dearly.
Mitt Romney: But his promises gave way to disappointment and division.
ANADIPLOSIS (the last word or phrase of a sentence is the beginning of another):
Barack Obama: You elected me to tell you the truth. And the truth is, it will take
more than a few years for us to solve challenges that have built up over decades.
Mitt Romney: It doesn’t take a special government commission to tell us what
America needs. What America needs is jobs, lots of jobs.
ANAPHORA (deliberate and conscious repetition of the first part of a sentence to
evoke certain emotions):
Barack Obama: We don’t want handouts for people who refuse to help themselves,
and we don’t want bailouts for banks that break the rules.
Mitt Romney: This president can ask us to be patient. This president can tell us
it was someone else’s fault. This president can tell us that the next four years will
get it right.
ANTISTROPHE (deliberate repetition of words or phrases at the end of consecutive
clauses):
Barack Obama: The young woman I met at a science fair who won national
recognition for her biology research while living with her family at a homeless
shelter - she gives me hope.
The autoworker who won the lottery after his plant almost closed, but kept coming
to work every day, and bought flags for his whole town, and one of the cars that he
built to surprise his wife - he gives me hope.
Mitt Romney: It’s both how we live our lives and why we live our lives.
ANTITHESIS (incorporation of contrasting ideas in one sentence):
Barack Obama: On every issue, the choice you face won’t be just between two
candidates or two parties. It will be a choice between two different paths for
America.
Mitt Romney: Family income has fallen by $4,000, but health insurance
premiums are higher.
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CLIMAX (special arrangement of words or phrases used to increase an importance
of them):
Barack Obama: Thank you, God bless you, and may God bless these United
States.
Mitt Romney: We’re a nation of immigrants, we’re the children and grandchildren
and great-grandchildren of the ones who wanted a better life.
EROTEMA (a question):
Mitt Romney: (…) if you felt that excitement when you voted for Barack Obama,
shouldn’t feel that way now, that he is President Obama?
METAPHOR (describes things that are not similar by asserting that in some way
they are):
Mitt Romney: President Obama has thrown allies like Israel under the bus (…)
PARALLELISM (some parts of sentences are created by means of a similar
pattern):
Barack Obama: Terrorist plots must be disrupted. Europe’s crisis must be
contained.
Mitt Romney: Our children deserve it. Our nation depends on it. The peace and
freedom of the world require it.
POLYSYNDETON (the use of several conjunctions in succession):
Barack Obama: (…) any more than are welfare recipients, or corporations, or
unions, or immigrants, or gays, or any other group we’re told to blame for our
troubles.
Mitt Romney: The strength and power and goodness of America has always been
based on the strength and power and goodness of our communities, our families,
and our faiths.
SYMPLOCE (a word or phrase is repeated both at the beginning and the end of
consecutive clauses):
Barack Obama: And if you share that faith with me – if you share that hope with
me (…)
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Mitt Romney: When it comes to the school your child will attend, every parent
should have a choice, and every child should have a chance.
TRICOLON (a list of three words, phrases or clauses):
Barack Obama: My grandparents were given the chance to go to college, buy their
ﬁrst home, and fulﬁll the basic bargain at the heart of America’s story (…)
Mitt Romney: The strength and power and goodness of America (…)
The frequency of occurrence of the above mentioned rhetorical devices in both
candidates’ speeches is presented in Table 1. and Table 2.

Table 1. Rhetorical devices used in Barack Obama’s speech at the Democratic National Convention
in Charlotte, North Carolina, September 6, 2012.

Table 2. Rhetorical devices used in Mitt Romney’s speech at the Republican National Convention
in Tampa, Florida, August 30, 2012.

Summarizing, the two speeches under study provide a good material to examine
the linguistic features of the American political discourse. They were delivered on
the same occasion and are similar in length. The number of words used by Barack
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Obama (4446) is comparable to that used by Mitt Romney (4196). Both candidates
relied on similar rhetorical devices while giving their convention speeches. Most
frequent in Obama’s speech were anaphora (36), tricolon (31) and antithesis (22),
while Romney’s speech mostly included tricolon (21), antithesis (18) and anaphora
(16). Obama used 10 rhetorical devices 115 times in his speech, while Romney
used 12 different devices 76 times.
The research shows that Obama used rhetorical devices more frequently, yet
it was Romney who applied the greater variety of devices. Erotema and metaphor
were not present in Obama’s speech.

Conclusions
Oratory has always played an important role in politics. Skillful politicians rely
on a variety of rhetorical devices and strategies to evoke affiliative responses from
their audiences, thus emphasizing their perception as popular and charismatic leaders.
As was proven in the study, the rhetorical devices utilized by Obama and
Romney were similar thus suggesting a distinctive cross-party style of American
political discourse. As a result, a further conclusion can be drawn. In order to
successfully define the elements than constitute for political victory of one party, an
additional tertium comparationis should be found. The fact is that the two dominant
parties in the United States differ in certain aspects concerning tax policy, social
issues, labor and free trade, social programs, health care, foreign policy, energy
issues, the environment, education as well as crime and capital punishment. Their
policy is targeted at different electorates; hence it is essential to examine rhetorical
devices used in utterances making exact reference to critical political issues instead
of examining the entire speeches. For this reason, the issue of the use of rhetorical
devices in political speeches should be further examined, but in reference to its
most powerful tool, i.e. the promises that politicians make. A political promise
can heavily influence the audience and its responses, yet rhetorical devices help in
conveying messages. A positive response can lead to electoral success thus studies
concerning the use of devices and the frequency of their occurrence help to assess
the relationship between audience responses and political victory.
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A LINGUISTIC ACCOUNT
OF BUSINESS ENGLISH
Abstract: Business English is a rapidly growing field of language study which concerns an
increasing number of scholars. In short, it is associated with specialised area of English related to the
language employed in all types of business contexts. Therefore, a new and urgent need for not only
practical applications of Business English has appeared, but also its theoretical accounts that opens
new opportunities and research vistas. Although the term itself has long been the subject of interest
of academics and language teachers, the concept still seems to pose a number of controversies and
frequently leads to confusion. In this paper an attempt will be made to shed some light on the
linguistic structure of Business English by identifying its main features and providing an overview
of the area, especially in the field of grammar and vocabulary.
Key words: Business English, specialist language, grammar, vocabulary.

Introduction
The purpose set to this paper is to reflect on and describe the phenomenon of
Business English. Because of the fact that this elusive notion has many faces, and
thus generates a number of controversies it needs to be viewed from a number
of different standpoints. First of all, the study of Business English is primarily
related to English language learning and teaching and, therefore, is very much
pedagogically-centered. Business English can also be perceived as a specialist
language because it is associated by its users with a special kind of language.
Other crucial components of Business English are its grammar and its vocabulary
of typically monoreferential and formal nature.
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Pedagogical approach
By and large, the term Business English is mainly related to English language
learning and teaching. To be more specific, Business English is a part of English for
Special/Specific Purposes (ESP), which in turn is a case of a more general variety
called Language for Special/Specific Purposes (LSP).1 According to Ellis and
Johnson (1994:3), Business English must be seen in the overall context of English
for Specific Purposes (ESP), as it shares the important elements of needs analysis,
syllabus design, and materials selection and development which are common to
all fields of work in ESP. Note that this classification places Business English
within English for Business Purposes or English for Business, as it is taught and
learnt for a utilitarian purpose. It should be highlighted that ESP, does not only
include English for Business Purposes (EBP), but also it is also divided into
other subsectors, for example: English for Academic Purposes (EAP), English for
Occupational Purposes (EOP), English for Management, Finance and Economics
(EMFE), English for Academic Science and Technology (EST).
As suggested by Sobkowiak (2008:11), ESP is a type of ELT (English
Language Teaching) which began to evolve in the 1960s in response to an
awareness that certain types of learners had specialized needs that widespectrum EFL (English as a Foreign Language) courses did not meet sufficiently
or efficiently. Before long, a great development in teaching Business English,
which was directly connected with learners’ and their employers’ professional
needs, started to be directed by relevant theoretical literature. It can be stated that
this area of Business English has been particularity important in the development
of ESP and has attracted interest more among practitioners than theorists. As
noticed by Grygiel (2015:3) [...] all ELT approaches to Business English are
utilitarian, practical and goal-oriented. Business English is seen as a process,
not as a product. In turn, Sobkowiak (2008: 23, 46) claims that Business English
is merely a method of teaching “a specific language corpus” and “a particular
kind of communication in a specific context”.

Business English from the perspective
of specialist language
Business English can also be investigated from the perspective of a specialist
language. Before going into details, let us now focus our attention on the notion of
specialist language itself. A definition of the term can be presented in the following
manner:
1
On this issue see, among others, Sobkowiak (2008), Dudley-Evans and St John (1998), Ellis
and Johnson (1994), Paltridge and Starfield (2014).
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Specialist language is the totality of all linguistics means that are applied
within a certain communication area that is limitable by subject specification, in
order to ensure understanding between the people engaged in this area (and the
popularization of the subject specific contents as well as the contact with certain
non-professionals) (Hoffmann 1976).2
According to the quotation given above, one may say that the concept exceeds
the specialist terminology and should be perceived as a way of communication
taking place between professionals.
Grygiel (2015:8-10) propounds a strong view that the phenomenon of Business
English can be most properly characterised as a specialist language. The nature of
this problem is accounted for by the researcher in the following way:
[…] Business English is most readily associated by its users with a special kind
of language or a language variety. The name itself – Business English – has been
coined to resemble such designations of generally recognized language varieties
as British English or American English (Grygiel, 2015:8-10).
The author goes deeper into the issue and compares Business English with
pidgin, highlighting that both concepts are simplified, restricted in size and use,
and a terminology biased version of a natural language. Here it is pointed out
that pidgin is primarily used in trade, therefore both Business English and pidgin
are formed and sanctioned by a specific convention and attributed to individuals
performing particular roles. Yet another aspect that should be of concern in this
context is that both Business English and pidgin are learned as a second language,
and they can be taught at the secondary and tertiary level. Consequently, Business
English will never become the first language of any speaker.
Pursuing the issue of Business English, Grygiel (2015:9) treats the targeted term
as a hybrid, since it possesses some characteristics of an artificial language, like
Esperanto, with a clearly defined terminology and preprogrammed conventions.
However, simultaneously it must be based on a natural language, like English,
in order to accomplish its communication tasks. The author further explains that
English provides the basis on which Business English is constructed, much in the
same manner like Esperanto which was constructed with the selection of various
elements taken from different Indo-European languages. However, the major
difference is that unlike Esperanto is largely an incomplete system (Gygiel 2015:9).
Thus, the speakers of this hybrid semi-autonomous language must swap
between Business English and General English and components which are typical
of both varieties are mixed together. As suggested by the same source, the notion
of Business English being a semi-autonomous hybrid, [...] cannot be isolated for
fully objective investigation and its study needs a certain degree of idealization.
2
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Translated and quoted by Wille (2014:12).

As can be seen from the above sketchy review, all these approaches differ in
their understanding of Business English. Therefore, it needs to be emphasised
that such a theoretical study aims at expanding speakers’ knowledge of the target
term and it is highly inspired by very practical goal oriented tasks. As can be seen
from the above sketchy review, all these approaches differ in their understanding
of Business English.

Business situations
Yet another aspect that should be discussed in this context is that Business English
possesses a number of distinctive features. The most important of which is the
business context. Business people perform a variety of tasks within specific business
contexts, and for business aims, starting from socialising, predicting and negotiating,
to telephoning, investigating and many others. Frendo (2005:7) draws our attention
to the fact that not only is vocabulary essential but certain specific techniques to get
their message across, namely skills which are indispensable. The author stresses that
business English is used together with business communications skills (Frendo 2005:7).
Frendo (2005:7) makes an attempt to clarify the idea of another important
skill which frequently takes place within business situations. As suggested by the
author, although we know a lot about how people interact and the sorts of things
they say to each other, there are many areas of business English or ESP where
there is not much reliable information on what people actually say. An obvious
example that can be quoted here is small talk, which on one hand, seems not to
provide much information about speakers, however, on the other hand it fulfills the
function of building relationships between people. It is an easy way to get to know
someone, create a favourable first impression, and gain self-confidence when we
meet someone in the corridor, or when we bump into someone in the car park. Such
conventional and polite types of discourse are fundamental to Business English
learners who need to establish a strong relationship.
Let us now turn our attention to Rasmussen (2001:213-214) who suggests a
somewhat different viewpoint on language in business contexts. The author makes
an attempt to clarify that not all actions in business interactions are connected
with the business environment. At times, for example, individuals in face-to-face
business interactions engage in small talk or are involved in discussions in which
the work setting has no influence on the manner of acting and employing language.
However, on the other hand, certain actions, for example negotiations over the price
of a product, are connected with a business setting and it is through such actions
that the individuals create that setting. Additionally, a certain business setting is
realised via these very actions, and these can pertain to specific business settings
and the company or areas they represent, for instance: marketing or production. As
noted by Rasmussen (2001:213):
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Business language and business actions are thus produced interactively in
response to situational constraints, at work in the wider context: the identities
of the participants (business people), the section of the institution they represent
(marketing or production), and those aspects of the local context, namely
the activity that they are about to construct, such as the negotiation of a price
(Rasmussen, 2001:213).
Generally speaking, the language of business is made up of activities in which
the business setting acts as a resource, and also as a framework for interpreting these
actions in various ways. The available evidence seems to suggest unambiguously
that language in context covers a wide range of different concepts. We must bear
in mind, however, that Business English is far more than talking about either
business or language, but it also regards communicating and conducting business
in English. It is particularly true that the language of Business English depends on
the general and specific contexts where it is being used, and also on other aspects,
such as communication skills and communicative competence. In very general
terms, the study of language in business contexts is interdisciplinary and builds
on diverse disciplines and subdisciplines within economics, the humanities and
social sciences.

Linguistic analysis of Business English
Among the issues that seem to call for the attention is analysing grammar and
vocabulary within the scope of Business English.3 However, at the very outset
it should be pointed out that despite the powerful position of Business English,
its terminology and grammar, remain not thoroughly investigated, which can be
confirmed by Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:65) there is, as yet, no identifiable
core grammar and lexis for Business English. Nevertheless, there are certain areas
and questions that can possibly be discussed.

Vocabulary of Business English
It should be stressed here that distinguishing the body of lexis that characterises
Business English is hardly possible. However, there is certain research that ascertains
several lexical features specific to the English language used in business contexts.
There are lexical items and phrases that are not technical, and can be freely used in
General English, nevertheless their frequency of occurrence is higher in Business
3
As postulated by Brieger (1997:35), pronunciation should not be taken into consideration, due to
the fact that there are no any particular regulations concerning the pronunciation of Business English.
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English.4 While discussing distinctive features of Business English it has been
found that the term supply most commonly occurs as a verb in General English;
however, in economics it rarely functions as a verb.5 Yet another contribution
to Business English was made recently by Guffey and Seefer (2011:441). The
authors claim that in the world of business, where precise communication is
absolutely essential, there is an explicit correlation between terminology size and
job performance. For instance, skilled workers, in the majority of cases exhibit
a wider range of vocabulary and a more accurate knowledge of the meaning of
words in comparison to unskilled workers. In turn, Thoma (2011:101-102) defines
Business English in the following way:
Business English vocabulary is accordingly the most distinctive feature
of business English. Business English is a linguistic variety that is used to
communicate efficiently in business settings and that is caused by the structure of
economic situations and ultimately the mental representations of these situations
in the form of specific content knowledge (Thoma, 2011:101-102).
Yet another work concerned with the problem of Business English terminology
is Grygiel (2015). In his view such terminology possesses a monoreferential and
formal nature. The author maintains that:
[…] terminology constitutes the basic and most characteristic component
of Business English. Its elements – lexemes – always refer to precisely defined
concepts, are never polysemous and ambiguous, additionally, they do not have
exact synonyms. Another typical feature is formal style and lack of emotions. In
Business English, words have a fixed meaning and purely denotative function.
Concepts are expressed in the shortest possible way (Grygiel, 2015:9-10).
The author further clarifies that in either Business English or any other specialist
language, communication does not depend on the context. Here it is pointed out
that contextual independence pertains to the fact that correct interpretation can be
conducted independently of context.6 Thus, business vocabulary may be acquired
in isolation, and the perception of Business English in terms of a separate language
variety is commonly connected with the appearance of technical, subject-specific
or artificially created terms or phrases.
When scrutinising and describing the vocabulary of Business English, it is
worth referring to six categories of vocabulary, which are all related to EAP:
a. Items which express notions general to all specialised disciplines;
Pickett (1986:6) quoted in Dudley-Evans and St John (1996:5).
For more detailed discussion, see Basturkmen (2006:63-67).
6
Grygiel (2015:10).
4
5
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b. General language items that have a specialised meaning in one or more
disciplines;
c. Specialised items that have different meanings in different disciplines;
d. General language items that have restricted meanings in different disciplines.
e. General language items that are used to describe or comment on technical
processes or functions in preference to other items with the same meaning, for
example occur rather than happen;
f. Items used to signal the writer’s intentions or evaluation of material presented
(Baker, 1988:92).7
Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:82) put forward the view that the categories
overlap to a great extent, and as a consequence two overarching areas can be
suggested. The first one concerns vocabulary items that are traditionally viewed as
general language, but have a greater frequency of occurrences in certain specialised
and technical disciplines and the second one refers to terminology that possesses
specialised and restricted meanings in particular fields of knowledge and which
can differ in meanings across subject fields.
The overall impression gained from the analysis suggests that Business English
vocabulary is not only composed of technical and specific terminology but also of
general terms which gain new meanings in specific contexts. It goes without saying
that word frequency analysis can certainly be helpful in specifying vocabulary
characteristic within a particular subject environment and in language learning.
As suggested by Thoma (2011:107) the more frequently a word occurs, the more
important it is for a learner to know.

Grammar characteristics
Much less research has been published in the field of grammatical constructions
typically associated with Business English. However, the amount of work is growing
and will certainly increase substantially within the next few years. Nevertheless,
there is not as yet an established ‘common core’ of business language in the way
that there is in EAP (Dudley-Evans and St John 1998:xiii). Brieger (1997:36) is
rather skeptical and casts doubt on the existence of such a concept. The nature of
this problem is outlined in the following manner:
I do not think that there are any language categories specific to Business
English. Business English can utilise all the language forms which exist in General
English: the nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions and determiners; none
are excluded. Similarly there are no new categories which have been created for
Business English (Brieger, 1997:36).
7
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Quoted in Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:82).

It should be noted, however, that certain grammatical forms appear more
frequently than others. On the other hand, Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:79)
postulate that a list of grammar areas which Business grammar reference books
distinguish can be prepared. An assumption that follows is that considerable attention
is placed on verb forms, particularly tense and voice, after that on modals and also
verbs of saying, reporting and the disparity between make, have and have got.
Wilberg and Lewis (1990:104-107) go deeper into the issue of Business English
grammar and select twenty-four ‘business’ verbs whose forms should be practised.
The following Business English verbs can be enumerated: accept, advise, agree,
confirm, consider, explain, invite, object, offer, order, point out, propose, query,
recommend, refuse, reject, remind, reply, respond, say, speak, talk, tell, and wonder.8
Another important aspect that should be of concern in this context is the fact
that there is a certain list of some key functions of Business English and also
several grammatical realisations for each one of them. The list includes a number
of well-known functions that one could expect to encounter, for instance: ability
and inability, agreeing and disagreeing; these are related to general English courses
and also Business English courses as further noted by Dudley-Evans and St John
(1998:79):
There are also interesting additions to the standard list of functions that are
clearly very relevant to a BE course, ‘assertion’ and ‘downtoning’ and ‘checking’
and ‘confirming’ [...]. The features of nominalization noted as a feature of academic
English are also characteristic of certain more formal genres in Business English,
such as reports, contracts and some letters (Dudley-Evans and St John, 1998:79).9
Let us now turn our attention to another approach towards Business English
grammar, suggested by Ligara and Szupelak (2012:144) (2012:143-144). The
author postulates that in order to outline the scope of Business English grammar one
can analyse the content of Business English course books. The following books can
provide an important point of reference: The Macmillan Business English Program
(Badger and Menzies 1993) or New Edition Market Leader – Upper Intermediate
Business English Course Book (Cotton, Falvey and Kent 2006). The latter course
book specifies a wide range of sectors of grammar which are of interest in the study
of Business English. They can be presented in the following way:
a.
b.
c.
d.

noun compounds and noun phrases,
multi-word verbs,
present and past tenses,
prefixes,
8
9

Wilberg and Lewis (1990:104-107) quoted in Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:79).
For detailed information see Dudley-Evans and St John (1998).
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e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

passives,
adverbs of degree,
conditionals,
modal perfect,
dependent prepositions,
gerunds,
noun phrases with and without ‘of’ (Cotton, Falvey and Kent 2006).10

However, according to the same source, apart from seeking inspiration in
Business English course books, teachers frequently either take into account their
own experience when selecting particular areas of grammar for a course, or focus
on the grammar issues that would be of most use in communication. What is more,
there is a great variety of books which are oriented towards teaching grammar on
the market, for instance Business Grammar Builder (Emmerson 2002). The book is
not only based on business language and authentic materials from the trade press,
but also includes realistic situations from the business world. The scope of material
and the way of organisation of Business English Course books frequently do not
exhibit a considerable difference in comparison to grammatical materials intended
for general language teaching. It is suggested that there are certain grammatical
categories which are common for specialist language and language for general
purpose, for instance tense, active/passive voice and modal perfect.
The evidence seems to suggest that various approaches are adopted by
researchers in discussing Business English grammar. However, it should be
noted that a large amount of the grammar research that has been undertaken goes
beyond traditional sentence-level study to include knowledge about the use of
grammatical forms in particular contexts. Dudley-Evans and St John (1998:80)
share an important premise that the context determines what element of grammar
is suitable. Certain specific contexts entail very particular uses of grammar, and the
ESP teacher needs to be sensitive to these contexts.

Concluding remarks
The noun business in the context of Business English not only refers to broadly
understood economic activities, but is also pedagogically oriented. However, any
attempt to provide a detailed definition of the concept on the basis of the above
considerations becomes very complex. On the basis on the above-mentioned
issues one can conclude that business indicates an activity that directs us towards
a scientific discipline, namely economics. Nonetheless, the reference to the issue
of economics does not exhaust the intricacy of the issue. Moreover, any attempts
10
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Quoted from Ligara and Szupelak (2012:144).

at defining the concept of Business English cannot ignore the problem of specialist
language, which encompasses terminology and concepts used by specialists
within the fields related to business, for instance: trade, finance and international
relations. An essential aspect is that all those areas overlap with each other. The
analysis proposed here suggests that the notion of Business English refers to
people who are preoccupied with professional activities. The above-mentioned
concepts, issues, and areas of knowledge point to the impossibility of formulating
a homogenous conception of the analysed term. One may assume that the definition
of Business English necessitates reference to various fields of science. However,
the basic distinctive feature of Business English is related to semantics, namely,
an understanding of specialist terminology, which is strongly linked with broadly
understood expertise.
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MACHINE TRANSLATION: A THREAT OR AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR HUMAN TRANSLATORS?
Abstract: The motivation behind any kind of development is always the wish to make a certain area
of life easier. Hence, it is not surprising that attempts have been made to eliminate the barrier which
has been a nuisance for people since time immemorial – the language barrier. Nowadays linguists
and computer scientists worldwide strive to create miniature computers that could serve as universal
translators, capable of translating between any two languages. This idea, once belonging to the realm
of dreams only, is something that Google, among others, intends to turn into a reality.
The purpose of the article is to explain the idea of machine translation (MT), present a brief outline
of its history, evaluate the progress that has been made in this field of translation studies, as well
as discuss the future of machine translation and try to answer the question whether it is likely that
human translators will one day be replaced with artificial intelligence.
Key words: machine translation (MT), Natural Language Processing (NLP), hypothesis of strong
artificial intelligence.

The history of machine translation: a brief outline
Translation is a fine and exacting art,
but there is much about it that is mechanical and routine […]1

Although the idea of a translating machine may seem to be quite recent, the
first ideas of mechanizing translation date back to the 17th century (Hutchins 2005;
Kozłowski 2002).2 However, it was not until the 20th century that they could be
1
Kay, M. 1997. “The Proper Place of Men and Machines in Language Translation”, [in:] Machine
Translation 12, pp. 3-23.
2
Information included in this section comes from Hutchins, J. 2005. “The History of Machine
Translation in a Nutshell”. Retrieved on: 10 January 2015. Available at: http://www.hutchinsweb.
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put into practice. The first inventors to apply for patents for translating machines
were Georges Artsrouni and Petr Troyanskii, the latter of whom introduced not
only the idea of an automatic bilingual dictionary, but also an Esperanto-based,
language-independent system for coding grammatical structures and conducting
the processes of analysis and synthesis. However, ideas of Troyanskii remained
unknown until the end of the 1950s.
The year 1954 saw the introduction of the system designed by IBM and
Georgetown University. Despite applying very restricted vocabulary and simple
grammar, the system aroused much public interest which led to the acquisition of
considerable funds from the US for researching machine translation. It was around
that time that machine translation became the area of worldwide interest.
The early systems employed in machine translation comprised large bilingual
dictionaries, in which every source language entry had one or more corresponding
entries and some word order rules in the target language. The general optimism
lasting for about a decade in the field of machine translation began to taper off as
more and more semantic barriers were encountered, for which no simple solutions
could be suggested. Besides, the quality of the target texts produced by the working
systems, such as Mark II or the one from the Georgetown University, left a lot to be
desired. Consequently, the lack of progress made the US government establish the
Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) which, in its report
produced in 1966, concluded that machine translation is slower, less accurate and
more expensive than human translation and, as a result, there seems to be no point in
further investment in MT. Instead, ALPAC proposed the development of tools which
were supposed to assist translators in their work, such as automatic dictionaries.
In the aftermath of the ALPAC report, the research in machine translation
was discontinued in the US for more than a decade, which also slowed down the
progress in this area in the Soviet Union and Europe. Nevertheless, MT research
was continued in Canada, Germany and France, the result of which was, among
others, the successful system METEO in Canada used for rendering weather reports
(developed in 1970 at the Montreal University).
In the 1960s MT research in the US and the Soviet Union was focused on
developing systems that could translate scientific and technical documents from
English into Russian and vice versa. Because these documents were addressed
to a limited number of recipients, mostly scientists, their translations were to be
communicative and as long as they could correctly convey the source text message,
it was not really important that they sounded unnatural.
Starting from the mid 1970s the demand for machine translation changed as a
result of rapid international trade. Thus, administrative and commercial demands
of multilingual communities stimulated the development of MT in Europe, Canada
me.uk/Nutshell-2005.pdf, and Kozłowski, S. 2002. „Co to jest tłumaczenie maszynowe” retieved
10 January 2015 from http://kf.mish.uw.edu.pl/kog/kog_seb.pdf.
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and Japan. There was a need to develop cost-effective machine translation systems
capable of rendering commercial and technical documentation between the main
languages used in international trade.
In the 1980s numerous MT systems were developed: SYSTRAN (performing
translation between multiple languages), LOGOS (German-Russian and EnglishFrench), a system for internal use within the Pan American Health Organization
(Spanish-English and English-Spanish), METAL (German-English) and several systems
for the English-Japanese language pair (created by Japanese corporations). Also, the
research on some more advanced systems was continued. The predominant strategy
around that time was translating by means of language-independent representation.
However, the end of the decade was an important turning point. A group
of researchers from IBM laboratories published the results of the experiments
conducted on the system called CANDIDE, which used only statistical methods.
At the same time some of the Japanese research teams started using corpus-based
methods (corpora of translation examples), initiating the so-called “examplebased” translation, as opposed to “rule-based” translation favoured before.
Significant progress in the early 1990s was achieved also thanks to research on
speech translation, including speech recognition and synthesis. Around that time
a change of focus in MT research could be observed: from purely theoretical
research to practical applications, and this trend continued throughout the 1990s.
The use of MT by large corporations has grown rapidly, particularly in the field of
software localization (adaptation of computer programs and games to the target
language recipients), the sales of MT software for personal computers has increased
substantially and MT has been offered by a growing number of online services,
thus becoming easily available for any user having an Internet access.
Nowadays, a growing demand for translation can be observed, especially in the
areas of international commerce and administration. The European Union itself is
like a Babel Tower with 28 participating countries and so it is not surprising that
the European Commission employs 3.5 thousand translators translating documents,
legal acts, bills and other texts from and into 23 official languages of the EU.3
Together with new states entering the EU, the demand for translation is growing.

Machine translation: the devil is in the detail
As explained by Kozłowski (2002:64), machine translation is an automatic
translation of a written text or speech from one language to another and constitutes
one of the most important applications of Natural Language Processing (NLP) –
a field which combines the elements of IT and linguistics.
3
Available at: http://europa.eu/about-eu/facts-figures/administration/index_pl.htm. Retrieved on:
10 January 2015.
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Large amounts of money have already been invested into the research on
machine translation, with a view to developing a system capable of rendering all
kinds of texts. However, the results achieved so far are still not satisfactory and it
is still unknown whether machines will ever be able to translate as well as humans.
The idea of a machine imitating human mind theoretically seems probable,
especially when taking into consideration the hypothesis of strong artificial
intelligence proposed by John Searle, whereby human mind is working in
complex algorithms and, therefore, it is possible to construct a machine that
could successfully perform any intellectual task that a human being can (Penrose
1996:28-38). This hypothesis implies that it is possible to build a machine that
could perform all the creative tasks, which have so far been an exclusively human
domain, such as writing poetry, creating art, or composing music. Even if one day
this hypothesis proves to be true, one question remains: would machines be able
to do all these creative tasks equally well as human beings?
Translation is a challenging and difficult task as it is a creative process and
in order to be able to perform it, one not only needs linguistic skills, but also the
general knowledge about the world and different cultures. For a machine to be
capable of translating the way human translators do, it would need to have all this
knowledge uploaded into its software. Another question arises here: is it possible
to collect all the possible facts comprising the knowledge of the world and upload
it into a machine?
As noticed by Kozłowski (2002:66), it appears that the problem of translating
a text from one language into another is far too complex to be fully automated.
The range of this automatization would undoubtedly depend on the similarity of
languages and proximity of cultures – it would probably be easier to create a
machine that would effectively translate between two Indo-European languages,
rather than between two geographically and culturally distant languages (for
instance Polish and Chinese).
Due to its various imperfections, machine translation has not enjoyed much
respect and has often been a subject of ridicule. There is no shortage of examples
in which machines proved that no matter how many words their databases have,
they are still unable to translate like human beings. The frequently quoted instance
is the one in which the English sentence The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak
(from the Gospel of Matthew) was translated by one of the first machine translators
into Russian, and then back-translated into English with the end result: The vodka
is strong, but the meat is rotten (Hutchins 1995:17). A similarly unsuccessful effect
was achieved when trying to get the machine to translate the idiomatic phrase Out
of sight, out of mind into Japanese, which the machine dutifully did, but the end
result, when translated back into English, was: Invisible idiot (Hutchins 1995:18).
These two examples, as well as all the other of the numerous instances of
machine mistranslations, illustrate the fact that, so far, machines have been unable
to recognize idiomatic phrases and they remain insensitive to various nuances in
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human communication, and without these two significant skills, the output that
they produce in translation is likely to be unsuccessful in delivering the source
language message. This, in turn, precludes effective communication.

Types of machine translation
Hedden (2000) divides machine translation into the following types:
—— Machine Aided Human Translation (MAHT), also known as Computer Aided
Translation (CAT) – the translation is performed by a human translator who uses
a computer system in order to precipitate the entire process. MAHT systems
provide the translator with general dictionaries, dictionaries of specialist
terminology, dictionaries of synonyms and frequently used expressions, the
functions of spellcheck and grammar check, thus allowing the translator
to focus on the more creative part of the task. Such systems are frequently
integrated with text editors. Although this type of translation belongs to the
field of machine translation, it is the human translator who is of paramount
importance here, with the actual machine serving only as an aid.
—— Human Aided Machine Translation (HAMT) – the source text is modified
before, during or after being translated by the computer. For instance, a person
modifies the form of the text before translation in order to make it easier to
process by the computer, or introduces some extra information into the source
text to facilitate its further analysis performed by the computer. Types of text
translated in this way are instruction manuals, which need to be rendered into
various languages. The systems which are given an unmodified text in the
source language frequently need human assistance during translation, which
entails that the human translator removes all the semantic ambiguities. Once
the text is no longer ambiguous, such systems then prove to be very fast
and effective in translating it from the source language into multiple target
languages. However, as noticed by Kozłowski (2002:68), those systems are
not very popular among the users, as the users need to mechanically answer
the questions posed by the computer and thus do not have the full control over
the end result.
—— Fully Automated Machine Translation (FAMT) – the program receives a source
text and produces a target text without any human interference. Usually such an
automatically-translated target text is of a poor quality but it is still sufficient for
certain applications in which access to the information is of primary importance
and accuracy of translation recedes into the background, for example browsing
the Internet sites or reading e-mails. Nevertheless, this type of translation does
not enjoy much popularity among human translators who prefer to translate
the entire text themselves rather than correct the imperfect computer-generated
translation.
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Machine translation: how does it work?
Machine translators differ in the way they work. As can be read in Wikipedia,4
there are four main modes of operation:
—— rule-based machine translators – they are fed information about the linguistics
of the two languages and hence, when performing translation, they make use
of the morphological, syntactic and semantic rules of the given languages.
The main problem related to this kind of translators is that all the exceptions
from the general rules and all the possible instances of ambiguity need to be
accounted for and fed into the source language analyzer for the program to be
able to cope. If the source text contains errors, the system is unable to translate
it unless these errors were also entered into the analyzer. Since such translators
remain insensitive to linguistic and contextual nuances, they will encounter
problems translating homonyms, for instance the Polish word zamek which,
depending on the context, may be translated into English as castle, lock or zip;
—— transfer-based machine translators – they create a translation from an
intermediate representation which stimulates the meaning of the original
sentence;
—— statistical machine translators – translations are generated on the basis
of statistical methods making use of bilingual text corpora (for instance
EUROPARL – the record of the European Parliament). However, such corpora
are still rare in some fields and for some language pairs. One of the companies
to use this type of systems is Google, which, having previously used rulebased systems, switched to statistical translation method in 2007. Google
Translate and other similar systems compare and detect patterns in millions
of documents which have previously been translated by humans and make
intelligent guesses based on the findings. They also calculate how often certain
words occur together in a given language. The statistical method solves the
problem of ambiguity: if the Polish word zamek occurs close to any form of the
verb mieszkać, then it has to be translated into English as castle, and if zamek
occurs next to the word naprawiać, then its English equivalent would be lock.
The quality of translation performed by such systems improves together with
the increased number of human-translated documents in a particular language.
Thus, those systems are largely dependent on the availability of parallel texts;
—— example-based machine translators – the corpus used contains texts that have
already been translated. In order to translate a given sentence, the system selects
sentences with similar components from this corpus. These similar sentences
are then used to translate the components of the original sentence and then put
together to form a complete sentence in the target language.
It seems that statistical machine translators have been most successful so far.
However, they are surely not free from imperfections – they rely heavily on the
4
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Availavle at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_translation. Retrieved on: 18 January 2015.

information from their databases but, so far, this information cannot be adjusted to
the specific character of the text at hand and such a customization is necessary in
order to produce an effective, good-quality translation. As observed by Osmałek
(2014),5 machines are, as yet, unable to recognize linguistic nuances and in a
situation when a human translator easily finds a synonym appropriate to the given
context, the machine simply translates the word. While machines often produce
target texts of an acceptable accuracy level, such texts will always lack the “human
factor”, which is indispensable in certain text types, for instance advertisements.
Therefore, it seems that whenever the only purpose of the text is to convey general
information, machine translation will do. But when the source text has an aesthetic
value and/or is supposed to make a certain effect on the reader or persuade the
reader to do something, employing an experienced human translator seems to be
necessary, as only a human translator is able to ensure that the translated text still
fulfils all the functions of the source text.

Google Translate: becoming better and better
As stated in Wikipedia, Google Translate is a translation service created by
Google Inc., able to provide an instant translation of a word, phrase, fragment of a
text or an entire website from and into 90 languages.6 The languages supported by
the service range from the fairly common ones like English, German or Spanish, to
such “exotic” ones like Uzbek, Sesotho or Sinhala. In 2013 the company stated that
its translator served 200 million people daily. However, users of Google Translate
do not always need to manually enter a piece of text; as observed by Schultz
(2013),7 a confusing Japanese sign only has to be photographed with a smartphone
for the Google application to automatically recognize the text in the image and
provide its translation. Nowadays users only need to point their camera at a sign or
text to see the translated text overlaid the screen. A recently added feature, as stated
in the Daily Mail,8 is a conversation mode to translate speech in real time, which
means that the application is now able to recognize speech in various languages. In
practice this entails that as the users speak to the application, a written translation
appears on the screen.
As already mentioned, Google Translate is based on statistical analysis – the
system depends on the corpus of equivalent words and expressions in the source
Information retrieved on: 9 January 2015. Available at: http://blog.supertresc.pl/dlaczegotlumaczenia-maszynowe-sa-nieprzydatne#.VqDSt1K2on.
6
Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Translate. Retrieved on: 19 January 2015.
7
Available at: http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/google-translate-has-ambitious-goalsfor-machine-translation-a-921646.html. Retrieved on: 9 January 2015.
8
Available at: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2908490/Google-Translate-appadds-conversation-mode-translate-SPEECH-real-time.html. Retrieved on: 19 January 2015.
5
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and target languages and the relevant data are selected from this huge database by
means of statistical models. However, as already stated, until 2007 Google was
using rule-based models but it soon turned out that rules are too inflexible and
frequently prove too much for the computer to handle. For this reason, Google
switched to statistical models, whereby algorithms search through huge amounts
of information, gather relevant data and learn at the same time. For instance, when
the program is required to translate a sentence from one language into another,
what it does is search for matching phrases which already exist and, based on these
findings, works out how best to compose the target sentence. For some languages
and texts this proves to work quite well; the problem might be with some less
known languages. Because the accuracy of Google translation largely depends on
the size of the database between the source and the target language, this accuracy
may suffer when translating between some more “exotic” languages in which there
are not many texts available. Also, such machine translations are likely to be more
accurate when translating between structurally similar languages, i.e. the ones
which have similar grammar and word structure. As stated by Franz Josef Och,
the former head of machine translation in Google, the combination of English
and Spanish works very well, but translating between English and Japanese is not
nearly as effective.9
But even if Google translates between fairly common, structurally similar
languages, there are still certain elements that it cannot cope with, for instance text
ambiguity, and although it is able to produce a comprehensible translation, it will
not be considered successful as all the elements comprising the text’s aesthetics
will simply be lost in translation.
An important aspect of Google Translate is that it constantly updates its
databases thanks to the users’ feedback, adding new words, phrases and expressions,
particularly technical ones. Nevertheless, despite constantly becoming better and
better and being able to produce a translation within seconds, it is still human
translators who have the upper hand in the field of translation, especially when
the text to be translated fulfils functions other than only the communicative one.

The future of machine translation
However, Google Translate is not the only project aimed at making fast
translations available to everyone. In fact, it faces growing competition from
other corporations. For instance, Facebook already acquired a company which
developed a system for automated translation and the social network intends to use
Schultz, 2013. “Translate This: Google’s Quest to End a Language Barrier”. Retrieved on: 9
January 2015. Available at: from http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/google-translate-hasambitious-goals-for-machine-translation-a-921646.html.
9
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the system to facilitate communication among its users who come from more than
200 countries and are more than a billion in number.10 Also the European Union
has designed its own free of charge system for automated translation – MT@EC,11
which has been developed for translating EU-related texts. It is also predicted that
due to budget cuts, the EU will need to eliminate about 10 percent of its human
translators in the foreseeable future (Schultz 2013).
Yet another corporation to launch an automatic translation system was
Microsoft. It developed a program which is not only capable of instant translation,
but it also recognizes speech and can translate spoken utterances simultaneously
as the person is speaking. A truly innovative feature offered by this system is
that it is able to provide a translation not in a machine-like monotone, but in the
speaker’s own voice assembled from the previously recorded speech samples,
as demonstrated in 2013 by Rick Rashid, the head of Microsoft Research, at a
conference in China. As he was speaking in English, the computer was translating
his words simultaneously into Mandarin and delivering the translated text in
Rashid’s own voice (Schultz 2013).
Taking all these successful projects into account, as well as the continuous
research and innovations in the field of machine translation, it is not surprising
that human translators may worry about their job security. After all, machines
outdo humans in at least two aspects as regards translation: they can do it much
faster and much cheaper, and these two factors are particularly desirable nowadays,
when saving time and cutting costs are priorities for most companies. Therefore,
some translators fear that too much progress in the field of machine translation will
eventually threaten their positions.
So far, however, machine translations have far too many shortcomings to be
beneficial in all spheres of life. The output produced by Google Translate and
similar systems will suffice only for limited purposes – to find out about the general
meaning of the source text message. Nonetheless, creativity and intellect typical of
human beings are indispensable elements of translation and, as yet, no software is
able to imitate them. It remains to be seen whether machines will one day emulate
the human brain so closely that human translators will become redundant altogether.
In the meantime, however, machine translators should be treated as translation
aids, where the human translator adopts the role of a post-editor. This means
that, instead of translating a text from scratch, the translator checks, proofreads
and revises the translation already performed by a machine.12 One considerable
advantage of such a “cooperation” is that it increases the translator’s productivity.
Obviously, such a “machine and human” translation cannot be effectively applied
10
Data as of the year 2013, according to Schultz, T. “Translate This: Google’s Quest to End a
Language Barrier”. Retrieved on: 9 January 2015. Available at: http://www.spiegel.de/international/
europe/google-translate-has-ambitious-goals-for-machine-translation-a-921646.html.
11
Available at: https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/mwikis/thinktank/index.php/MT@EC.
12
Retrieved on: 21 January 2015 from http://www.amtaweb.org/mt-for-translators/.
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to all text types, but it proves to work well with more formal, organized and
structured texts with repetitive patterns and predictable use of terminology, for
instance: contracts, annual corporate reports, software documentation, product
manuals, to name but a few.13
Therefore, it seems that the fears of human translators of being one day
replaced with machines are so far unfounded. Nevertheless, it seems inevitable
that the role of the translator will change in the future. As machine translators
are becoming more and more advanced, human translators might no longer be
“proper” translators but rather “editors”, correcting the texts previously translated
by machines.
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45 MINUTES WITHIN THE FOUR WALLS
OF A CLASSROOM: PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS
OF STUDENT TEACHERS DURING THEIR PRACTICUM
Abstract: Student practicum is an important part of teacher preparatory program. It is speculated that
pre-service teachers who manage to complete their practicum with a sense of accomplishment and
success are more likely to choose teaching as their ultimate career. However, before trainee teachers
turn into fully-fledged, certified teachers, they need to work through the numerous challenges that
student teaching poses on them. The literature adduced in the present paper points to a number of
concerns that trainee teachers struggle with. First and foremost, they strongly complain about pupils’
misbehaviour and lack of motivation. Other stated problems include trainee teachers’ ineffective
time and classroom management and feeling of anxiety that accompanies them throughout the
whole period of practicum. In the present study we investigated the problems and worries of 108
student teachers majoring in English at the University of Silesia. The findings are congruous with
the existing research in that pre-service teachers mostly struggle with pupils’ misbehaviour, time
management, stress and feeling of anxiety. This emotional strain is caused by a number of factors:
lack of confidence in one’s teaching skills, inability to introduce order and discipline, demotivated
learners, being observed by a supervising teacher and conducting their first lesson.
Keywords: teacher education, student teaching, classroom management.

Introduction
Student practicum1 is an important part of teacher education as it provides trainee
teachers2 with a foretaste of what teaching constitutes. It is a growth-producing and
1
An obligatory component of teacher training programs in which students are required to spend
time in the school classroom (both observing and conducting classes) is referred throughout this paper
as ‘student practicum’, ‘student teaching’ and ‘teaching practice’.
2
Trainee teachers are also referred to in the present paper as ‘student teachers’ and ‘pre-service teachers’.
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eye-opening experience that frequently becomes a valid indicator of whether or not
one embarks upon the teaching career. The benefits that students draw from their
practice are manifold. Oral (2012:2913) observes that student teaching provides
aspiring teachers with professional competence and helps them decrease their anxiety
concerning behaviour and teaching management. Furthermore, student teaching
successfully verifies pre-service teachers’ conceptions about the nature of teaching
and the nature of teacher-pupil relationship. The situations that student teachers
are exposed to during the pre-service level exert powerful impact on students’
professional development (Gabryś-Barker 2010:32). Classroom experience provides
pre-service teachers with an opportunity to modify their self-perceptions about
teaching. Positive experience is likely to inspire and give wings. In the same vein, an
accumulation of negative experience may effectively discourage them from pursuing
teacher career. It has to be noted, however, that student practicum, as crucial as it
is, does not provide students with a full teacher experience for at least two reasons.
Firstly, in the course of the practice professionals-to-be are supervised by a teachermentor, who offers guidance, advice and emotional support. Secondly, during their
practicum trainee teachers do not feel fully responsible for the quality of teaching
as most of the decisions concerning content of their classes are taken by the regular
teacher (Szymańska 2010:41). On the other hand, one may argue that the presence
of the mentor and the lack of ability to take decisions do not ease trainee teachers
into their new environment but rather contribute to their stress and anxiety. If this is
so, these two factors come alongside a considerable number of other problems and
concerns that pre-service teachers stumble upon in the course of their practicum.
In the present paper concerns of aspiring teachers are discussed and results of our
small-scale study are presented.

Problems and concerns of student teachers
Student teachers tend to have high expectations of their own classroom
performance and get easily discouraged when faced with initial difficulties
(Murray-Harvey et al. 2000:25). Inspired by their teacher preparation program,
they are willing to experiment with less conventional teaching techniques and
introduce changes and novelties that are meant to sweep the pupils off their feet
and win their hearts. Student teachers tend to have idealistic views on teaching.
They hold memories of their own teachers and wish to avoid their mistakes or,
conversely, they wish to follow their example. Gabryś-Barker (2010:34) discusses
the term ‘disequilibrium’ or ‘destabilization’, which is a conflict between the kind
of teacher a trainee wants to be and the school reality, which imposes certain roles
on him/her. Real classroom experience is often different from what pre-service
teachers have imagined. That student teachers may have false expectations of the
profession is also observed by Stokking et al. (2003:330). Students frequently form
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their views of teaching based on their own school experiences in their childhood
and adolescence. However, the reality of teaching is significantly different when
seen from the teacher’s perspective. Regrettably, student teachers’ genuine
intentions to inspire the youth are often jeopardised by very mundane problems,
most commonly lack of discipline and misbehaviour in the classroom.
Classroom management is the most common concern cited by pre-service,
beginning and experienced teachers as well as being the focus of media reports,
professional literature and school staff room conversations (McCormack 1997:102).
As reported by Merç (2003:214), student teachers’ problems with classroom
management and pupils’ misbehaviour result from the fact that pupils do not treat
them as ‘real’ teachers. Worryingly, this attitude displayed by pupils is also reflected
in their lack of motivation to participate in the lessons conducted by trainee teachers.
Trainee teachers are reported to attempt to build authority with their students either
by being authoritarian and domineering or by being overwhelmingly friendly
(Gabryś-Barker 2010:39). Regrettably, both strategies are counterproductive. Preservice teachers’ autocratic behaviour is frequently subverted by students’ increased
misbehaviour as they do not feel threatened by a teacher who is in charge only
temporarily. Those student teachers who, on the other hand, try to build authority by
being too friendly are in danger of being perceived as neither friends nor authority.
This excessive friendliness on the part of pre-service teachers can also be
an indicator of another potentially problematic area. According to Kanno et al.
(2011:247), student teachers find it difficult to recognise themselves as teachers and
instead tend to identify with their students. This situation is more likely to occur
when trainees conduct their practicum in an educational institution of higher level,
e.g. senior high school, where the age difference between pre-service teachers and
their students is negligible. Trainee teachers perceive students as friends and refuse
to correct their mistakes or provide with critical feedback.
In a research project by Poulou (2007), a group of trainee teachers were
asked to express their feelings and concerns about their teaching practice. The
participants of the study were instructed to run a journal throughout the period of
their practicum. The study yields interesting observations, e.g. students confess
that teaching practice has challenged their expectations of what teaching is. This
sentiment is manifested in the following quotation by one of the respondents:
I realised that the teaching profession is not as easy as I first thought. The
teacher’s role is significant in the development of the pupils’ personality. Not only
does it provide a model of behaviour for children, but in a few cases, it balances
the parents’ inadequate model.
This reflection illustrates how beneficial practicum is as it provides
professionals-to-be with real food for thought. For many students the teaching
practice has become an eye-opening experience.
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A study conducted by Merç (2003:208) among trainee teachers in Turkey has
signalled that during their teaching practice the participants have struggled mainly
with the feeling of anxiety, time and classroom management and their pupils’ lack
of motivation. The respondents’ level of anxiety was especially high in a number of
situations, most often before delivering a lesson, throughout their first lesson and when
observed by expert teachers. Some of the respondents confess they experienced anxiety
because they generally felt incompetent as teachers. The same sentiment is expressed
by student teachers in a study by Thornton et al. (2002:38) who confess they do not
believe they can do their job well. This may signal that the informants have entered
their practicum inadequately prepared either linguistically or methodologically.
Another problematic area mentioned in the study by Merç (2003:209) is time
management. Pacing the lesson proved difficult for pre-service teachers, who
reported emotional discomfort with unexpected delays that prevented them from
following the lesson plan. Ineffective time management is attributable to trainees’
strong attachment to the original plan of a lesson. This failure to run a class according
to the plan impinges on teachers’ self-confidence and leads to frustration as they see
their efforts come to waste. However, as pre-service teachers grow in experience and
expertise, they learn to accept changes and become more spontaneous.
Merç (2003:216) also observes that most of the stated problems experienced by
aspiring teachers decrease in frequency with the passage of time. Student teachers
in a study by Cabaroğlu (2012:124) confess that their confidence and sense of selfefficacy have increased towards the end of their teaching practice. Oral (2012:2911)
reports that student teaching equips trainee teachers with abilities to successfully
manage teaching, which makes them feel more self-assured.
Still, some of the problems do not show any improvement throughout the
practicum. For instance, the feeling of anxiety and classroom management
problems are more likely to persevere throughout the whole period of teaching
practice. Furthermore, it has to be noticed that not all changes in pre-service
teachers’ classroom performance seem to be positive. A case study by Kanno et al.
(2011:248) reports that student teachers’ initial enthusiasm and genuine excitement
about their students become replaced by growing disengagement and a more
business-like attitude toward their jobs.
Summarily, student teaching is an important part of teacher education as it
constitutes a crucial factor motivating students to become teachers. Student teachers
recognise their practicum as a valuable experience, but also as the most stressful
part of the teacher education program (MacDonald 1992:50). The most common
problems experienced by pre-service teachers discussed in the present paper are
connected with pupils’ misbehaviour, poor time and classroom management,
students’ initial lack of identification with the teaching profession and general
feeling of anxiety that accompanies student teachers throughout the whole period
of practicum. It is speculated that at least some of these problems are related to
prospective teachers’ high expectations of their classroom performance, which
makes them vulnerable to even negligible stumbles.
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Methodology
Having in mind all the difficulties and obstacles pre-service teachers struggle
with during the initial phases of their professional experience, a small-scale study was
designed. It aimed to explore problems, non-achievements and students’ perceptions
connected with their first experiences in the teaching profession. In this research, a
qualitative method was used which was a survey composed of fourteen open-ended
questions. The survey was divided into two sections. The first one referred to the
teaching practice being part of university teacher education program; the second part
explored general aspects connected with the teaching profession. For the sake of the
present paper, the former part of the questionnaire was analysed in detail.

Study participants
108 Polish university students took part in the study. This number denotes 97
female participants and 11 male participants. There were 4 respondents who did
not mark their gender. All the informants were post-graduate students in the 4th
and 5th year of teacher education program at the Institute of English, University
of Silesia, Poland. 44 subjects completed their qualifications part time and 61
respondents studied full time. Receiving a degree authorises them to exercise
the profession of a teacher at all levels of education. As part of their teacher
education, pre-service teachers complete a large number of TEFL courses, such
as: pedagogy, didactics, applied linguistics, psychology, to name but a few.
Apart from theoretical classes, they spend numerous hours in the classroom:
first – observing lessons and then becoming active teachers. At the point of
conducting the survey, the trainees acknowledged to have observed on average
65 hours of classes and to have conducted on average 95 hours of classes. 76
study participants declared that they already worked as teachers at the time the
questionnaire was administered. 31 of them conducted private classes, 17 worked
at a public school, 44 – at a private language school. There were 29 respondents
who stated that they did not have any other professional experience except for
the teaching practicum at that period.

Results
The research was conducted in the first two months of the winter semester in
2013. Discussion will be organized according to the questions posed in the survey.
Question no. 1: What caused you most problems/worries?
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Here, we aimed at investigating the most problematic elements of practicum
prospective teachers encountered at the beginning of their professional work.
The two most frequently indicated issues were the ones stressed by McCormack
(1997:102) and Merç (2003:209) which were: lack of discipline among learners and
time management. The former issue was indicated by 68 study participants, which
constitutes 63% of all the responses. The latter one was defined as problematic by
19% of trainee teachers.
Here is an exemplary unedited comment on the disruptive behaviour:
The discipline in classroom was the biggest problem for me during my practice.
Very often learners treat me like a colleague rather than teacher. It was so because
I was slightly older. When I was supposed to make grammar lesson in Junior High
School they were laughing that I made so simple theory that was obvious for them
– but my supervisor asked me to do that.
Except for proving that discipline problem is a serious factor which disrupts
the course of a lesson, the above examples also show how significantly pupils’
behaviour is influenced by teacher’s age, which in some cases may lead to
shortening the distance and decrease in credibility on the learners’ part. They may
refuse to treat prospective teachers as professionals and building authority in such
circumstances becomes a serious challenge, which was noticed by Gabryś-Barker
(2010:39).
Time management was the second most frequently indicated difficulty
prospective teachers needed to address. This ability posed a problem to every fifth
respondent. Students did not know how many activities to prepare to fill up fortyfive minutes of a lesson and how to administer every exercise to ensure a proper
pace during the classes:
I had problems with proper timing (sometimes there was too much time left and
sometimes I didn’t manage to do everything I wanted to do).
The amount and complexity of paperwork was also found to be an overwhelming
task for the trainee teachers. They were not sure how to complete school documents
properly because, regrettably, their supervising teachers did not provide them
with any instruction on how to fill in the register. Additionally, trainee teachers
felt burdened by the number of documents (observation sheets, lesson plans and
lesson conspects) they were obliged to submit for the university, which, in their
view, diminished the positive aspects of performing the work of a teacher. Such an
impression was shared by 15% of the respondents:
The biggest worry of all was definitely red tape. There is definitely too much
paper work to do, too many forms to fill, which take away the joy of teaching. Every
lesson means about 10 sheets of paper.
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The fourth problematic area indicated by 13% of the research subjects was
stress connected with the task of conducting a lesson. The feeling of emotional
strain was caused by several factors: anxiety of not being adequately prepared
for their job, inability to introduce order and discipline among learners, being
observed by a supervising teacher, necessity of increasing pupils’ motivation and
conducting the first lesson in their practicum. These issues are manifested in the
following quotations:
I wasn’t sure if my knowledge about English is sufficient. I was afraid that
learners may be unwilling to cooperate. The feeling of being observed and assessed
for everything that you do as a teacher is also stressful.
Question no. 2: Did you experience anything you could qualify as a failure?
Although the study participants identified numerous problems and nonachievements they encountered during their practicum, 44% claimed that they had
not experienced any failure. Out of the remaining part – 10% held a view that an
inability of making students more active or improving their attitude had been an
element they consider as a failure.
Furthermore, informants indicated they had a problem with preparation of a
lesson plan in terms of timing. 30% of study subjects shared the same impression.
In most cases the number of activities arranged for a particular class was too large
and, therefore, impossible to realize. The third issue that students struggled with
was maintaining discipline. However, although misbehaviour was reported as
problematic by 63% of the subjects, only 8% defined their inability to cope with
this problem as a failure.
Question no. 3: Did you feel adequately prepared for your practicum?
The study subjects faced numerous worries while delivering their first lessons
at schools. In spite of the obstacles, 74% of respondents confirmed that they felt
linguistically prepared for their practicum. 66% of subjects expressed the same attitude
in reference to methodological preparation. The fact of being methodologically
unprepared was justified by some of the students in the following way:
In the first year of practice I didn’t feel methodologically prepared, linguistically
– yes. I felt more prepared in the second year but most of the knowledge I acquired
during my work, in practice – my lectures provided me with almost nothing.
Question no. 4: Did you feel as a fully-fledged teacher?
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Looking at responses to question no. 4, it can be concluded that 26% of the
informants felt linguistically unprepared for their practicum and 34% of the
students held a similar view when it comes to methodological preparation. Some
of the subjects expressed disillusionment connected with the discrepancy between
theoretical knowledge they had acquired at university and practice they had faced
standing in front of schoolchildren. Other respondents complained about lack of
serious treatment on the part of the learners which had been caused by small age
difference and inexperience of trainee teachers. Did these factors allow students to
perceive themselves as fully-fledged teachers? It turns out that exactly half of the
study participants answered that they did not have that impression. 6% claimed to
share it partly; whereas, the rest of the students (44%) indicated that they felt as
skilled teachers.
Question no. 5: Did your practicum change your perceptions of the teaching
profession?
As it has already been stated, the time of student practice may lead to
‘disequilibrium’ which denotes the clash between school reality and expectations
that prospective teachers hold before they embark on the path of professional career
(Gabryś-Barker 2010:34). Such tendency has also been observed in our research in
which 53% of participants admitted that their experience at school differed from
the image they had built earlier:
Yes, it made me more aware how hard it is. I considered myself a well-prepared,
open-minded teacher willing to pass on the knowledge, but reality showed me that
there is still a long way ahead of me.

Conclusion
The findings presented in this study are congruous with other research
exemplified in the first part of the paper. Supporting the existing literature, the
study has confirmed that trainee teachers face numerous obstacles at the point of
embarking upon the professional career. The most commonly cited problem was
pupils’ misbehaviour and lack of discipline. Moreover, trainee teachers consider
it problematic to prepare reliable lesson plans that would lead them smoothly
through 45 minutes of a class. For this reason, they are unable to introduce a
proper pace of work and follow the plan they had arranged which is a source of
considerable frustration. Constant stress evoked by learners’ misbehaviour, their
lack of motivation, conducting the first lesson and being observed by a supervising
teacher are further obstacles pointed at in our study. The research conducted by
the present authors shows that the subjects perceive the necessity to complete
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official school documents as an overwhelming task as they are unsure of how to
do it properly. Such an obstacle may be caused by the lack of proper assistance on
the part of a supervising teacher. Moreover, the amount of paperwork connected
with preparing detailed conspects of lessons proved to be a burdensome task which
decreased the positive aspects of the practicum.
However, our research has shown that in spite of indicating learners’
misbehaviour as a main problematic area, there is a low percentage of respondents
who perceive their inability of dealing with discipline as a failure. What is more,
there is a significant group of subjects who believe that they had not experienced
any failure at the time of their practicum although they claim to have encountered
numerous problems. This may indicate that obstacles they stumble upon are
perceived as difficulties they are able to deal with effectively. It has also been
stated in the relevant literature that the first school experience evokes the feeling
of destabilization. Our study has shown that half of respondents shared this
impression. The remaining part of the subjects claimed to have been aware of
the school reality before they entered the classroom for the first time. Such an
awareness gives a chance of avoiding disillusionment connected with negative
events and allows for better attitude and mental preparation to face the problems.
Numerous TEFL courses the study participants attended at university provided
the students with the confidence of being adequately prepared for their practicum.
Our study shows that such an attitude was shared by over two thirds of the
respondents who claimed to have acquired sufficient linguistic and methodological
knowledge which allowed them to enter upon the professional path with success.
Moreover, having spent on average 95 hours in classrooms acting as a teacher gave
almost half of the subjects the feeling of being fully-fledged professionals which
definitely strengthens their self-confidence at the beginning of their career.
Concluding, the experience of student teaching equips trainees with knowledge
they will base upon if they decide to remain in the profession. It gives them
awareness of what areas need further improvement and what skills have already
been mastered. Yet, it is speculated that experience gained during the practicum
would bring fewer problems if students received more assistance from their
supervising teachers.
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SAMENESS WITHIN DIFFERENCE OR DIFFERENCE
WITHIN SAMENESS?
Abstract: In the era of globalisation and the emergence of multicultural societies the significant issue
of who we should become arises. Modern cultural as well as literary models of merging cultural
characteristics advocate a vision of overall uniqueness, thus contributing to the creation of a unified,
yet diversified world community. The following article concentrates on the motivation of the process
of assimilation observed in migrants, which is identified by implementing Rene Girard’s theory of
the triangle of desire and Levinas’ hypothesis of the face-to-face encounter. The presented analysis
is based on the liaison between characters created by Monica Ali in her novel Brick Lane. Moreover,
it points to the role of silence as a tool for the superficial preservation of the desired image.
Key words: identity formation, desire, difference, sameness.

Worldwide and multidimensional, the end of the colonial era can be regarded
as a stepping stone towards multiculturalism and globalization, as the observable
increase in the number of occurring migratory movements has greatly contributed
to the phenomenon of cultural overlapping and mixing. This process, however,
has given rise to the much more pressing issue of who the citizens of the new
order are, or ought to be. Modern cultural as well as literary models, in particular
those presented by sociologists Dion (1998), Healey (2013), Berry (2005) and
literary critic Nayar (2008) in their most recent works, advocate a vision of overall
diversity, which is achieved by merging novel characteristics within a single space
or even being, thus contributing to the creation of a mixed, yet homogenous world
society inhabited by the citizen of the world. The presented term is applicable to
every individual who due to the processes of acculturation as well as assimilation
retains numerous social strains from a number of different cultures, thus becoming
a completely adaptable being, mentally residing in-between these cultures. The
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origins of the expression are traced back to the mid-1940s when the concept of the
immigrant as well as cultural identity had just been emerging thanks to the works
of Homi Bhabha (1994) and Edward Said (1994).1
In his most notable essay Bhabha (1994) states that cultural identity is closely
linked to the notion of the Self which, in the case of the colonised nations, is
created via the relation between the coloniser and the colonised. This relationship is
grounded on the question of ambivalence, namely what the colonised-Self desires
from the dominating Other, but should not, in fact desire. Upon realising its initial
disavowal to the colonisers as well as their most desirable traits, the colonisedSelf begins to imitate the colonisers, hence becoming a person that bears signs of
appropriateness (when considering the colonisers’ perspective), but shall always
bear also a sign of inappropriateness marking the Self as the colonised. It is a distinct
type of imitation located between mimicry and mockery in what Bhabha (1994)
named the Third Space, which can be described as the psychological territory of the
hybrid types, that is beings located between distinct cultures, possessing traits from
within each of them. The notion of the hybrid corresponds to Said’s vision of the
migrant, who is by no means a fixed creation, but rather a fluctuating collection of
echoes of which one was, is and eventually will be, or, to put it simply, a collection
of labels like Indian, or woman, or Muslim, or American [which] are not more than
starting-points,[but are] followed into actual experience for only a moment [and
then] are quickly left behind (1994:336). It is tempting to say that both Bhabha
(1994) and Said (1994) conform that the identity of every migrant or even being
is composed of several Selves rooted in a presumably infinite number of cultures.
Modern psychologists, for instance Galen, have based their theories on similar
principles. In his essay The Self: The Incredulous Stare Articulated Peter van
Inwagen (2005) depicts Galen’s theory of the Self by comparing the Self to a chain
of pearls in which each piece of jewellery, referred to as a sesment,2 is an integral
part of the overall mentality created within a particular individual throughout his/
her life. In other words, the Self, being a temporal chain of sesments, contains
within itself other, more or less developed sesments, including the current Self, one
which is donned at a given moment in time. Obviously, the Self, from the overall
perspective becomes a complex notion which incorporates a wide range of ‘I’ that
form a person’s identity.
Presumably, the internal mixing of various characteristics occurring within
the Self implies that, due to the various differences of the acquired cultural traits,
current people are unique members of the world community. Nonetheless, all people
1
The mentioned theories have been published in the mid-1940s, however the 1994s publications
were available for use.
2
Galen defines a sesment as a physical object. It’s a peculiarly shaped one in that it occupies a
peculiarly shaped region of space-time. But it’s no argument against the reality of this object that we
can’t say what its mass is, or could only by making some extremely artificial stipulation. SESMENTS
are […] like performances of musical works (quoted in van Inwangen 2005:115).
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possess the status of the citizen of the world, a being of a universal nature. At this
point a certain contradiction is visible, namely whether the people of diversified
cultural segments may attain a particular sameness or if it is the difference found
within the multilayered beings that proves to be the core of their similarity. In other
words, people are faced with the question: Are we different or similar? The purpose
of the following article is to attempt to answer the above-stated inquiry on the basis
of an analysis of the creation of an immigrant’s cultural identity, which, in this
particular case, is based on the liaison between Nazneen and Karim, the characters
created by Monica Ali in her novel Brick Lane. In order to examine this complex
process, the author of this article shall concentrate on identifying the object of
desire of both literary heroes as well as the means of attaining the desired trait by
reading the text through Rene Girard’s (2001) theory of the triangle of desire and
Levinas’ (1991) hypothesis of the face-to-face encounter.
Bentley (2010:22) and Marx (2012:213) regard Ali’s book as a type of
st
21 -century Bildungsroman that centres on the character of Nazneen, a young,
submissive Bangladeshi woman who immigrates to England to marry a much
older man on the request of her father. Due to the offer, which she cannot refuse,
the nineteen-year-old girl begins a new life in the unfamiliar city of London,
particularly in the Bangladeshi neighbourhood of Brick Lane. Initially, Nazneen
is presented as a traditional and obedient wife, estranged in a small and cramped
flat situated within a socially unfamiliar area. The immigrant takes shelter from the
unknown in the imaginary safety of the household where, like most isolated Asian
women abroad, she immerses herself in the daily activities of cooking, cleaning as
well as reminiscing about her lost homeland.
There are many interpretations about where the turning point in Nazneen’s life
is located. In Bentley’s (2010:89) opinion, it is the heroine’s moment of fascination
with the figure of an ice-skater that becomes the epiphany of freedom; Stonehewer
Southmayd (2015:96) focuses on the influence of the protagonist’s friend Razia
and the inability of her husband, Chanu, to financially support the family; Al
Mamun (2014:512) believes that the liaison between Nazneen and a young secondgeneration immigrant, Karim, is the pivotal moment in the character’s process of
development. Regardless of the reasons, it is an indisputable fact that each of the
events mentioned have a great impact on the main character’s process of identity
formation. However, as has been previously stated, the article shall centre on the
mentioned affair between Nazneen and Karim, for intimacy in their relationship
serves as a driving force, which, as Weeks has noticed:
is the most spontaneous natural thing about us. It is the basis for our most
passionate feelings and commitments. Through it we experience ourselves as
real people; it gives us our identities, our sense of self, as men and women, […]
‘normal’ or ‘abnormal’, ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’. Sex has become […] the truth of
our being (2003:3).
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In fact, the physical aspect of a relationship as well as the emotions it spurs
reflect the actual desire of an individual, who, at this intimate moment, is able to
release all its supressed wants, therefore genuinely expressing the hidden object of
their desire. On account of this fact, it is only reasonable to seek the motivations of
a character’s conduct (including also accommodation and identity formation) by
closer examining the most significant male-female relationship within the novel.
Apparently both Nazneen and Karim attempt to come closer to the true object
of their desire by imitating one another. Unarguably, this model of desire does not
correspond with the traditional Freudian or Lacanian understanding of the term;
therefore it is only proper to turn to a less conventional means of reading the chosen
text by the use of Rene Girard’s (2001) theory of the triangle of desire. Contrary to
Freud’s and Lacan’s linear models, which entail the presence of a subject of desire
and its object, Girard (2001) presupposes the existence of a third element, namely
a model, which serves several purposes.
Firstly, its role is to be admired by the subject. It seems that admiration
is an important factor in the triangle of desire, mostly because it points to the
perfection of the model as an ideal representation of a personage that can acquire
the object of desire and enables the subject to directly (consciously) or indirectly
(subconsciously) search for the characteristic that apparently he/she is lacking.
Thus, begins the phase of imitation. Imitation (or mimicry as Bhabha (1994) would
call it) is achieved by imagining that you are someone else […] choosing a model
and imitating the person that you want to be, by mimicking his or her outward
appearance, gestures, intonation and dress (Gaultier quoted in Girard 2001:10).3
Similarly, individuals can spontaneously imitate the desires of the selected model.
By taking this perspective into account, Girard (2001) highlights the changing
nature of the model that, from a person worthy of one’s attention, becomes a rival or
even an obstacle between the subject and the object of its desire. Simultaneously, the
emerging rivalry serves as a tool for assessing the value of the object of desire, mainly
if it’s worth desiring or not. If the model-rival declares the object to be desirable, then
the subject will compete to attain it. The more the object is desired by the model (be
it actual or imagined desire from the subject’s point of view), the more the subject
struggles to achieve its ultimate goal. However, it is important to remember that,
unlike the model, the object of desire is not a tangible person or even items, but a
spiritual value, for instance love, fame, power, etc. that without the model would not
come to our immediate attention. Therefore, only through the existence of the model
can the subject begin to desire the otherwise undesirable object.
A certain paradox can be seen in the delineated theory, mainly that the more the
subject resembles the model the further it is from attaining its object. The reason
3
[…]“wyobrazić sobie siebie innymi niż są” […] naśladują postać, która postanowiły być, we
wszystkim, co tylko daje się naśladować: w powierzchowności, gestach, intonacji, ubiorze.
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for this situation is fairly uncomplicated. While being concentrated on imitating
or competing with one another both the subject and the model lose sight of their
object and cease to seek it. As a result neither of them actually achieves their goal,
which allows the desire to further continue in the initiated state. Nevertheless,
there are instances when either the subject or the model realise the futility of their
actions. This can be explained with the use of Levinas’ (1991) hypothesis of the
face-to-face encounter.
Levinas (1991) believes that when the Self and the Other meet face-to-face,
a distinct type of assessment takes place. During the encounter the participants
evaluate one another on the basis of external traits, mainly exposed by the most
expressive of all body parts, the face. However, it is not solely the physiognomy
that influences the evaluation of the Other, but a more important, yet impalpable
occurrence within one’s infinity. By the implementation of various means of
communication “the face” of the Other “speaks to” the encountered Self, thus
exciting a particular situation between the Self and the Other. During the faceto-face encounter the Self realises that the Other is not (my)self, that there exists
a difference, a difference between the participants. This Alterity causes the Me
and the Other to engage in a discourse in the course of which the Self may either
choose to reject the Other or open up to the faced human in response to his/her
vulnerability expressed by a plea to not eliminate it, but rather attempt to grasp it.
I shall now try to conjoin this hypothesis with Girard’s (2001) theory. Let us
suppose that the Self from Levinas’ (1991) hypothesis would subsequently pose
as Girard’s (2001) subject of desire and the Other as its chosen model, then during
the described face-to-face encounter, a certain realisation occurs, namely that in all
due respects the Self-subject and the Other-model are different, but similar in their
desire, which is the same – to be acknowledged. Such events result in the Self’s
questioning of the nature of the encounter as well as its own identity and role in
the surrounding environment, thus enabling it to embrace change, to assimilate.
Let us now turn to the main topic of the analysis. As has been stated above there
are three points in Nazneen’s life, which can be regarded as important factors in
the heroine’s process of assimilation. When considering the fascination with the
figure of the ice-skater Nazneen is not so much enthralled with the performer, but
rather with the immense possibilities of conquering everything: her body, the laws
of nature, and the heart of the tight-suited man who slid over on his knees, vowing
to lay down his life for her (Ali 2003:36). In other words, the secluded Nazneen
desires freedom, freedom to decide about herself, her future and her feelings, which
she is culturally deprived of by the Bengali tradition of female subservience. From
Girard’s (2001) point of view, the protagonist, who is aware of her limitations,
begins to desire in the Other what she finds lacking in herself, hence establishing
a certain linkage with the English society.
I would like to highlight that, from the Bangladeshis’ cultural standpoint; there
is no socially accepted reason for a woman to oppose the prevailing customs.
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Therefore, any attempts at acquiring a certain degree of liberty are hindered
either by Nazneen’s husband Chanu’s refusal or by her powerlessness which is
portrayed as part of her character. Instances of such occasions are noticeable when
Chanu does not consent to his wife learning the English language as well as when
the pregnant Nazneen rebels against her “imprisonment” within Brick Lane by
leaving the neighbourhood and entering the city centre of London, where she
is faced with a crowd of unfamiliar and indifferent people. Later, this rebellion
results in the heroine experiencing a type of a temporary emotional breakdown.
Consequently, Nazneen’s desire for freedom is supressed, only to be nearly
completely forsaken with the birth of her son when her status in the family as
well as society is immediately uplifted (Mortada 2010:54). New possibilities are
provided for a female who achieves the societal goal of preserving the lineage by
producing male heirs. The young mother gains importance both in the eyes of the
Bangladeshi community and her husband. In this respect, the heroine discovers a
different means of liberation within the diaspora, which she readily plunges into.
Nonetheless, the attained status does not sufficiently fulfil Nazneen’s desire of
gaining freedom. Upon meeting Mrs Azad (the Englished4 Bangladeshi wife of her
husband’s acquaintance Dr Azad), whose complete assimilation into the English
society has proved to be an effective escape route from the social constraints of the
Bangladeshi culture, the heroine realises the misery of her own submissiveness as
well as the superficiality of the gained “freedom” that is instantly annulled with
the unexpected death of her son. At this point a reversal in values is noticeable in
the conduct of the protagonist. Nazneen’s desire for social freedom is gradually reawakened in a long-term process of justifying her unfulfilled wishes. The woman
acquires the basics of the English language in order to communicate with her
daughters, Shahana and Bibi. Moreover, her husband’s inability to support the
family financially proves to be an opportunity for the female migrant to begin
a sewing job, concurrently gaining economic independence. It would be more
accurate to say that the main character steadily emerges from the cultural cocoon
of submission, hence wishing to live through a greater number of experiences.
Apparently the quest for self-fulfilment and personal improvement is accelerated
by the fateful encounter of Nazneen and Karim, a young second-generation
Bangladeshi entrepreneur to whom the heroine becomes physically attracted. At
first Nazneen is drawn to the external build of the handsome young man whose
appearance corresponds to the image of a strong and independent Westerner. Karim
is portrayed as having broad shoulders and hair cut close to a beautifully shaped
skull. The young man always wears tight jeans, shirts with sleeves rolled up to the
elbow, white trainers and a thin golden necklace that emphasises his appeal to the
Nayar (2008) applies the notion of Englished or Americanised to refer to immigrants who
exhibit certain typically Western (in this case English or American) cultural strains unknown in their
native culture, hence imitating or even to some degree becoming a member of a different cultural
segment.
4
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opposite sex whenever he takes a confident, yet fairly relaxed, stance with his legs
spread and arms folded or leans against the walls or various pieces of furniture. He
is often seen fiddling with his mobile phone, which he wears at his side in a leather
holster like cowboys, the embodiment of Western maleness, keep their revolvers.
What is crucial in the presented description is that Karim’s appearance is devoid
of any redeeming traits of a Bangladeshi man. The male character does not dress
or even behave in accordance to the traditional customs of the members of the
depicted minority group. Additionally, the fact that Karim stammers when speaking
in Bengali and freely communicates only in English proves to be an advantage in
the heroine’s eyes.
The enumerated traits found within a seemingly non-British person, hypnotise
Nazneen and ignite a silently burning passion within her. So great is the heroine’s
physical attraction that she even dreams about the second-generation immigrant:
She looked in the mirror but she did not see herself, only the flare of the sequins,
and then she closed her eyes and the ice smelled of limes and she moved without
weight and there was someone [Karim] at her side, her hand in another, and they
turned together, arms around waists, and through her half-closed lashes she saw
him. The fine gold chain about his neck (Ali 2008:178).
Surprisingly, it is not the man’s face which the woman looks at in the night
vision, but rather the golden chain that glitters like the sequins on the top resembling
a garment worn by an English actress starring in a popular commercial. It would
be more accurate to say that from Nazneen’s point of view, Karim is by no means
a person, but rather a personification of true Englishness, or at least a product of
the British culture that she has had the opportunity to approach. By taking this fact
into consideration, it becomes evident that a different desire looms underneath the
need for sexual experiences, a longing much more profound than passion or lust,
namely a desire for Englishness, the elusive embodiment of social and cultural
liberation that Nazneen is enchanted with. To put it briefly, the protagonist’s
physical attraction towards Karim grounds itself on the desire to become Englishlike and, therefore, free.
According to Girard’s (2001) theory, Nazneen (the subject of desire) wishes to
attain the common British features, which, in turn, would allow her to flee from the
social prison that the immigrant woman was placed in by the Bangladeshi diasporic
community, thus gaining freedom (the actual object of desire). The aim can be
attained only by selecting an exclusive model, one that possesses the traits needed.
Karim proves to be a more suitable choice for imitation, rather than the impalpable
figure of the ice-skater, for the heroine can not only actually establish a specific
connection with the man, but also observe her model and mimic the necessary
characteristics. From the very beginning of their relationship Nazneen looks at
Karim from the corner of her eye and [sees] him as a silhouette (Ali 2008: 212)
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or a frame of greater content existing in a certain proximity that awaits to be filled
in with her already developed sesments in order to create a new sesment, a fuller
Self. As a result a specific triangle of desire is established. However, the desire for
freedom parallels the physical attraction emerging between Nazneen and Karim.
Nearly every initial scene involving the characters is inscribed with a gradual
increase in the intensity of their lust. Initially, the intimacy accompanying this
emerging passion is limited to seemingly insignificant actions on the part of both
characters. As regards Nazneen’s conduct, the Bengali woman frequently forgets
to cover her hair in the presence of Karim, an unrelated man; she permits him to sit
closer to her on various pieces of furniture, from a chair to the arm of the sofa on
which her husband rests his head while sleeping, and even to observe the heroine
during her sewing work or while preparing tea and performing housework. The
familiarity emerging between Nazneen and Karim grows stronger and stronger
with each meeting to the point where the heroine, despite the societal impropriety
of the act, invites the young man to pray in her presence:
There was nothing wrong with it. No reason why he should not pray here; it
only delayed her a short while.
‘Allahu Akbar.’
He stood to attention, with hands raised to shoulder level. […]
She heard the blood pound in her heart and she trembled because he would
surely hear it. She closed her eyes. At once Amma came to her, shedding her famous
tears, wailing with her hand over her mouth. […]
His voice did not falter. In prayer he does not falter, thought Nazneen. […]
He bowed, hands on knees, straight back. She saw how well he moved. Twice
more. It was he who moved, but she who felt dizzy (Ali 2003: 234–235).
The presented situation enables Nazneen to scrutinise Karim in more detail
and later reminiscent on his poses or even the smell of his shirt. Simultaneously,
the heroine can indulge herself in her own emerging feelings of passion, which,
from the societal perspective (represented by the figure of the wailing mother)
seem more than improper.
In spite of the fact that Nazneen is preoccupied with her sewing job, she takes
the opportunity to observe the waiting Karim. The youth roams about the space
of the small apartment, scanning the view from the window, picking up Chanu’s
books, going round the table or lying on the sofa – an action that the heroine sums
up by saying that it was as if he were taking possession of the room, marking each
item as his own, [whereas] she was waiting to be claimed as well (Ali 2008:238).
These seemingly purposeless acts of exploration can be perceived as Karim’s
attempts to occupy the narrow space of the flat. The man claims the objects placed
within a common (in his eyes) Bangladeshi household simply by touching them.
It is as if he longs for bodily contact with the Asian cultural forms of expression
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and marks the items for which he wants to attain the status of holder. The quotation
serves as proof of the youth’s inclinations to be a genuinely Bangladeshi person.
Undoubtedly, this observation deserves a closer insight.
I would like to point out that Nazneen’s desire takes the form of a blind
enthrallment. Frequently, during the meetings with Karim, Nazneen is immersed
in her private thoughts, while ignoring the man’s statements. In consequence,
the heroine fails to realise the same kind of growing desire that awakens in the
immigrants’ offspring.
Apparently, Karim is aware of the cultural division between him and the
representatives of the Bangladeshi diaspora. In his article, Tongure (2013:562) has
written that to the first-generation immigrants Bangladesh is home, just like England
is to their children. In fact, the characters concur with this belief during their first
lengthy conversation, when both draw a line between themselves by admitting
that each regards a different country as their homeland: ‘In our country,’ she said,
‘everyone would stop. Come and help you.’ He rocked back in his chair. ‘This is
my country.’ (Ali 2008:212). In the quoted fragment the two characters identify
themselves as representatives of different nations that share no common features.
In spite of this, Karim also yearns for acceptance by his parents’ community.
While observing Nazneen dressed in a traditional sari, the young entrepreneur
recalls his late mother, thus assuming that the heroine is an obedient, shy and
pious Bangladeshi woman who preserves the customs of the native culture. The
transposition of the mother’s role onto the heroine initiates a parallel triangle of
desire within the young man. In this case, Karim becomes the subject to desire,
seeking acceptance by the members of Brick Lane by choosing Nazneen, the cultural
countertype of his mother, as his model. The mutual contact between the depicted
characters suggests the occurrence of an overlapping process of assimilation.
During the reoccurring occasions of intimacy, Nazneen and Karim can discuss
their personal problems in relation to their families as well as the social situation
of the Bengali community, thus sharing their worries with each other. It is a new
situation for Nazneen whose husband does not consider it necessary to converse
with his wife, who as a pure village girl should not engage in difficult dilemmas
that she does not need to comprehend to perform her household duties. Upon one of
these confabulations Nazneen mentions Muhammad being a warrior, unconsciously
sparking the youth’s interest. As a result Karim invites Nazneen to a meeting of
an informal group that he wants to lead. The invitation is meant to present to the
model of Karim’s desire the positive attributes which he metaphorically shares with
the founder of Islam as the initiator of a religious group. Furthermore, by allowing
Nazneen to take part in the voting, Karim enables her to participate in a momentous
thing. By raising her hand, or not raising it, she could alter the course of events,
of affairs in the world of which she knew nothing (Ali 2008:197). The event equips
the heroine with a conviction that she possesses a particular kind of possibility or
right to decide about matters directly or even indirectly relating to her private life.
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Nazneen begins to see herself as an entity not necessarily restricted solely to the
household, but rather as a member of the Bangladeshi community, the society or
the Muslim community.
In the aftermath of the meeting, a striving for knowledge is ingrained within
the heroine. Karim eagerly satisfies it by providing the isolated immigrant with
magazines as well as newspapers containing stories from different countries from
the entire globe. Reading, thus, becomes a sweet and melancholy secret, [during
which Nazneen is] caressing the phrases with her eyes, feeling Karim floating
there, just beyond the words (Ali 2008:198). It is a double excitement of infidelity
and social disobedience, a means of escaping from the tediousness and discontent
of existence of a Bangladeshi wife.
At the same time, this dual enthrallment obscures Nazneen’s perception of the
man’s thriving ardor. The entrepreneur from Brick Lane not only broadens the
first-generation immigrant’s perspectives, but also secures his own position as the
model by which Nazneen is to achieve social freedom. Subsequently, Karim comes
closer to the heroine, who becomes his model of a perfect Bangladeshi. Throughout
the inceptive stage of their relationship, both characters nurture their desire and the
parallel passion, until it culminates after another meeting of the Bengali Tigers,
when Nazneen, feeling an overwhelming awe and pride with regards to Karim’s
ability to successfully settle all the pressing matters, feels a sudden urge to possess
the youth in the bodily sense. The sexual act is not so much a manifestation of a
mutual infatuation, but rather an attempt to seize the Englishness, or in Karim’s
case the Bangladeshiness,5 embodied by the partners:
In the bedroom everything changed. Things became more real and they became
less real. Like a Sufi in a trance, a whirling dervish, she lost the thread of one
existence and found another. […] She had submitted to her father and married
her husband; she had submitted to her husband. And now she gave herself up to
a power greater than these two, and she felt herself helpless before it. When the
thought crept into her mind that the power was inside her, that she was its creator,
she dismissed it as conceited (Ali 2003: 299–300).
It would be more accurate to state that the characters capitalise on the
materialised traits, for the coitus makes the wanted features fleetingly tangible,
thus allowing the subject to temporarily fill in the lack, which forms the basis of
desire, hence for a brief moment moulding a new distinct sesment of oneself, of
its English or Bangladeshi Self.
Nonetheless, neither Nazneen nor Karim realise that they sustain their loss by
creating phantasies of one another. Nazneen nearly through the entire novel sees
5
A concept proposed by the author of the article to describe the typical customs, traits, habits and
traditions of a native Bangladeshi person that are desired by non-Bangladeshis.
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Karim as an independent and strong-willed man, who can stand his ground and is
so sure of where he was standing and why (Ali 2003:206). Needlessly, the heroine
views the second-generation immigrant as a personage who is aware of his wants
and unwaveringly creates his own place in the British society. We read that in
Nazneen’s eyes Karim was a man and he spoke as a man. Unlike Chanu he was
not mired in words. He did not talk and talk until he was not certain of anything
(Ali 2003:261). In other words Nazneen believes that Karim knows exactly where
he belongs and is free to make his own choices in relation to his life.
Likewise, the heroine herself is fathomed by Karim as the real thing (Ali
2003:385), namely a village girl from Bangladesh, who has successfully underwent
the rough process of settling in an unfamiliar country without being shorn of her
original cultural traits. Nazneen, hence, unconsciously becomes the epiphany of
Bangladeshiness. It is tempting to say, that each of the characters appear to attract
the other due to them possessing the most English- or Bangladeshi-like strains,
which acquisition will allow them to attain freedom as well as acceptance on
the part of both the British and Muslim communities. This illusion is constantly
reasserted when Nazneen and Karim consummate their relationship through
physical intimacy.
According to Girard’s (2001) theory of the triangle of desire, the characters
imitate one another by acquiring the most visible traits born by their respective
models. In the course of events Nazneen begins to believe that modification can
be effortlessly achieved by a change in style that would make her outward image
English-like, thus making her more self-confident, even fearless and charismatic.
She, thus, becomes preoccupied with her appearance, attempting to wear fine
clothes, often leaving her head uncovered to present the beauty of her wellbrushed hair, and shaving her legs to be more attractive to herself and her lover.
Simultaneously, Nazneen gradually gains a certain consciousness of her role as a
mother and wife and exhibits a degree of interest not only in the housework, but
also in the relationship with her husband and daughters as well as her attitude to
her everyday work:
She spent more time talking to her daughters, and they surprised her with their
intelligence, their wit and their artless sensitivity. She served her husband and she
found that he was a caring husband, a man of integrity, educated, and equipped
with a pleasing thirst for knowledge. She did her work and she discovered that
work in itself, performed with a desire for perfection, was not so tiresome if it was
done with a song on the lips and in the heart (Ali 2003:301).
Furthermore, the heroine decides to repay her family’s debts which it owes the
local usurer, Mrs Islam. Never before did the woman think about such complex
issues or felt compelled to take any form of measures. Despite this, the burden of
responsibility as well as remorse caused by her infidelity proves to be too heavy.
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Consequently, Nazneen goes through an emotional breakdown, which awakens
within her the first real stoicism she has shown to her fate (Ali 2003:346) and
enables the female protagonist to come to a personal resolution about her life when
she’s listening [to her husband and Karim]. But she is not obeying (Ali 2003:341).
The emotional breakdown proves to be an important moment in Nazneen’s
existence, for she attains her own independence and begins to seek her individual
place in the world as a liberated, working-woman, a mother and an original bearer
of the Bengali traditions.
Correspondingly, the affair also influences the male hero in a similar manner.
The liaison elevates the young man to a true master, the possessor of a woman who
is the embodiment of genuine Bangladeshiness. In pursuance of his aspirations,
Karim becomes involved with the actions of the Bengali Tigers, thus beginning a
period of extensive reading, either of magazines, leaflets or Islamic websites that
allow him to comprehend the concerns of the worldwide Ummah.6 The unnatural
devotion steadily transforms into a need for monopolising the group as its sole
leader. The rationale behind this conduct is the young man’s affiliation to the
Bengali Tigers, which is a sign of his Bangladeshi Self. In Nazneen’s eyes, the
God-conscious Karim has been losing his English attributes. With single glimpses,
the heroine notices that her lover in some respects is steadily trans-substantiating
into a typical Bangladeshi patriarch, who even after the most intimate situations
treats his wife like a loyal servant. Moreover, the man’s attractive appearance alters
as well. As a leader of an assembly with a religious background, Karim begins to
mimic the Muslims by changing his appearance and wearing a Panjabi-pyjama,
fleece, big boots and skullcap [that made him look] like he could be on his way to a
mosque; or to a fight (Ali 2008:308); he grows his hair and a beard to the point that
it covers the mole on his chin, which used to be an emblem of physical attraction
for Nazneen as well as the symbol of his contained Englishness, that fades away.
Likewise, the importance felt by the heroine whenever she voiced her opinions
in the presence of Karim disappears, replaced by a profound indifference and
negligence expressed by the man, which infuriates Nazneen, due to her insatiable
craving for seeing her beloved pull the audience to his side, running home and
waiting for him, knowing yet scarcely believing he would come. That was how she
wanted him, like that, not with his feet on her coffee table and holes in his socks
(Ali 2008:286).
Neither of the characters is cognizant of the Other’s inner-transformation as
the relationship is marked by silence. Silence, in the sense of a lack of verbal
communication, deprives the portrayed migrants of the possibility to understand one
another. The explanation is that during these moments of tranquillity, uninterrupted
by any form of expression or the male monologues to the distracted woman, silence
6
Ummah (in Arabic: ‘community’) a term used to refer to a nation with a common ancestry,
geography or history, or the whole of the Islamic world.
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is regarded by the heroes as a type of spiritual harmony. The narrator employs
silence in order to meditate on the man standing before her. It is a time when she
can freely study the youth’s general manner of being as well as succumb to her own
‘sexual’ fantasies. Therefore, it is not surprising that Nazneen does not instantly
notice the decline in Karim’s Englishness, which is replaced by a more conventional
Asian conduct. In the same manner, the man, accustomed to Nazneen’s reticence,
which is considered to be a proof of unwavering female approval, overlooks the
discernible changes within the heroine, hence regarding his mistress as a perfect
Bangladeshi woman figure. Thus, silence is a social blindfold: it prevents the
characters from genuinely seeing the other, instead consolidating the previously
mentioned fantasies, concomitantly superficially sustaining the similarity to the
original mental images of an English person or a native of Bangladesh.
The tensions caused by the opposite expectations of the two characters lead to
frictions between the lovers. The agitation reaches a climax when Nazneen finally
confronts Karim in a face-to-face encounter. During their last conversation in a
restaurant, the characters freely verbalise the sensibilities towards one another.
Nazneen realises that there exists a difference between them, a difference in
personal objectives expressed in the heroine’s struggle to become English and the
young man’s yearning to be Bangladeshi:
She touched his hand for the last time. ‘Oh Karim, that we have already done.
But always there was a problem between us. How can I explain? I wasn’t me, and
you weren’t you. From the very beginning to the very end, we didn’t see things.
What we did – we made each other up’ (Ali 2008:382).
In brief, both characters assume the role of the Other, of someone else, the living
presence that remains visibly exposed to the Self in reality. To Karim, Nazneen
represents the Bangladeshi culture, whereas to the female protagonist the man
embodies the English culture. The aforementioned alterity forces the lovers to engage
in a discourse and either reject the newly established Self of their beloved or accept
it as equal. In other words, Nazneen and Karim lose their status as subjects of desire
and models, only to become the Selves that face their respective Others in a face-toface encounter. Levinas’ (1991:275) refers to this moment as a plea of the vulnerable
person who does not want to be eliminated, but acknowledged. This situation takes
place when Nazneen mentions the source of the characters’ mutual ignorance, mainly
the readiness to protect the idealised vision of an Englishman and Bengali woman
created in the lovers’ minds, thus admitting that they are, in fact, different from the
images created by both of them and also different from one another. It seems that
the process of mimicking the cultural traits of the chosen models has resulted in the
subject-Selves becoming too similar to their fantasies of each other. Through the
simultaneously occurring processes of accommodation Nazneen and Karim have
lost their connection. Nevertheless, the quoted fragment clearly indicates that at least
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one of the participants of the encounter recognises the sameness within them, the
sameness in their attempts to attain their object of desire, desire to become free from
the culturally constructed shells, the Bengali in case of Nazneen and the English in
the case of Karim, and find a place for oneself in the world.
In conclusion, the conducted analysis emphasises the significance of the
surroundings in the process of identity formation as well as accommodation. The
existence of the model is crucial as a means of observation and imitation on the part
of the assimilating immigrants, who tend to be different in their objects of desire,
however, similar in their attempts to attain freedom or acceptance. At the same
time, it also proves that the overwhelming diversity is connected by a collective
desire for sameness, of becoming the same as our chosen models. Therefore, it
may be said that all immigrants yearn to achieve a single aim of becoming part of
a larger, host society. For this reason, the metaphorical journey of creating one’s
identity takes various directions, depending on the individual’s cultural and social
backgrounds, but mostly towards the objects that one desires to claim. That is to
say, we are different in our desires, yet surprisingly, we are the same with regard
to the source of human motivation to blend in.
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Abstract: Edmund Burke, the ideologist of the Rockingham Whigs during the 1760s, published a
pamphlet in 1770 – entitled Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents – in which he analysed
the difficult problems of the decade in domestic and foreign affairs. He determined what he saw
as the root cause of the problems, and also suggested a solution to them. The primary aim of this
essay is to describe the very special circumstances of the 1760s, to explain what motivated Burke in
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The American political theorist, Russell Kirk (1918-1994), who attributed
special importance to the ideas of Edmund Burke, claimed that Thoughts on the
Cause of the Present Discontents (1770) was
[A] manifesto of the Rockingham Whigs, but it was more. In essence, it was
the first clear exposition of what “Western Democracies” now take for granted as
the role of party, organized for the national interest. Previously, the Whig factions
had acted without well defined principles, governed chiefly by personalities. […]
Burke meant the Rockinghams, at least, being the legitimate core of the Whigs,
should aspire to something better. George III, he argued, was overthrowing the
Constitution by “corruption” (monetary rewards to the King’s Friends from the
Civil List), and by resorting to a “double cabinet”— that is, in effect ignoring his
formal ministry and ruling, actually, through private advisers and servants. The
Constitution should be preserved by a party founded on principle, and prepared
to spend many years, if necessary, out of office. This party would seek, through
frankness and courage, to win the support of popular opinion (qtd. in Moore 2012).
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The 1760s, the first decade of the reign of George III (1760-1820), was
characterized by confusion and instability (for details see Borus 2004). The
immature young king, who was only 22 years old when he came to the throne,
was determined to liberate the Crown from aristocratic control by putting an end
to the rule of the Whig oligarchy which had been in power since the Hanoverian
succession of 1714. He dismissed the Duke of Newcastle and some other important
Whig politicians and appointed his personal favourite and former tutor, Lord
Bute, First Lord of the Treasury in 1762. The Scottish Bute became the target of
political hostility, lost his nerve and resigned in April 1763 (see Borus 1997), after
which four more short-lived ministries came to grief until the end of the decade.
There were serious difficulties to deal with in foreign policy, too. At the end of the
Seven Years’ War Britain became diplomatically isolated after losing her only ally,
Prussia, and the year 1765 saw the beginning of the conflict with the American
Colonies. The 1760s was, at the same time, a decade of popular disturbances,
industrial disputes and increasing extra-parliamentary radicalism.
Edmund Burke, the chief propagandist of the Rockingham Whigs, published
his Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents in April 1770, in which he
put down all these problems to the system of favouritism. Burke asserted that the
discontent of the 1760s was the direct consequence of the fact that Whigs, the
natural leaders of society, were replaced in power by court favourites. That is, those
who were influential with the people were replaced by those who were influential
only with the Court. In order to avoid the consequences of sudden change from
constitutional government to arbitrary government – Burke argued – the following
scheme was devised. Behind the nominal ministers of the monarch there was to be
a secret cabinet of Court favourites. In Burke’s own words:
two systems of administration were to be formed; one which should be in the
real secret and confidence; the other merely ostensible, to perform the official and
executory duties of government. The latter were alone to be responsible; whilst
the real advisors, who enjoyed all the power, were effectually removed from all the
danger (Burke 1951:12).
The condition for the success of this scheme – which Burke called the double
cabinet – was that Parliament had to be turned into an instrument for carrying out
the commands of the secret cabinet. To this end all connexions and dependencies
among subjects were to be entirely dissolved (Burke 1951:12), which means that
the Court was intent on strengthening itself by breaking up parties, by detaching
their leaders, and by making as many people dependent on the Crown as possible.
This was to be achieved by influence, that is, by the distribution of rewards for
supporting the Crown.
The questions which naturally arise are these: first, to what extent does Burke’s
explanation for the instability of the 1760s correspond to the facts, and, second,
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what were Burke’s aims with the publication of his Present Discontents? Was
it really – as Russell Kirk argued – the first clear exposition of what “Western
Democracies” now take for granted as the role of party, organized for the national
interest? What follows is an attempt to answer these questions.
According to Burke, the double cabinet benumbs and stupefies the whole
executive power: rendering government in all its grand operations languid,
uncertain, ineffective; making ministers fearful of attempting, and incapable of
executing, any useful plan of domestic arrangement, or of foreign politics (Burke
1951:37). Thus, the main result of the new system was feeble, unstable government
which was the root cause of all the existing problems. Foreign courts and ministers,
for example, treated England with contempt because they knew that those shadows
of ministers have nothing to do in the ultimate disposal of things (Burke 1951:39).
The reason why Britain lost her only ally, Prussia, was not this, of course, but that
Frederick II managed to secure the alliance of Russia, which improved Prussia’s
opportunities. Prussia wanted to continue the Seven Years’ War, while Britain
wished to put an end to it. The contrary aims of the two countries were impossible
to reconcile. Neither is Burke’s argument valid for the supposed leniency and
generosity towards France at the end of the war. Britain could have retained all
her acquisitions if she wanted to, but she returned some of them to the French in
the hope that this would appease them, and a future war could be avoided. Burke’s
assertion that it was the new system which alienated the American Colonies is
equally unacceptable. The fact that the Stamp Act was first passed and then repealed
by Parliament supports Burke’s statement that the colonists knew that no plan,
either of lenity or rigour, can be pursued with uniformity and perseverence (Burke
1951:40). The indecisiveness of the British government may have encouraged
the American colonists to act, but the causes of the American Revolution were
much more complex than that. Besides the remote economic causes of discontent
and certain social and cultural factors the American Revolution was the result
of nascent American nationalism and the changed circumstances after the Seven
Years’ War. The American Colonies, which no longer had to depend on the military
protection of the Mother Country against the French and the Spanish, refused to be
taxed by a Parliament in which they had no representation.
Burke maintained that the people themselves got infuriated by the perversion
of the national institutions of government. The House of Commons, which should
have been a control upon the executive in the interests of the people, was turned
into an instrument of government in the hands of the Court. The Members of
Parliament were now ready to support any ministry that the Court decided to
appoint. The people, of course, were disgusted and in their discontent took to
the streets. This argument is only partly acceptable for Burke completely ignored
those causes of discontent which were of far wider import than the political ones
– notably, the disruptive consequences of the war and the end of the war, as well
as food shortages.
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The government demobilised over 200,000 soldiers in 1763, most of whom
joined the ranks of the unemployed. The National Debt rose to L98 million in 1761
and L131 million in 1767 as a result of the fact that the enormous costs of the war
had been met by public borrowing (Bowen 1993:38-53). In order to reduce the
debt, the government had to put up taxes and the poor were especially hard hit by
the increasing excise duties on basic consumer goods. Poor harvests in the three
consecutive years of 1766, 1767 and 1768 caused food shortages. It is ironic that
Burke’s friends in power had themselves set the stage for this crisis. In August
1765, the provision which allowed the importation of corn duty-free was repealed,
and the government introduced a bounty on exported wheat instead. This meant
that the corn which had been imported without duties could now be exported for
a profit. Many corn merchants took advantage of this opportunity, and thus large
quantities of wheat were shipped out of the country (Williams 1984:62).
It is clear, therefore, that the main causes of public disorder were economic
ones. It would be a mistake, however, to ignore the political causes which Burke
so strongly emphasized. The arrest and repeated expulsion of John Wilkes – the
owner and editor of the North Briton the issues of which attacked Lord Bute and
the Treaty of Paris – from the House of Commons against the will of the electors
of Middlesex was a serious error, which could be exploited against the government.
Burke could easily argue that the Court favourites intended to put it into the power
of the House of Commons to disable any person disagreeable to them from sitting
in Parliament; and to take into their body, persons who avowedly had never been
chosen by the majority of legal electors (Burke 1951:52). Thus the House of
Commons would be composed of men whom the people did not wish to sit in it,
and in this way the Executive would be completely freed of popular control. Burke
also declared that Wilkes was the object of persecution for his unconquerable
firmness, for his resolute, indefatigable, strenuous resistance against oppression
(Burke 1951:56). This was a common opposition argument at that time, which
enabled Wilkes to pose as the champion of liberty against arbitrary power. It is
unquestionable that many people took to the streets in support of John Wilkes, but
we have to emphasize that the Wilkite movement would never have been successful
without the economic causes of discontent, which Burke does not even mention.
Burke asserted that the only way in which social order and the balance of the
Constitution could be restored was by the return of his party, the Rockingham
Whigs, to power. The Rockinghamites, who organised their party after the
disintegration of the Old Corps of Whigs in 1762, regarded themselves as the only
legitimate heirs of the Whig creed. They were the Whig Party which had made
the Glorious Revolution and framed the Constitution. They were the members of
the great Revolution families to whom the Hanoverian kings owed their crown.
They laid claim to government because they considered themselves the natural
leaders of society, who alone had the necessary power and support for national
leadership. Burke and the Rockinghamites did not challenge the king’s prerogative
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of appointing his ministers but they did insist that he had to choose politicians who
were influential and popular with the people. George III, therefore, acted against the
spirit of the Constitution and neglected his duty when he chose personal favourites
instead of those who enjoyed the necessary influence and popularity. Why did the
king neglect his duty? This had to be explained (Brewer, 1975:312-314).
Burke put the blame on the king’s evil advisers who monopolised his confidence.
Burke was shrewd enough to launch his attack not on Lord Bute, the detested
Scottish favourite of George III, but on the system of favouritism, the secret cabinet
behind the ministers’ back. This is a major difference compared with the reasoning
of another pamphlet written in 1765, entitled the History of the Late Ministry, the
authors of which had put the blame on Lord Bute personally (Butterfield 1988:5154). Bute probably continued to influence George III after his resignation in April
1763, but his influence came to an end in 1766, and the politicians of the day also
knew this. What is more, Bute went on a continental tour in 1768, and he was still
abroad when Burke’ pamphlet appeared. Burke had to emphasize, therefore, that
the secret system would have been devised and worked even if the Earl of Bute had
never existed (Burke 1951:29). Burke managed to strengthen his argument also by
insisting that the system was secret. Since it was secret, its non-existence was very
hard to prove (Foord 1964:318-319).
Burke also had to account for the failure of the first Rockingham ministry,
which was formed in July 1765 and lasted only twelve months. An attempt was
made in the course of this year to restore constitutional government and the
principles and policy of the Whigs, but the ministry was short-lived – Burke argued
– because it was violently opposed by the court faction (Burke 1951:28). In reality,
the administration was destroyed by its internal divisions and the inexperience
of the ministers. As for Rockingham, he was – as Frank O’Gorman has noted
– undoubtedly one of the least well qualified of all eighteenth-century Prime
Ministers (1975:118). The internal divisions of the administration were caused
by Rockingham’s misconceived political strategy. Rockingham, who feared and
probably exaggerated Bute’s influence, decided to get rid of Bute’s friends, but
he was inconsistent in carrying out their proscription. In order to counterbalance
the inexperience of his ministers he allowed some of Bute’s friends to remain in
their offices. The result of this short-sighted policy was inevitable. The dismissed
politicians felt free to oppose the ministry in Parliament, while the Rockinghamites
and those friends of Bute who kept their offices remained suspicious of each
other. The last blow against the Rockinghamites was struck by William Pitt the
Elder, who not only refused to join the ministry, but – during its last few months –
systematically opposed it (Langford 1992:364-365).
Burke attributed the failure of all the other ministries of the 1760s to secret
influence, too. Just as the Rockingham ministry, all these ministries had certain internal
problems, but the root cause of instability in domestic politics was the discontinuance
of the Whig-Tory antagonism that had sustained the old political order. The Whigs
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had achieved coherence by defining themselves against the Tory party. After the
disappearance of the Tory party in the mid-1750s, there was nothing to keep the
Whigs together, and the party broke down into a number of groups. It was only the
Pitt-Newcastle war coalition that saved the party from disintegration until 1762. When
Newcastle was forced to resign in that year, the Whig patronage system fell apart,
and until 1770 it was impossible to form a stable administration (Holmes 1993:277).
It must be noted that the theory of secret influence was not Burke’ invention,
but deduced from the political experience of the leading Rockinghamite politicians.
This means that Burke simply adopted the belief in secret influence, since he
himself was not one of the leaders of the party. Rockingham needed Burke for he
had qualities which Rockingham did not possess. But Burke’ services were never
rewarded by a cabinet office or a place in the innermost circle of the party. Burke,
who was of middle-class origin, never resented this. He was content to serve the
great Whig lords. He was glad to act as their mouthpiece. Thoughts on the Cause
of the Present Discontents, which was circulated among the party leaders before its
publication, was not the expression of Burke’ own ideas and opinions. It was much
more than that. It was a party manifesto, the full expounding of the Rockinghamite
creed (Harris 2012; O’Gorman 1975:259-261).
The most important component of this creed was the theory of party, which
was a response to the ‘discontents’ and the political difficulties of the Rockingham
Whigs. Between 1765 and 1769 the Rockinghamites agreed that the only solution
to their own problems and to those of the nation was the organisation of a party,
which was based on principles. Burke defined party as a body of men united, for
promoting by their joint endeavours the national interest, upon some particular
principle in which they are all agreed (Burke 1951:81). For Burke party was a
defence against tyranny, a vehicle for ousting corrupt politicians from positions
of power. When bad men combine, the good must associate – he wrote – else they
will fall, one by one (Burke 1951:77). The Present Discontents contains political
and historical justifications, which Burke summed up with reference to the Whigs
in the reign of Queen Anne:
They believed no men could act with effect, who did not act in concert; that
no men could act in concert, who did not act with confidence; that no men could
act with confidence, who were not bound together by common opinions, common
affections, and common interests (Burke 1951:80).
It was Burke’s aim to justify organised opposition against the king’s ministers,
and to secure its leadership for the Rockingham Whigs by emphasizing the
superiority of their principles over those of the other opposition groups. Burke had
to controvert the widespread eighteenth-century view that all political parties were
factions. Previous apologists of organised opposition had considered all parties
factions, and they tolerated them only as temporary expedients which could cease
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once the misgovernment was rectified. Burke, on the other hand, argued that party
ought to be a permanent feature of politics, and that party organisation should
continue after gaining power as well (Burke 1951:81; Brewer 1971:491; Brewer
1975:194-195). When party was strong, those who were out of office would be less
liable to seduction by government patronage. Also, true party would concentrate
opposition within Parliament itself and thus prevent it from transforming into
popular radicalism (Seaman 1981:333).
Burke defended party in all its forms. This, however, did not mean that he
wanted to legitimate all political combinations, or that he advocated a party system.
In any case, the only political combination, which was in accordance with Burke’s
definition of party in 1770, was that of the Rockingham Whigs. Burke expressed
his theory of party in general terms, which appear to give it universal application,
but in reality he had only his own party in mind. He did not anticipate a two-party
or multi-party system. The Present Discontents was not – as Carl B. Cone has
argued – a forecast of parliamentary government (1957:195). Burke did not predict
Britain’s nineteenth-century constitutional development. All he anticipated was
the triumph of his own party which could restore the political circumstances of
George II’s reign: the unquestioned rule of the Whigs (Foord 1964:318; O’Gorman
1975:262; Brewer 1975:194).
In order to pave the way for his triumph, to secure the leadership of the opposition,
Burke had to explain why the Rockinghamites deserved more support than other
opposition politicians. The great rival of the Rockinghamites was William Pitt, Earl
of Chatham. Chatham was a patriot who owed allegiance to no group or politician
but the Crown. He was a politician who acted only according to his own convictions.
He never made an effort to organise connexion, but he was so popular that there
were always many politicians who supported him. Burke’s idea of party was an
attack upon Chatham’s anti-party attitude. Chatham took up a position – according
to Burke – in which he could not perform his duty. He emphasized that it was only
by the combined opposition of a party that the system of secret influence could be
defeated (O’Gorman 1975:263; Foord 1964:306-307; Burke 1951:77).
In conclusion we can say that Edmund Burke’s Present Discontents is a
pamphlet, which appears to be more significant at first reading than it actually is.
The lofty and elaborate quality of the exposition and the generalities in it have
deceived generations of historians, politicians and political theorists. Special
references have been made to this pamphlet on the grounds that its advocacy of
party was novel. Burke, however, did not think in terms of a party system and,
therefore, did not advocate it. His primary aim was to make people believe that
there was a system of secret influence, which was the cause of all the discontents,
and that this system could be defeated only by a party. The party Burke had in mind
was his own: the political combination of the Rockingham Whigs. Thoughts on
the Cause of the Present Discontents was a piece of political propaganda and not
a work of political science (Foord 1964:316; 320-321).
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THE QUEST FOR JEWISH ASSIMILATION EXPRESSED
THROUGH YIDDISHKEIT IN AMERICA
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present the notion of Jewish assimilation reflected in the cultural
phenomenon of Yiddishkeit. This can be easily mirrored in the notion of Jewish identity, tradition,
Judaism and Jewish languages as part of Yiddishkeit in present-day America, which has made it
possible for the Jewish diaspora to maintain its significant character in the multicultural United
States.
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Introduction
In the present paper the concept of assimilation of Jews in American society
through the Yiddishkeit will be discussed. Although Jews had emigrated from
various lands and nations, once they were in the United States, they tried to
find their place in American society without having to sacrifice their Jewish
identity, tradition, religion and culture. They could achieve this by sticking to the
Yiddishkeit, their Jewishness or as Gabler (2011:9) puts it ‘Yiddish culture’ or even
‘Jewish sensibility’. Likewise, Yiddishkei ()טייקשידִיי, in the literal sense, refers to
the concept of ‘Jewishness’, i.e., ‘a Jewish way of life’, in the Yiddish language.
In fact it frequently refers to Judaism or other forms of Orthodox Judaism when
employed by pious or Orthodox Jews. Accordingly, it has come to represent the
notion of ‘Jewishness’ or ‘Jewish essence’, specifically, of Ashkenazi Jews and
the traditional, long-established Yiddish-speaking Jews of, chiefly, Eastern and
Central Europe. Clearly, from a more secular viewpoint, it might be related to the
popular culture, lore or folk practices of Yiddish-speaking, mainly Ashkenazi Jews,
for example, popular and communal religious traditions, Eastern European Jewish
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food whose popularity has grown in the United States over the last hundred years,
Yiddish sense of humor, the shtetl life, and klezmer music, in Hebrew ‘instrument
of a song’. Just before the Haskalah and the emancipation process of Jews in
Europe, crucial and fundamental to the Yiddishkeit were Torah study and reading
as well as Talmudical studies, not just reading, for men, and a family, collective life
ruled by the observance of Jewish laws, namely Halakhah, and numerous Jewish
customs and traditions for men and women alike. Amongst Hasidic Jews,1 i.e. those
originating from the Haredi Judaism, the Jews of Eastern European descent, who
constitute the majority of Jews speaking Yiddish in their everyday lives, the word
has preserved this exact meaning. Then again with secularization, the notion of
Yiddishkeit has come to mean and include not just traditional Jewish religious and
moral practices, but a comprehensive range of movements, ideologies, practices,
and traditions in which Ashkenazi Jews have partaken and retained their unique
sense of ‘Jewishness’. Yiddishkeit might be identified in a characteristic manner of
speech, in a bitter sweet flair and sense of humor, in an emotional connection and
identification with the Jewish people. Finally, Gabler (2011:11) explains:
In effect, Yiddishkeit isn’t a thing or even a set of things. , an idea or a set of
ideas, which may explain why Yiddishkeit is itself so sprawling, kaleidoscopic,
disjointed, eclectic, and just plain messy. You really can’t define Yiddishkeit neatly
in words or pictures. You sort of have to feel it by wading into it.

Assimilation: different approaches
Let us commence with the overview of different approaches to the idea of
assimilation in the United States. As pointed out by Alba and Nee (2003:2): The
assimilation concept of the earlier era is now condemned for the expectation
that minority groups would inevitably want to shed their own cultures, as if these
were old skins no longer possessing any vital force, and wrap themselves in the
mantle of Anglo-American culture. What we can observe is the one-sidedness,
according to Alba and Nee (2003:5), of this conception which disregarded the
value and sustainability of minority cultures in the Unites States and, what is more,
concealed hardly hidden traditionally-viewed ethnocentric assumptions about the
superiority of Anglo-American culture, especially at the beginning of the 20th
century. Undeniably, it has been seen as a form of Eurocentric hegemony, which
is a weapon of the majority for putting minorities at a disadvantage by forcing them
to live by cultural standards that are not their own Alba and Nee (2003:5). The
scholars quote Warner and Srole (1945) who conclude that American ethnic groups
1
This can be found in Williamsburg which is a part of New York City borough of Brooklyn and
is inhabited by a significant number of approximately 100.000 Hasidic Jews.
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are destined to be no more than temporary phenomena, doomed by the egalitarian
values of the United States and by widespread social mobility. They claimed that:
The future of American ethnic groups seems to be limited; it is likely that they
will be quickly absorbed. When this happens one of the great epochs of American
history will have ended. Paradoxically, the force of American equalitarianism,
which attempts to make all men American and alike, and the force of our class
order, which creates differences among ethnic peoples, have combined to dissolve
our ethnic groups (Warner and Srole 1945:295).
As pointed out by Warner and Srole (1945:4), the force of American
equalitarianism, which tries to make all men American and identical, and the force
of the class order, which creates differences among ethnic peoples, have combined
to dissolve our ethnic groups. As part of this assimilation process, ethnic groups
must, according to the authors, unlearn their cultural traits, which are evaluated
by the host society as inferior, in order to successfully learn the new way of life
necessary for full acceptance. Warner and Srole (1945) correlated the potential
for speedy assimilation with a hierarchy of racial and cultural adequacy, ranging
from English speaking Protestants, at the top, to Negroes and all Negroid mixtures
at the bottom, which is even more noteworthy to the present-day viewpoint of
assimilation,. At the beginning of the twentieth century to be assimilated meant to
identify with middleclass Protestant whites.
The present approach to the concept, the Chicago School definition of that
phenomenon, views assimilation as a process by which members of an ethnic
group, Jews in this case, in a diverse mainstream society, in which people of
different ethnic/racial origins and cultural heritages, evolve a common culture
that enables them to sustain a common national existence (Alba and Nee 2003:2).
Thus the mainstream culture, which is highly variegated in any event, i.e. by social
class, region or religion, among other factors, changes as elements of the cultures
of the newer groups are incorporated into it.
The composite culture that we identify with the mainstream is made up of
multiple interpenetrating layers and allows individuals and subpopulations to
forge identities out of its materials to distinguish themselves from others in the
mainstream, i.e. Jews in New York City or Los Angeles with their Jewishness, in
ways that are still recognizably American.

Religion and Jewish Languages voiced in Yiddishkeit
One of the concepts of assimilation is learning a new language. Learning
English has been essential for assimilation in America. However, to be recognized
as an American Jew, you need to possess a command of so called Jewish English.
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It must be mentioned that Jewish English has so far received no open recognition
among the Modern Orthodox as a significant cultural entity. Nevertheless, its use
appears to be established, and formal recognition of its role in the community
may not be far off. Next to Yiddish and Hebrew, Jewish English is recognized
in this group as an expression of Yiddishket or Jewishness. Interestingly, the
individual who fails to understand or communicate in this form of speech is
spotted as an outsider. Thus, there are considerable cultural pressures motivating
members of the group to use Jewish English as the standard medium of intragroup
communication. In Modern Orthodox day schools and yeshivas, for example, the
use of this mixed language is actively encouraged, as in the following statement
by an Orthodox educator who says that […] although students should know
how to refer to these items in English, the norm should be Motzaei Shabbos-not
Saturday night, daven-not pray, bentsch-not recite Grace After Meals, Yom Tov-not
holiday (Steinmetz 2001:84). Because of the great emphasis on religious education
among the Orthodox, their educational institutions (ranging from nursery schools
all the way to higher theological academies) are focal points in the perpetuation
and dissemination of Jewish English. Yeshiva faculties consist in the main of
bilinguals who regularly intersperse Yiddish and Hebrew words and expressions
in their English, and the resulting hybrid forms are adapted and internalized by
their pupils and reinforced by repetition. On the whole, however, yeshiva talk
is a somewhat specialized form of Jewish English, as it contains a good deal of
Yiddish, Hebrew and Aramaic elements of an academic and scholarly nature which
do not frequently surface in the more homely speech of average Orthodox men and
women. More representative of common usage is the type of Jewish English printed
in the English-language (loosely called Anglo-Jewish) periodicals of the American
Orthodox community. For example, according to Gold (1985a:282), the need to
express Jewish experience is the reason why there are so many Jewish varieties of
English. First and foremost, Jews are inclined to use certain lexical items to express
the peculiarities of their daily existence. They use such words as Shabes clocks
‘a clock which shows when the Shabes begins and finishes,’ yortsal calendar
‘anniversary’ or matse-meal ‘a brittle, flat piece of unleavened bread eaten during
Passover’. Thousands of words and expressions have been taken from Yiddish
and Hebrew to designate the host of things and activities that pertain to Orthodox
Jewish living. The body of borrowings includes, for example, terms pertaining to
marriage: shiduch ‘match’, shadchen ‘matchmaker’, to be meshadech ‘make a
match’, zivig ‘destined match or mate,’ nadan ‘dowry’, chasene ‘wedding’; terms
relating to death: levayah ‘funeral’, hesped ‘eulogy’, to be maspid ‘eulogiz’’, ovel
‘mourner’, niftar ‘the deceased’, matzevah ‘gravestone’; terms dealing with study:
talmid ‘stu-dent’, talmid chochom ‘learned person’, melamed ‘teacher’, limud
‘learning, study’, limude kodesh ‘sacred studies’, lamdan ‘scholar’, all of these
lexical items are of the same Hebrew root; terms of kinship: zeide ‘grandfather’,
bobbe or bubbe ‘grandmother’, tate ‘father’, mame ‘mother’, mechutonim ‘in137

laws’, shver ‘father-in-law’, shviger ‘mother-in-law’, aynikel ‘grandchild’;
designative and descriptive terms: balebos ‘male head of household’, baleboste
‘female head of household’, balebatish ‘respectable’, freilach ‘merry’ (also ‘a kind
of folk dance’), shochen ‘neighbor’, shutef ‘partner’, chaver ‘companion, friend’,
prostak ‘coarse person’, prost ‘coarse, vulgar’.
Many of the nouns that make up the largest class of Yiddish loanwords have
synonyms taken from Hebrew and sometimes also equivalent forms in English.
For example, yarmulka ‘skullcap’ is interchangeable with Hebrew-derived
kippah, shvartze ‘blacks’ with shechorim, frum ‘religious’ with dati, Yiddishkeit
‘Jewishness’ with Yahadus (or Yahadut), becher ‘wine cup’ with either Hebrew kos
or the Jewish-English hybrid kiddush cup. The increasing popularity of Hebrew is
also reflected in the tendency to spell (but not necessarily pronounce) Yiddish words
of Hebrew origin according to their Modern Hebrew or Sephardic pronunciation.
Thus, the familiar Shabbos ‘Sabbath’ will often be spelled Shabbat (as in a Shabbat
party, a Shabbat meal), and words like ovel ‘mourner’, bris ‘circumcision’, tallis
‘prayer shawl’, and mikveh ‘ritual bath’ are frequently rendered as avel, brit, tallit,
and mikvah. The influence of Hebrew is reflected in the conversational fragment,
where a child typically addresses her father with the Modern Hebrew word for
‘daddy,’ abba, although the other Jewish words she uses are clearly from Yiddish.
Interestingly, a number of Yiddish nouns have plurals, such as -im and -lech, and
although words with these endings have been transferred to English as unanalyzed
forms, they have also been adapted into the English plural system, thus producing
many variant pairs, such as, for example, sefers, formed upon Hebrew seforim
‘sacred books’, sefer Torahs, sifre Torah ‘Torah scrolls’, shiurs, shiurim ‘lessons,
lectures’ and kneidels, kneidlech ‘dumplings’. The first element of each of these
pairs was formed by replacing the Yiddish suffix with the English plural -s. Another
typical adaptation of Yiddish loanwords is the replacement of diminutives such as
-1, and -ele (Yiddish has an abundance of them) with the English diminutive -ie or
-y (but often spelled -i in Jewish English). Thus, keppele ‘small head’ has acquired
the variant keppy, and common Yiddish forenames such as Yosl or Yosele, Yankl or
Yankele have been Anglicized to Yossi and Yanky.
Yiddishkeit can also be mirrored in the characters of various types of ‘bunglers’
or ‘fools’, namely shlemiel, shlemazl, shlump, shnuk, shmenderik, shmigege, shmo,
nebish, klutz, etc. (on this issue see Steinmetz 2001:2). Note that some of these
terms are also spoken in the environs and neighborhoods outside those, mainly,
Jewish English speakers. For instance, shlemiel as ‘an awkward, clumsy person,
a blunderer’; ‘a born loser’; ‘a dope’ or ‘drip’. This definition might imply that the
person who is called shlemiel is ‘an unfavorable one’, but the two famous books
written on the subject agree on the importance and significance of this kind of
character in Jewish history, tradition and literature.
Namely, Sanford Pinsker discusses, in his The Schlemiel as Metaphor: Studies
in Yiddish and American Jewish Fiction (1991) the origin of what he calls the
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Schlemiel Family tree to the biblical story of Schlumiel ben Zurishaddai, and that
episode was later enlarged and elaborated in the Talmud. In this story Pinsker
(1991:256) detects the elements of castration anxiety involving sexuality and
rebellion against authority figures. The author points out that the shlemiel character
that appeared as a key figure from out of the Yiddish literature of the East European
ghettos and shtetls in the late 19th century was forced by continual defeats and
downfalls to look on his life from a bittersweet perspective and to develop the
type of ‘laughter through tears’ humor. In The Schlemiel as Modern Hero Wisse
(1971) follows the recurrent theme of the shlemiel in Jewish literature from a
simple beginning of the character as the East European shtetl lout, through the
works Yiddish writers like Sholem Aleichem, his migration to the New World, and
emergence there in the writing of American Jewish authors as, for example, Saul
Bellow.2 In the work of Sholem Aleichem, she states that Jews become a kind of
schlemiel people powerless and unlucky, but psychologically they are the victors
in defeat (see Wisse 1971:36). Another interesting character which is present in
American culture is schmuck. Bluestein (1998:101) informs us that − according to
a folk etymology − the word schmuck is an acronym that has been formed upon
the Hebrew shma kolaynu ‘hear our voices’. Schmuck has also entered American
speech through euphemisms often used by people who have no idea of the original
meaning or connotations. The scholar notes that the best known are shmo/shmoho
and shmohawk, all of which mean ‘stupid’; the last one is also a derisive reference
to a nonexistent tribe of Jewish Indians (see Bluestein 1998:102). Yet, as observed
by the scholar, many people who use schmuck on day-to-day basis clearly have no
idea of well-pronounced obscene connotations, e.g., Charles Schulz had a Peanuts
sequence in which Lucy invented a new pitch called a schmuckleball. The sequence
merely lasted a few days before − as someone explained to Schulz − what he had
blundered into (see Bluestein 1998:102). Yet, Eisenberg and Scolnic (2006:155)
point out that in contemporary Am.E. usage the word schmuck is frequently used
with reference to someone who allows himself to be taken advantage of, and the
word is more insulting than both shmo and shnook.

Conclusions
To sum up, given the composite culture model, Yiddishkeit can be expressed
in terms of assimilation in American culture. It is a notion that transcends Jewish
religion, tradition, language and culture and has become indivisibly woven into the
American culture and society since it arrived with Jewish immigrants. It seems that
Saul Bellow was Jewish American novelist, fluent in Yiddish both in speaking and in writing,
whose characterization of modern urban citizen dissatisfied by society but not ruined in spirit earned
him the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1976.
2
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assimilated Jews are aware of their own distinctive cultural heritage, represented
in religion and Jewish English. Yet, one may only predict the fate and future of
Yiddishkeit. As accurately observed by Furman (1987:23):
Given the Jewish experience in America, it may be suggested that America
has offered the Jews the greatest possibility for safety and prosperity that they
have encountered in a non-Jewish land. The openness of American society has
also proved to be the most difficult dilemma for Jewish continuity, since the very
ease of assimilation threatens Jewish survival. The nature and quality of Jewish
survival is another major issue confronting American Jewish life today. As modern
people, Jews have broken with the “sacred canopy” of their ancestors, thereby
breaking with the very tradition that gave meaning to Jewish identity. The content
of American Jewish identity is consequently complex and variable. The sources
of Jewish community are equally complex, no longer automatic in the face of
individual freedom from group control. The fate of the Jewish people, no longer
sealed in the distant past, thus rests in the lives, actions, and volition of individual
Jews and their voluntary associations.
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LEISURE AS AN INSTRUMENT OF INTEGRATING
DIASPORAS IN VICTORIAN MANCHESTER
Abstract: The paper aims to discuss some aspects of the recreational policy of Manchester authorities
in the Victorian period as an integrating instrument for the city’s diasporas. Throughout the period,
industrialisation and urban growth continued to attract to the city migrants from different parts of the
United Kingdom as well as overseas. In the first half of the nineteenth century, the Irish, Germans,
Armenians, Italians, Polish, Russian and German Jews settled in different parts of Manchester,
often forming isolated communities. This uprooted, ethnically, religiously, politically and socially
diversified population lacked cohesion and a sense of community which contributed to the city’s
mounting social problems.
Therefore, the municipal authorities and enlightened members of the city bourgeoisie sought ways
to integrate this diversified populace by instilling in them a sense of community. They envisaged
leisure and recreation as a sphere in which the English middle-class cultural model based on certain
moral and social principles could be extended to the lower social classes and minority groups. In
order to achieve this aim different kinds of leisure activities were actively promoted and cultural
and recreational facilities were established. Particularly important among those were free public
amenities, such as public libraries and parks where different social and ethnic groups could come
in contact. Thus in Victorian Manchester leisure and recreation apart from having entertaining and
recuperative powers also played an important role in building a sense of belonging to the place and
cohesive hierarchical community.
Key words: integration, cohesion, diversified community, ethnic groups, recreation, leisure, public
libraries, parks, music

Victorian England was characterised by the appearance of large urban centres
whose population was growing at an unprecedented rate. John Ruskin, a leading
art critic and prominent social thinker of the period, referred to the process of
urbanisation as England’s population being thrown back in continually closer
crowds upon the city gates (qtd. in Briggs 1990:59). Of all Victorian cities,
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Manchester was the one that experienced the most exponential growth of its
population. Undoubtedly, there was a close correlation between the rapid rise in
population figures and the development of the city’s industrial and commercial
base which was in constant need of factory and warehouse hands. Léon Faucher,
a French visitor to the city, estimated that already in 1836 as many as 64 per cent
of the population were wage-earners (qtd. in Briggs 1990:133). As the century
progressed, the working population of the city continued to grow and diversify.
Manchester’s industrial dynamism and its diverse economic base attracted
foreign and domestic migrants, who were coming in a steady flow throughout the
century in the hope of becoming part of its commercial success. The offer of skilled
and unskilled employment for men, women and children lured to the city people
from rural parts of Lancashire and Cheshire as well as from the impoverished
distant corners of southern counties. In effect, by mid-century, the newcomers
already outnumbered the native adult population: [I]n cities such as Manchester,
Bradford and Glasgow, more than 75 per cent of the population over the age of
twenty had been born elsewhere (Feldman 2008:185). Over the period, Manchester
also received a steady influx of immigrants from Ireland and continental Europe.
Some of them dispersed in the city, many, however, tended to cluster together
settling in the districts already inhabited by their compatriots. (O’Day 2011:204)
As a result, by mid-century certain areas of Manchester gained a distinctively
ethnic character, often reflected in their nicknames.
The Irish, even in pre-Famine years, formed by far the largest ethnic minority
in Manchester. Responding to pushes and pulls of the labour market many poor
Irish tended to choose Manchester as their destination from the early years of the
nineteenth century. It is estimated that in 1840 they already accounted for onefifth of its population, (Briggs 1990:106) forming the largest section of casual
labour force, employed for meagre wages in times of prosperity and being the
first to be laid off in economic downturn. Accounts on the scale of immigration
to Manchester regularly appeared in the local press of the period. In 1841 The
Manchester Courier and Lancashire Advertiser reported on the prodigious influx
of Irish immigrants, of whom there are probably not fewer than 65,000 in the town,
where, they for the most part occupy an inferior quarter called ‘Little Ireland’
(July 31, 1841). The largest group of Irish immigrants arrived around mid-century
escaping the Potato Famine, which decimated the inhabitants of Ireland and sent
many away from their homeland. They were the poorest and most detested minority,
infrequently subjected to discrimination by the native population. Displaced and
often unqualified they were prepared to work for meagre wages frequently inspiring
hostility and accusations of undercutting local workers’ wages:
The Irish, […], are neither peculiarly disorderly nor peculiarly dishonest; but
their competition has depressed wages, or hindered them from rising, and their
example has been most pernicious, by accustoming the English to a lower standard
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of food and comfort (The Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser,
July 31, 1841).
The destitution among this ethnic group was indeed prevalent. By 1851, the Irish
constituted around 15 per cent of the city’s poor, and the majority were registered
in local workhouses or relied on other forms of poor relief (“19th Century Life
in Victorian Manchester”). Most of them occupied the city’s worst slums where
houses were cheap. Little Ireland, in the Ancoats district on the River Medlock, was
the most densely populated Irish quarter. Ancoats was Manchester’s first industrial
suburb, notorious for abhorrent sanitary conditions, poverty and disease. In midcentury, the Irish constituted about 50 per cent of its population. The second largest
concentration of the Irish was in Angel Meadow where, according to the 1851
census, 44 per cent of the area’s total population were of Irish descent. Press reports
from the 1840s leave no doubt that its reputation matched that of Ancoats:
[T]he lowest, most filthy, and the most wicked locality in Manchester […]
inhabited by prostitutes, their bullies, thieves, cadgers, vagrants, tramps, and, in
the very worst sties of filth and darkness, those unhappy wretches, the low Irish
(qtd. in Hylton 2010:153).
The city’s economic success attracted also entrepreneurs from continental
Europe who envisaged in Manchester’s commercial and industrial enterprises
opportunities for professional development and financial success. The most
important among these immigrants were the Germans who established in
Manchester the second largest German diaspora outside London. Though quite
inhomogeneous, divided along class, occupational and religious lines, this minority
soon marked its presence in the city thanks to its small but very dynamic and
influential middle-class section. This well-educated and business savvy group,
which established itself in cotton broking, banking and manufacturing (Douglas
et al. 2002:238) quickly became part of Manchester’s economic and cultural
elite, participating in and contributing to the city’s mainstream cultural life. At
the same time, they developed a distinctive cultural life of their own pronounced
in numerous Vereine, i.e. societies promoting knowledge, sport and high culture
(Panayi 2014:176). By patronising these ’German’ institutions, chief of which
was the Schiller Anstalt founded in 1859, and participating in lectures, chamber
concerts, amateur drama or male choir societies, they maintained a sense of ethnic
and cultural identity. (Kidd 2002:162)
The Jewish community, whose centre in Manchester was the suburb of
Cheetham Hill, was another prominent minority. The most successful members
of this group were Austro-Hungarian, German and Sephardic Jews. They settled
quite easily as their professional and business skills could be implemented in
Manchester’s commercial enterprises. Many of them shunned their Jewishness
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and integrated becoming influential members of the local middle class and key
figures in Manchester’s cultural and educational institutions such as Owens
College. (Douglas et al. 2002:237, Kidd 2002:162) On the other hand, poor Jewish
immigrants from central and eastern Europe, particularly from Poland, Russia,
Lithuania and Ukraine, found it much harder to settle into the new environment.
They tended to maintain their religious and cultural identity and often experienced
hostility from the local inhabitants. With no family connections and the knowledge
of English they increased the already large number of the city’s destitute. In 1891,
reporting on immigration to the Board of Trade, the Chief Constable observed on
an increase in the number of poor and destitute aliens, especially Russian and
Polish Jews (Supplement to the Manchester Courier, May 14, 1892). Interviews
with shopkeepers and residents of the Jewish quarter in Manchester published in
the same paper confirmed this observation. Many interviewees stated that they
personally knew
of several instances in which foreigners, and chiefly Russian and Polish Jews,
had come there, who were unable to speak, or understand a single word of the
English language, and who were entirely without any friends, food, money, or
work, and with no prospect of obtaining any without the help of the residents in
the locality (May 14, 1892).
While well-educated and commercially successful immigrants relatively easily
acculturated into Manchester’s native bourgeoisie and quickly dispersed in the
city’s wealthy suburbs, poor arrivals from Ireland and continental Europe tended
to concentrate and remain in specific working-class districts, finding it much harder
to become part of the local mainstream population. According to Mervyn Busteed,
residential clustering was their defensive against the alien and occasionally
actively hostile environment they encountered (1999:108). Settling in a rapidly
growing industrial conurbation which challenged their social, religious and cultural
traditions, they naturally looked for a home-like environment where the presence
of their compatriots would offer some reassurance and help them accommodate
to the new situation. It is not without significance that closely-knit diasporas
facilitated transition from the rural pre-industrial experience to the new industrial
social organization, offered a sense of belonging, helped to find employment and
provided support particularly needed in times of difficulty and hardship.
By mid-century, Manchester’s ethnic diversity compounded political, social
and religious fissures reflected in the socio-spatial segregation of the city’s
communities–one of the net results of rapid urbanisation and suburbanisation.
The topographic layout of 19th-century Manchester, initially rather haphazard,
as the century progressed began to reflect a pattern typical of other large urban
centres growing in the period. Richard Dennis describes it as chasmic since
an unbridgeable chasm separated the rich from the poor (2008:32). As the city
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developed, its core increasingly acquired a business and commercial character
and the outer zones became residential areas. The process was accompanied by
the relocation of working-class families to other already congested working-class
districts and affluent middle class residents to better quality suburbs of the city.
Thus, the bourgeoisie physically separated themselves from their rough workingclass neighbours, leaving behind a moral vacuum (Gunn 2007:62-63) and innercity rookeries occupied by the destitute labouring classes (Rogers).
This pattern of urban development combined with rapid industrial progress
had negative effects on the nature of urban communities and social relations of
their members, chief of which were anonymity and alienation of human beings.
(Short 1991:40-50) According to nineteenth-century scholars such as Ferdinand
Tönnies and Emile Durkheim, hierarchically organised, homogenous and organic
‘Gemeinschaft’ communities, governed by a shared common will (Salaman 1974:5)
and strong familial and friendship bonds characteristic of pre-industrial societies
were replaced in industrial cities by a new form of social organisation that Tönnies
referred to as ‘Gesellschaft’ society. Gesellschaft communities were characterised
by fragmentation, alienation and dissimilarity of their members (Tönnies 2002:6).
What is more, the absence of traditional feudal controls performed in preindustrial
societies by the combined forces of the church and the landed gentry, resulted in
what Durkheim referred to as the anomie or normlessness of urban communities,
causing rootlessness, isolation and the breakdown of social control (Haralambos
1991:324-325). In consequence of the increasing differences between people
and the focus on the individual rather than on the community, fewer aspects of
community culture were shared by all its members.
The decline of moral and social norms alarmed the socially concerned members
of Victorian society and became the topic of a public debate in the press. For
example, The Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser commented
in 1887 on the slow decay of life […], the weakening of morals and the loosening of
social bonds in Manchester (May 23, 1887). A few years later, the same newspaper
writing about the causes of poverty in society, observed:
[T]he growth of pauperism and poverty seems to be due in part to the decay of
two old-fashioned social virtues. One of these is family affection. The individualism
in the last half-century has weakened the family bond. […] families do not cling
together quite so closely as once they did: ‘esprit de famille’ is wanting (The
Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser, May 12, 1893).
Many enlightened members of the Victorian society believed that the loss
of community spirit undermined the stability of urban communities and posed a
threat to further development of large industrial metropolises. Therefore, moulding
diverse social and ethnic groups dwelling in Victorian cities into a cohesive
hierarchical urban community bound by a shared set of moral and cultural norms
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and values was of paramount importance to many municipal authorities and social
reformers. In Manchester, the city authorities and progressive members of the
local middle class envisaged the sphere of leisure and recreation as an avenue
for counteracting increasingly dysfunctional character of the local community
and extending bourgeois culture and moral norms into the lower classes. Armed
with the conviction about the superiority of their culture and a moral duty to fill
in the vacuum created by the absence of traditional feudal controls in the urban
environment, they proposed programmes such as rational recreation, which by
propagating selected forms of leisure, would reinstate a sense of unity among the
city’s migrant population. Community cohesion based on the middle-class cultural
hegemony was to be achieved by establishing public institutions and amenities
promoting respectable recreation and leisure pursuits allowing a bourgeois system
of values to filter down to the lower classes.
The institutions that embodied the crux of rational recreation ideology and had
a lasting influence upon the generations of city inhabitants were free public libraries
whose appearance was closely connected with the spread of literacy among the
working population of Britain’s industrial cities. Proposals for the establishment
of free public libraries in Manchester were aired from the early 1840s gaining
towards the end of the decade more and more supporters among the local political
and social elite who recognized social benefits embedded in such institutions.
Control over the reading matter and intellectual development of the workers:
Growing working-class reading public both pleased and frightened the local
establishment. On the one hand, enlightened, literate workers were more likely to
respond positively to the middle-class’ civilizing influence; on the other, access to
the printed word made them more susceptible to radical ideas which could lead to
a new spate of riots when memories of the recent food and Chartist outbreaks were
still fresh. Fear that workers’ literacy, if not controlled, might be dangerous to the
social order prompted Manchester establishment to support the establishment of
public libraries offering the wide reading public carefully selected literature and
newspapers.
Social benefits: free libraries as civilising agents:
Lack of knowledge and education were believed to be responsible for such
social evils as drunkenness, idleness and crime. The advocates of such a theory,
e.g. Metropolitan Free Libraries Committee which urged cities lagging behind to
set up free libraries, backed it up with statistics linking criminal activity to the low
level of literacy.1 They maintained that universal access to intellectual pleasures
and mental development would have a refining and humanising influence upon
1
The London based Metropolitan Free Libraries Committee quoted the Judicial Statistics
presented to Parliament, according to which out of every 1,000 people sentenced to prison in 187576, only 58 were able to read and write well and only 2 were described as of “superior instruction.”
They concluded, therefore, that there was a strong correlation between the spread of knowledge and
the crime rate, so if the former was increasing the latter was declining.
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the poorer classes and would eventually weaken the attraction of condemnable
pleasures they tended to lapse into. A man of knowledge, they claimed, would be
able to distinguish between right and wrong and would fulfil his family and citizen
duties accordingly to his position. (Report of the Metropolitan Free Libraries
Committee, 1877)
It is not surprising that in Manchester with its multi-ethnic and deeply socially
divided population the idea of public libraries as institutions integrating and
civilising the local community reverberated particularly strongly. Therefore,
already in 1847, three years before Parliament passed the Public Libraries Act,
The Guardian and The Manchester Times urged for the formation of a free library
in the city:
Any scheme that should have for its object the origination of a free-library, […]
we should have a sincere pleasure in promoting, as an important step towards the
extension of one great means of human education which cannot be commenced too
soon, or be carried too far (The Manchester Times January 16, 1847).
Manchester was the first city to put the provisions of the 1850 Public Libraries
Act into effect. With the patronage of the Mayor John Potter, a public meeting
in support of the institution was organised on 8th January 1851, followed by a
subscription which raised £4,300 for the purpose of purchasing the Hall of Science
in Campfield to be converted into a public library and a museum. Mayor Potter
called upon the residents for a collective effort uniting different classes in the aim
of providing the city with an egalitarian institution of educational and civilising
progress. The working population responded rather half-heartedly but ample
donations from Manchester business elite (The Manchester Guardian, January
11, 1851) sufficed for the purchase of the library premises as well as an initial
stock of over 18,000 volumes ranging from literature to science for the diffusion of
knowledge and for mental culture amongst all classes, and more especially amongst
the operatives employed in the various manufactures of the district (address of
the Manchester Free Library and Museum Committee, January 31, 1851). One
of the objectives in selecting books for the library was to create a collection of
materials on Local History, and of books locally printed, or written by natives of
the city (Credland 1899:4). This emphasis on the ‘local’ or ‘regional’ means that
in its very inception Manchester Free Library was to be an institution cementing
Manchester’s diversified population by providing knowledge on the region and
thus binding people with their locality. By the experience of common culture they
were likely to develop a sense of belonging to the place and a spirit of community.
Speeches inaugurating the opening of Manchester Free Library praised the
collective effort of all the inhabitants and a great harmony among the various
classes of this community (Credland 1899:22) in making the library project come
true. Distinguished guests, Charles Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray and
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Lord Lytton, highlighted the fact that as a public cultural and educational institution,
the library would benefit the whole community regardless of their sex, religion or
social position. Dickens hoped that the contents of the collected volumes would
reach the cottages, the garrets, and the cellars (Credland 1899:10-11). But it was
Lord Lytton who in his speech encapsulated the hopes that the Manchester Free
Library’s middle-class patrons had invested in this institution:
the library is a new, an enduring, and a truly conservative link between your
wealth and their labour, between the manufacturer and the operative, for every
time that the operative shall come into this library he will feel that you have invited
knowledge to be the impartial arbiter between all the duties of property and all the
rights of labour (Credland 1899:13).
A similar tone of pride and high hopes connected with the library’s role in the
instruction of the city’s poor and class consolidation dominated most press reports
on the event. The Manchester Examiner and Times, however, soberly pointed to
a major obstacle in making the library accessible to Manchester working classes,
namely the fact that it was closed on Sundays, the only day working people had
leisure to read. The newspaper lambasted the hypocrisy of the Sabbatarians who
objected to the opening of the library on Sundays on moral and religious grounds
but were not equally outraged by the opening of beer houses and gin palaces on
Sunday evenings:
It must be a strange conscience which quietly contemplates the opening of
beerhouses and gin vaults during the period thus mentioned, and is aggrieved
by the opening of a place in which intellectual, and moral, and even religious
improvement may be obtained (September 4, 1852).
It was only some twenty-five years later that the campaign for Sunday opening
of public libraries and museums ended with a success. On 8th September 1878,
Manchester City Council accepted a memorial that libraries and museums be open
on Sundays from 2 to 9 p.m., following the example of public parks that had been
open on Sundays for many years to the advantage of the public. The reading public
of the city appreciated the decision, which is confirmed by the average of 4,700
visits each Sunday in all library branches in that year (Credland 1899:136-137).
There is little doubt that the establishment of free public libraries in Manchester,
institutions that have long survived their times, can be counted as one of the greatest
and lasting successes of the rational recreation ideology in the city. As the century
progressed and literacy levels increased, the Manchester Council sanctioned the
opening of new branches of the Manchester Free Library in Campfield, first in
the most populous districts of Chorlton, Ardwick, Ancoats and Hulme and then
in other more remote suburbs. The numbers of regular library goers continued to
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grow throughout the century and, according to John Walton, by 1890, Manchester
boasted 40,000 borrowers in the population of half a million (1985:303). Although
the number of regular working-class readers was still a fairly small proportion of
the overall library users, in 1869 William E.A. Axon Manchester social historian
and librarian, could proudly declare in his pamphlet on free libraries:
[A]mongst the many methods that the earnest philanthropy of our age has
devised for the enlightenment of the people, few are of more importance, and
none have been attended with more uniform success, than free libraries (“Free
Libraries”).
It appears that the initial aim of free library campaigners was achieved. Free
libraries became important educational institutions serving the whole community
and bringing together people of different rank and background in appreciation of
mental culture. What is more, as Credland observes,2 in the times of hardship, they
were the linchpin of social stability helping to maintain law and order and relieve
social tension:
thousands of factory hands during the cotton famine passed their days in the
reading rooms of the Free Libraries, and by the reading of books or papers diverted
their attention for a time from their distress, or possibly were directed to means of
alleviating it (1899:100-101).
In Victorian Britain the debate about establishing a common cultural context
for segregated urban communities was also conducted with reference to the
notion of respectability as a central concept, encompassing middle class ideas of
appropriate modes of behaviour and correct moral and social values. Fixed values,
certain conventional rituals and outward symbols of respectability were used by the
middle class as integral constituents of the broader notion of reputability, against
which they defined themselves and other members of society. What really mattered
were an appropriate presentation, impression and public display of desirable values
and codes of behaviour. For middle-class reformers, these symbols and rituals of
respectability were central in their attempts to confirm their hegemony in society,
integral to attempts to establish social leadership, and integral to the need to
demonstrate that their precepts and practices were superior to most of those of the
working class (Huggins and Mangan 2004:xi). They were supposed to project an
idealised model of uprightness and moral conduct, pronounced particularly in the
context of inter-class relations. It was to be copied by those at the lower levels of
social hierarchy. Thus, the middle class armed with evangelical precepts of sobriety,
2
Credland refers to the observation of Mr. R.W. Smiles, chief librarian, on the increased use of
the library during the cotton famine years 1862-64.
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thrift and self-improvement stemming from Puritan asceticism (Weber 2005:118123) used respectability as a socially-soothing tendency, by assimilating the most
widely separated groups (separated socially and geographically) to a common cult
(Bailey 1987:182). In other words, bourgeois reformers used reputability as a tool
for establishing cultural cohesion in society.
Victorian campaign for respectability was not only conducted in the sphere of
cultural production and institutions of culture, but it also extended to the modes
of everyday behaviour in the public space, e.g. in public parks. The provision of
public parks in Manchester – the first being Peel Park, Philips Park and Queen’s
Park opened on 22 August 1846 – and the attention given to enforcing a particular
kind of conduct on their visitors, confirm that the municipal government and the
local middle-class elite regarded respectability as a socially unifying cultural force.
From the beginning, public parks were perceived not only as an aesthetic element
of urban architecture and the ‘lungs’ of the city but also as an embodiment of
rational recreation ideas. They were supposed to facilitate class rapprochement
in commonly shared public space and the penetration of bourgeois culture of
respectability to the lower echelons of social hierarchy. Mutual understanding
and better class relations as a step towards community cohesion were one of the
objectives of Manchester public parks’ campaigners. One of them, Mark Philips3
clearly articulated these expectations at the opening ceremony of the first parks:
let them hold communion with each other, and the result […] will be, that every
class will think better of each other than they now do (The Manchester Examiner
August 22, 1846). Rational recreationists hoped that by brushing shoulders with
their superiors in the public space, the lower orders would imitate middle-class
manners and absorb their values and taste. Thus, they would approach the ideal
of responsible and respectable citizenship. A similar belief was voiced in the
Parliamentary report on Public Walks:
A man walking out with his family among his neighbours of different ranks,
will naturally be desirous to be properly clothed, and that his wife and children
should be also; but this desire duly directed and controlled is found by experience
to be of the most powerful effect in promoting civilisation, and exciting industry
(qtd. in Carré 1992:80).
The advocates of public parks, many of them associated with temperance and
evangelical movements, also hoped that the parks might become a healthy family
alternative to an evening in a pub or to promenading in the city centre popular with
the working class. A strictly regulated space that the park was, would coerce the
visitors to conform to the rules of propriety. While, promenading, being free from
3
Mark Philips (1800-1873) – a Liberal Party politician and one of the first two Members of
Parliament for Manchester after the Reform Act of 1832.
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such restrictions, induced a display of indecency and immorality that unguarded
labouring classes were likely to lapse into.
As civic recreational amenities, public parks were strictly regulated facilities,
protected by a set of rules accepted by the authorities and implemented by the park
keepers. In Manchester, even before proper rules and regulations for public parks
were drawn up, the Council resolved to issue a public notice signed by Mayor
James Heron instructing the residents about what kind of behaviour was expected
from them. The notice, following the Sabbatarian creed of respecting the Lord’s
Day, reminded them of refraining from any games or sports in parks on Sunday.
It also informed that:
It is requested that no flowers may be plucked, or injury done to the plants and
shrubs and visitors are respectfully requested to assist the park keepers and the
police in preventing any unnecessary damage within, by trampling upon the beds
or the grass borders, or unnecessarily walking upon the newly sown grass, also
in preventing any riotous or disorderly conduct, or the use of improper language
which would […] annoy or interfere with the comfort or pleasure of any of the
visitors to this park (Manchester Borough Council August 31, 1846).
The first set of rules and regulations for Manchester’s Philips Park and Queen’s
Park was implemented in 1847. It contained a number of bans and commands
clearly defining the limits of personal freedom in the park and delineating the mode
of visitors’ conduct. Thus, admission to the parks was within specified hours only,
i.e. from 6 a.m. till sunset in summer months, and from daylight until sunset during
winter. It was also announced that: no intoxicated person will be permitted to enter
or remain in the park; all gambling, indecent language or disorderly conduct is
strictly prohibited, and no game whatever is allowed on Sunday. To ensure that
public parks’ attractions would not divert members of the community from church
or chapel attendance, the refreshment houses were to be closed during the hours
of Divine Service on Sundays (Manchester Borough Council resolution September
18, 1846). Propriety of conduct was also assured by preventing any possibility of
conflict between the users of specifically designated areas in the parks or indecent
behaviour towards members of the opposite sex. Therefore, all men and boys were
prohibited: from intruding on the play grounds appropriated to the use of women
and girls (Manchester Borough Council resolution April 7, 1847).
Public order in city parks was to be maintained by park keepers and constables
employed by the City Council at the cost of 21s per week each. (Manchester Parks
and Cemeteries Committee minutes December 10, 1869) They received orders
to remove from the parks all persons guilty of the breach of park regulations and
to take into custody all visitors found destroying trees, shrubs, plants, or other
property in the park. Even a slight infringement of park rules was subjected to
punishment – usually a fine imposed on the offenders by the Parks and Cemeteries
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Committee. Not even children could escape bearing the consequences of their
misconduct. For instance, in 1862 the Committee decided that David Morgan
Jones, a schoolboy of nine should be reprimanded for breaking a branch off a
tree in Queen’s Park (Manchester Parks Committee minutes September 5, 1862).
A list of charges brought to the Committee’s attention in 1874 included such
petty misdemeanours as: climbing over a park fence–one of the most common
offences – plucking flowers, breaking tree branches, taking birds’ nests and using
abusive language. All of them were punished with fines ranging from 2s1d to 2s6d
(Manchester Parks and Cemeteries Committee minutes March 27, 1874).
A strict system of rules and regulations imposed by park officials was supposed
to regulate the behaviour of visitors and make them conform to the requirements
of civilized society. It satisfied the evangelicals and the Sabbatarians by respecting
the Sabbath and reflected the bourgeois ideas of decorum, proper moral conduct
and restraint. Manchester municipal authorities and middle-class reformers hoped
that by creating an environment where the lower classes would be able to observe
and imitate the conduct and manners of those superior to them, they would learn
orderly behaviour and adopt the norms of respectability mandatory in the public
sphere. Thus, the whole community would be bound by a common culture of public
conduct reflecting middle-class hegemonic position in the city.
Free libraries and public parks were the first amenities intended for mass
leisure consumption established and maintained by Manchester Council. Thus,
around the middle of the century, the local government in Manchester extended
its responsibilities beyond the provision of basic public services into the sphere of
recreation. This change of focus of the City Council resulted from a combination of
factors. One of them was the growing appreciation of the city establishment of the
civilising influence that rational recreation had on the whole community. Another,
was the increasing involvement of different social and religious groups in the local
government structures. Shopkeepers, bank clerks, doctors, lawyers and factory owners
– Nonconformist and Anglican – became intent on developing commonly shared
municipal culture. Free public recreational facilities, such as libraries and parks
were important elements of this culture and symbols of the authorities’ largesse and
commitment to the residents. (Morris 2008:413) Intended for the benefit of the whole
community irrespective of rank, origin and financial census, free libraries and public
parks were important elements of the municipal authorities’ efforts to create a sense of
identity and community cohesion among Manchester’s multi-ethnic residents.
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IDENTIFYING THE UKRAINIAN: MARINA LEWYCKA’S
A SHORT HISTORY OF TRACTORS IN UKRAINIAN
Abstract: This essay deals with the problem of Ukrainian identity in Marina Lewycka’s novel: A
Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian (2005). The paper suggests a twofold imagological1 analysis
in order to answer how the second generation of Ukrainian immigrants in Great Britain (children
of the post-WWII political migration) perceives, the Ukrainian newcomer, the economic immigrant
from a post-communist state, who looks strange and other for them and how the reader, in his turn,
perceives the Ukrainianness of the first and the second. It also underlines that Marina Lewycka
infuses the Ukrainian history (past and modern) with a unique sense of humour based on cultural
varieties. Her English-Ukrainian and Ukrainian-English characters are observed from different
perspectives.
Key words: imagological analysis, Ukrainian migration in Great Britain, Ukrainian history, postcommunism, assimilation

In her first published book, with an ironically attractive title, A Short History
of Tractors in Ukrainian (2005)2 Marina Lewycka (1946 -) created a female type
of Lucky Jim in the new European realities: a dexterous, blazingly beautiful,
smart, impudent and vulgar divorcee from a poor country who makes plans for
1
On imagology, auto-images and hetero-images see: Imagology: The Cultural Construction and
Literary Representation of National Characters: a Critical Survey, ed. by Manfred Beller, Joseph
Theodoor Leerssen, Amsterdam, New York: Rodopi 2007, pp. XIV,18-30; Leerssen 1991, 129;
Leerssen 2007, 343-344; Menno Spiering, Englishness: Foreigners and Images of National Identity
in Postwar Literature, Amsterdam: Rodopi 1992, pp. 12, 18-19.
2
Lewycka’s debut novel – A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian – won the 2005 Bollinger
Everyman Wodehouse Prize for comic writing at the Hay literary festival, the 2005/6 Waverton Good
Read Award, and the 2005 Saga Award for Wit; it was also long-listed for the 2005 Man Booker Prize
and short-listed for the 2005 Orange Prize for Fiction.
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a comfortable life in a much richer country and employs any means to achieve
them. In the state of things as they actually exist in Europe, she had to be someone
from Eastern Europe whose desire is to become a British immigrant. The author’s
competence in Ukrainian history – which follows from her biography3 – makes
her heroine a woman from Ukraine. Therefore, a hilarious tale of a gold-digging
Ukrainian, Valentina, a fluffy pink grenade (Lewycka 2006:1) who snares an elderly
widower appears. But it is also a story about Valentina’s ‘victim’: an eighty-fouryear-old, eccentric post-war immigrant from Ukraine, a widower and the narrator’s
father, whose past makes this tale a heart-rending account of the bloodstained
history of Ukraine.4 How is the Ukrainian newcomer perceived by the narrator and
the narrator’s family? Do their opinions differ and why? To answer these questions
it is necessary first of all to make clear who the perceiving characters are.
The narrator’s father, Nikolai Mayevskyj, an English draftsman and engineer,
having been assimilated into the official language and manners of his new country,
is still Ukrainian deep in his heart of hearts, is still ‘working’ with his mind for
the good of his first country, the ancestral motherland he left, with a desire to
return to his sweetheart Ukraine. In spite of the fact that he is more concentrated
on his tractors and poems than on his contacts with the diaspora, his emotional
well-being in many respects is diasporic. Mayevskyj retains a strong ethnic group
consciousness; a sense of empathy with co-ethnic members [in his case – with
Ukrainians from an established homeland, Ukrainian Ukrainians]; an idealization
of the ancestral home […]; a strong tie to the past and a block to assimilation in
present. His individualistic nature, probably, hinders his collective commitment to
its [Ukraine’s] safety and prosperity5 and directs him to his private responsibility.
Nikolai Mayevskyj, the narrator’s Pappa (very likely, a contamination of the
Russian word папа [papa] and the English papa, daddy6), with his permanent
Ukrainian-English ‘Aha. Yes. No’, ‘vat’ [instead what], is the most Ukrainian person
on Coronation Street, where the Mayevskyjs lived together. An immigrant of the
first generation, he is always thinking of his motherland, with its [b]lue-painted
wooden houses, golden wheat fields, forests of silver birch, slow wide sliding rivers
(26). Physically living and working in one space, Mayevskyj emotionally lives
across geographical and political boundaries. Being in deep pain in his loneliness
for Ukraine, after his Ukrainian wife’s death, he decided to marry Valentina: she
and her son would become his substitute family. From his idealistic point of view
3
Lewycka was born to Ukrainian parents in a refugee camp in Kiel, her family subsequently
moved to England.
4
Marina Lewycka interview for We Are All Made of Glue.
5
I refer to the features of the traditional diaspora defined by William Safran and Robin Cohen
[Cohen 2008: 6-7; 17].
6
Unfortunately in the Polish and the Ukrainian editions the translators did not save this Russian
element, a special feature of the original. See: Marina Lewycka. Zarys dziejów traktora po ukraińsku.
Translated by Anna Jęczmyk. Warszawa: Albatros 2006; Марина Левицька. Коротка історія
тракторів по-українськи. Переклав Олекса Нагребецький. Київ: Темпора 2013.
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it is doubly useful for both of them – his pretty young wife (with her hair like the
golden wheat fields (134), with her handsome Slavic profile (115) and her son will
escape from the very poor and unstable Ukrainian post-communist reality and he
– as he thinks –
can speak with them in his own language. Such a beautiful language that
anyone can be a poet. Such a landscape – it would make anyone an artist. […]
Instead of going home to Ukraina, Ukraina will come home to him (26).
Moreover, the narrator remarks that such patriotism in him is stable, durable
and consistent and at all times there were his countrymen who – with truth or with
untruth – were ready to immigrate to the rich West with the help of his altruistic
and idealistic invitation.
This isn’t the first time he has harboured fantasies of rescuing destitute
Ukrainians. There was once a plan to track down members of the family whom
he had not seen for half a century, and bring them all over to Peterborough. […]
Dozens of replies came pouring in from dodgy-sounding ‘relatives’ […] (26).
Presenting – from time to time – the fragments of his book on the Ukrainian
tractor industry to his family (mainly to his English son-in-law) he also introduces
a detailed history of Ukraine describing as a terrible tragedy what has happened
in this beautiful country. His exact and at the same time poetic mind names the
cause of its tragedy very shortly and metaphorically: ‘The twin evils of fascism and
communism have eaten her heart’ (32).
Nikolai Mayevskyj comes from an educated family (the place of its residence
is not known). As the narrator informs us, The Mayevskyjs were part of the small
Ukrainian intelligentsia (68). The use of the attribute small has a very important
historical sense: after the long period of assimilation of the Ukrainian gentry and
intelligentsia with Russians (in the East) and Poles (in the West) under colonial
or half-colonial conditions, the very small group remaining saved its Ukrainian
identity – apart from the clergy, nearly all the intelligentsia, and especially the
nobility, were in the service of foreign overlords. But those who preserved their
identity preserved their native language and culture. Mayevskyj-senior, like real
historical figures – Mykhaylo Hrushevs’kyj, Dmytro Doroshenko, Serhiy Yefremov,
Volodymyr Vynnychenko – tried to create and defend Ukrainian independence
directing the Ukrainian national movement in The Central Council of Ukraine
of the Ukrainian People’s Republic (UPR). In the brief flowering of Ukrainian
independence in 1918 he [Nikolai’s father] was even Minister for Education for six
months (68). After the UPR was overthrown and Civil war passed, he managed to
survive in soviet Ukraine, adapting himself and his Ukrainian identity to the new
conditions. His granddaughter notes:
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After Stalin came to power and all ideas of Ukrainian autonomy were stamped
out, he became the head teacher of a Ukrainian language school in Kiev, operating
on voluntary subscription and under constant pressure from the authorities (68).
Mayevskyj-junior keeps alive the independent spirit of his father and his
pro-Ukrainian orientation. In his student years in Kiev he belonged to a secret
circle of Ukrainian poets, which had been outlawed as part of the drive to impose
Russian as the lingua franca of the Soviet Union (31)) (probably in the stream
of the Ukrainianzation process of the 1920s7). Then, Nikolai Mayevskyj could
speak standard Ukrainian but in England he preserves his native tongue for himself
only. He does not speak Ukrainian with his daughters and, probably, he has lost
his ‘standards’ in spoken Ukrainian, but he composes poems, he writes prose in
good Ukrainian. His younger daughter/narrator – who mainly presents his image
– observes again: He writes [the history of Ukrainian tractors] in Ukrainian then
translates it painstakingly into English (he studied English and German at high
school) (59). His written English is good, but he prefers creative writing in his
native language.
His late wife, Ludmilla, Milla, Millochka Mayevskyj – unlike him – never
assimilated with the British. She spoke to her daughters in her native tongue, with
its infinite gradations of tender diminutives. Mother tongue (15). Ludmilla kept
her house and cooked in the traditional Ukrainian way, she regularly kept in touch
with the Ukrainian diaspora in Britain, and she presented the most characteristic
ethnic features.8 For a long time the Ukrainian people have been famous for their
exceptional hospitality, industry and good order in domestic life. The Ukrainian
woman had to be a good mother, wife and a very good housekeeper. Her great heart
warmed each member of their family. Her pantry and table were never empty. Such
a woman was Ludmilla Mayevskyj. The narrator recalls a fantastic fabulous soup
with halushki cooked by her mother and in detail describes her mother’s purveying
talent (18-19) and garden with flowers, fruit trees and greens (12-13); she also
recalls her mother’s thoughtfulness and sensitivity toward others, her desire for
cleanliness and beauty: When my mother was here there were always fresh flowers,
a clean tablecloth, the smell of good cooking (2006:30). Ludmilla was held in high
respect at home and in the local diaspora.
7
See for details: Орест Субтельний. Історія України. Київ: Либідь 1993, сс. 476-79;
Мирослав Семчишин. Тисяча років української культури. Київ: АТ «Друга рука» м.г. «Фенікс»
1985, сс. 425-434.
8
The Ukrainian ethnic character was studied by Mykola Kostomarov, Hryhorij Vashchenko,
Volodymyr Lypyn’skyj, Volodymyr Antonovych, Yurij Lypa, Dmytro Chyzhevskyj, Ivan Ohiyenko,
Oleksandr Potebnia, Oleksandr Kulchytskyj, Petro Hnatenko etc. For example, Antonovych noticed
that ethnic characteristics were formed, based on those inherited, in that nation’s history, and in its
cultural and historical upbringing. See: Володимир Антонович. „Три національні типи народні.”
[in:] Володимир Антонович, Твори, Т. 1. Київ 1932, c. 196- 210.
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In spite of her close contact with the Ukrainian and her ethnic style of domestic
life she did not speak standard Ukrainian. Her family history was more tragic and
the conditions in which she lived were not conductive for her learning Ukrainian.
She came from Ocheretkos, wealthy farmers, former Cossacks. Vera, the elder sister
of the narrator, recalls the very traditional ethnic appearance of her grandmother’s
relatives on her wedding:
The Ocheretko men strode into the church in their riding-boots, embroidered
shirts and outlandish baggy trousers. The women wore wide swinging skirts and
boots with little heels and coloured ribbons in their hair. They stood together in a
fierce bunch at the back of the church and left abruptly at the end […] (63).
They were Ukrainian not only in their appearance – they had the Ukrainian
essence and condemned those who were traitors to the land. The narrator’s mother
lost her father in 1930, when she was eighteen. He was arrested in the middle of
the night, charged with secretly training Ukrainian Nationalist combatants. Was
it true? (65). After a short time he was executed, and his family was lucky to
survive. Ludmilla Ocheretko living in Poltava in 1932-1933 faced collectivization
and starvation. The eldest daughter recalls her horrible stories about Holodomor,
the younger sister may understand well her mother’s food ideology: she knew what
famine was
and this knowledge never left her throughout her fifty years of life in England
[…] she knew for certain that behind the piled-high shelves and abundantly stocked
counters of Tesco and the Co-op, hunger still prowls with his skeletal frame and
gaping eyes, waiting to grab you the moment you are off your guard (19).
She also knew that the only way to outwit hunger is to save and accumulate,
and she did so. She was an excellent housekeeper, a gardener and a truck farmer in
England. In her young years their mother wanted to study to become a veterinary
surgeon, but her position in the class structure, her biography closed the door to
soviet education. She left khutor for Luhansk, where she met her first husband. In
Russified Poltava and Luhansk she, supposedly, partly lost her beautiful and clear,
local Poltava dialect of Ukrainian. They married in 1936. Nikolai, an engineer,
worked on tractor production before and during WWII. After the war they headed
towards the West. Their younger daughter, Vera, similar to Marina Lewycka, the
author, was born in a refugee camp in Germany in 1946 and moved to England
with her father, mother and older sister. The Mayevskyjs’ history is a dramatic
history of their land.
Their daughters are English. They have very poor contact with the diaspora
(they know local Ukrainians thanks to their mother). Both of them have married
Englishmen, follow English traditions (five o’clock tea, lunch, a chat about the
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weather, a neutral tone with distance, etc.), but they remember well the poor,
fearful and sad beginning of their immigrant life and their parents’ motherland
(historical/collective and subjective memories taken together). That is why the
younger one, the above-mentioned narrator, has her own vision of Ukraine and
presents it in her English-and-hybrid way, full of narrative struggle (Bhabha
1990:295) and repressing her cultural unconscious narration (in-between the
English and Ukrainian perspectives, the result of the influence of Daddy’s romantic
sprit, sentimental reminiscences and real and half-real media-information).
The narrator, Nadezhda, a middle-aged woman, an English academic teacher
and writer, looking very much like Marina Lewycka herself, has fairly strong
Ukrainian roots. Perhaps the narrator felt the nature of Ukraine mostly by intuition
(the archaic emerges from her deeper consciousness). Her knowledge and her
conscious reasoning complement her instinctive feeling. She is aware of the fact
that Ukraine is still divided into two countries, each of it with its own religion,
language, history, culture, mode of thinking and behaviour – Eastern Ukraine and
Western Ukraine. Her parents were from the east, where the Russian influence
was very powerful (a result of enduring Russian oppression9 and close borders).
That is why their everyday vocabulary has absolutely essential Russian elements
(the odd and funny English-Russian Pappa, for example, instead of the Ukrainian
Tato, Daddy); their family proper names evidently manifest the Russification of
the Ukrainian language (Nadezhda instead of Nadiya, Vera instead of Vira, Kolya,
Nikolai instead of Mykolka, Mykola etc.). Even Nikolai Mayevskyj continues
this using of proper names. In spite of the fact that in his student years in Kiev he
belonged to a secret circle of Ukrainian poets, fighting for the Ukrainian language
in Ukraine, he retains the impact of the previous historical context, which leads
to the hybrid of Ukrainian and Russian narration (so-called Surzhyk) in his family
language. At her English home Ludmilla Mayevskyj’s Ukrainian is very mixed.
The narrator notices: She talked in her own DIY language – Ukrainian sprinkled
with words like handheldblendera, suspenderbeltu, greenfingerdski (Lewycka
2006:7-8) But it was still Ukrainian, which always helped to retain her and her
husband’s national distinction. A language does not make a nation, neither is it
the main distinctive determinant of the nation (Antonovych 1932: 196), but on
the other hand, nothing but language unites one with a spirit of one’s nation. What
is interesting is that Mayevskyj, this English engineer with a Ukrainian heart and
a poetic soul, with real Ukrainian emotionalism10, realizes the great power of
the native language – entirely in harmony with Humboldt’s and Sapir-Whorf’s
9
Russian colonialism of Ukraine is believed to have started in 1477 and its end was believed to
be 1991, with the political independence of Ukraine, but in practice Russian influence still dominates
this territory. See for details: Vitaly Chernetsky, “Postcolonialism, Russia and Ukraine”.
10
For Dmytro Chyzhevskyj emotionalism and sentimentalism, sensitiveness and lyricism were
the absolute, unconditional features of the mental construction of the Ukrainian. See in: Дмитро
Чижевський, Філософські твори у чотирьох томах – Том 1, Київ: Смолоскип 2005, с. 15.
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((neo-)Humboldtian linguistics) concepts of the relation language-thought-reality,
according to which a human being is always captured within the boundaries of his
own language and has his linguistic national worldview (German philosophical
term Weltanschauung and Humboldt’s key concept Weltansicht ).11 This can be
traced in the following dialogue with his younger daughter/narrator, when he
grumbles to his daughter about the aggressiveness, barbarity and foul language
of his new wife:
[…] ‘In Russian. [Valentina] Said all in Russian.’
‘Pappa, the language doesn’t matter…’
‘No, on contrary, language is supremely important. In language are
encapsulated not only thoughts but cultural values…’ (139).
Although Valentina came to Peterborough from Ternopil, which is situated
in Western Ukraine with its strong Ukrainian identity, in her language, mentality
and manners she appears Russian. Mayevskyj’s Ukrainianness makes the Russian
strange and with a tincture of imperial plundering.12 He compares Ukrainian and
Russian types of woman: ‘This Valentina, she is beautiful like Milla [his late wife],
and like Milla she has strong spirit, but also with an element of cruelty in her
nature unknown to Ludmilla, which by the way is characteristic of the Russian type’
(170). Having measured the length of Valentina’s foot he generalizes her features to
the Russian type: ‘True, this is the defect of character which is typical, by the way,
of the Russian psyche, in which there is always the tendency to believe in violence
as first rather than last resort’ (204).
The narrator, being more English than her Pappa and much more distant from
Ukraine spots these ethnic differences within the Ukrainian nation. She underlines
several times, that Valentina who has come from the Ukrainian Ternopil is Russian
(96, 139,106) and Valentina’s brother is Russian (95). What does this mean in the
space of her hybrid, heterogeneous mind, which is full of double consciousness
(Du Bois’ term, see Gourdine 2002:2)? Characterizing Valentina as Russian,
does she mean her Russian ethnicity in a literal sense, or Russian mentality as
a result of prolonged imperial power, when the Ukrainians were the subordinate
[…] language is connected with the shaping of the ‘nation’s mental power’ (Humboldt 1999:21);
Human beings do not live in the objective world alone, nor alone in the world of social activity as
ordinarily understood, but are very much at the mercy of the particular language which has become the
medium of expression for their society. No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered
as representing the same social reality. The worlds in which different societies live are distinct worlds,
not merely the same world with different labels attached [...] We see and hear and otherwise experience
very largely as we do because the language habits of our community predispose certain choices of
interpretation (Sapir 1958:69); On Humboldt’s Weltansicht see for details in: James Underhill.
Humboldt.Worldview and Language. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press 2009, pp. 16-18.
12
Volodymyr Antonovych trying to characterize and compare three national types, noticed that
Russians regarded that which was strong as ethical. (Антонович 1932: 209- 210).
11
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group and the Russians the dominant group, and when it ran to dissemiNATION
of Ukrainian identity? Or it is the generally accepted Western perception (in the
traditional English narration of the narrator) of everybody from Eastern Europe
(Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Slovakia etc.) as Russian?13 In spite of Marina Lewycka’s
reported comment in Ukraine, that she oriented her book to an English reader
(Western perception),14 I am prone to think, that she tries to locate her mind under
Western stereotypes and imagines present Ukraine as a non-holistic nation, where
heterogeneous processes were and still are taking place15.
Valentina’s family history (Ukrainian, of peasant origin (her ‘peasant’ mother),
Catholic) has been assimilated with external Russian/soviet elements in such a
manner, that the reader perceives the results of the post-war Russification of the
Western Ukrainians, their powerful and dynamic assimilation (whether voluntarily
or not) in favour of Russian language, behaviour and culture and the creation of
hybrid national and cultural individuals. With intrinsic humour, the narrator opposes
Daddy’s sentimental and charming Ukraine in the past (the lost homeland) with
the contemporary East European country on the initial stage of its independence.
Ukraina: he sighs, breathing in the remembered scent of mown hay and cherry
blossom. But I catch the distinct synthetic whiff of New Russia (1). The same is true
with their perception of Valentina: whereas a sentimental Mayevskyj, familiar with
dramatic Ukrainian history expresses his understanding of the new-comer from his
poor and lovely motherland, his sympathy with her:
Clearly this Valentina, she is of quite different generation. She knows nothing
of history, even less about recent past. She is a daughter of the Brezhnev era. In
times of Brezhnev, everyone’s idea was to bury all gone-by things and to become
like in the West. To build this economy, people must be buying something new all
the time. New desires must be implanted as fast as old ideas must be buried. That
is why she is always wanting to buy something modern. It is not her fault; it is the
post-war mentality (170).
His clever western daughters do not compromise and are sharp in their
evaluation of the present facts.
With the help of her characters, the author gives us some reasons why we should
see the post-Soviet satellite states as suffering from the postcolonial syndrome, for
I asked Marina Lewycka about this, but she preferred not to answer this question, as is her
right, of course. Maybe, both interpretations would make sense. We, critics, must read and make up
our own mind. The author leaves her work open to interpretation.
14
Марина Левицька, «Коли Україна більше повірить у себе, вона не буде боятися сміятися
з себе». Interviews Alla Lazareva, „Український тиждень”.
15
The present Ukraine is divided into tree language communities: Ukrainian-speaking, Russianspeaking and Surzhyk-speaking. In such a way in Ukraine the feeling of language unity and solidarity
does not embody not a bit.
13
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example the compensatory behaviour in the form of fondness for the Western
lifestyle. Undoubtedly, Nadezhda’s narration is more objective than her father’s
one. Her needle-sharp eyesight notes a new type of people in Ukraine (irrespective
of their ethnicity): those who live and act in accordance with the ‘code’ of the newly
rich business class in post-Soviet Russia. Perceived as a stereotypical caricature,
many New Russians achieved rapid wealth by using criminal methods during
the transition of post-soviet Ukraine into a market economy. Valentina Dubova
(a Russian last name: it looks like she has chosen a Russian husband) entirely
reflects this.
Unfortunately, the Ukrainians in 2005 (when the book was published), being on
the wave of the democratic Orange revolution, had forgotten those early years, full
of economic struggle and social stratification and – what is even worse – did not
understand her English humour, which was perceived as caricature and sarcasm,
black humour and satire.16 The fusion of Ukrainian newcomers with conventional
English life on Coronation Street is sharply comic. Comic moments alternate
with dramatic, perfect English – with colourful, juicy, untranslatable Ukrainian;
Middle England past and present – with communist and post-communist regimes
in Eastern Europe. I understand the great patriotism of ‘the Orange’ Ukrainians
well: for the first time in the history of twentieth-century Ukraine the idea of
revolutionary changes interested people of all ages and increased the overall
unity of Ukrainians. The time/space needed heroes, not antiheroes or fillisters,
such as Valentina. Regardless of this objective fact I am not prone to agree with
Andrey Kurkov’s (a’propos, Kurkov is a Russian language writer from Ukraine)
negative opinion of Lewycka’s image of a Ukraine full of caricatures and negative
stereotypes (Just about everyone portrayed in it inspires the sympathy of the
reader except the Ukrainians, legal and illegal. What we see is caricatures).17 The
crux of her comedy is the fact that the narrator’s stepmother (younger than her
stepdaughter) from Ukraina is not Ukrainian at all!
The novel pioneers the characteristic subject-matter of the post-communist
European time: a young woman with a communist burden making her way into a
capitalist world. While jokes and sketches, intended to make readers laugh, frequently
rise to high English comedy, the novel is also an absorbing family story, and never
loses its grip on the painful and complex realities of human relationships. It would
be appropriate also to underline that Marina Lewycka knows these subjects and the
realities of migration very well since she herself is a daughter of Ukrainian immigrants;
it was her who – in the early years of her childhood (after having moved to Sussex,
Марина Левицька - Матеріал з Вікіпедії.
Andrey Kurkov, Review: A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian.
Marina Lewycka mentioned this fact two years later: Some Ukrainians were sniffy about the book,
including the one who reviewed it in the Guardian back in March 2005 and found it a “banal tale”
that crossed a “school textbook on Ukrainian history with [...] an episode of Coronation Street.”[in:]
Stephen Moss, Better Later than Never.
16
17
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England) – fed the ducks and started to acquire an interest in the welfare of poultry,
and it was her parents who moved to the United Kingdom in search of work. Marina
Lewycka impresses with a unique sense of humour based on cultural varieties.
To summarize: two waves of Ukrainian émigrés in England illustrate a
complicated and dynamic process of transformation of identities when the
assimilated English Ukrainian of the first wave emigration perceives as the Strange
a representative of the next wave. The analysis of plot, narration and language
has shown the unstable location in post-WWII Europe, which leads to vague
identification. The interpretation of Lewycka’s Tractors needs a very careful
imagological reading, which would take into consideration different points of view
and historical perspectives.
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POSTCOLONIAL LITERARY GEOGRAPHIES:
OUT OF PLACE, JOHN THIEME. PALGRAVE
MACMILLAN, 2016. 237 PP. ISBN 978-1-137-45687-8
Two quotes separated by millennia and continents bind the different areas
covered in John Thieme’s Postcolonial Literary Geographies: Out of Place, the
Heraclitean aphorism that one can never step into the same river twice and Yi-Fu
Tuan’s notion that space becomes place in the process of being endowed with value
(Tuan 1997:6; qtd. in Thieme 2016:5). The literary references are no less limited,
with examples ranging from pre-modern mythologies to the most recent works
of literature, the predominant focus being however on the work of contemporary
postcolonial writers from South Asia, the Caribbean, Canada and Africa. Despite
its broad time and space axis, the author’s precedence given to the latter belongs to
a wider trend in literary and cultural studies which, Thieme maintains, started with
the publication of Foucault’s essay “Questions on Geography” in 1980 followed
by Soja’s 1989 Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical
Social Theory. The popularity of these texts coincided with an increased interest in
postcolonial literature and Foucault’s interest in the problem of management and
ownership of space proved to be especially apt in the context of nations which had
been subjugated to colonial control and misappropriation.
The focus on space enables the recovery of cultural difference without recourse
to the essentialist notions of identity which are privileged in Western historical
discourse. In fact, space itself is shown in Heraclitean manner as unfixed, everchanging either in its physical dimension, forming palimpsests of maps, influences,
shifting borders as well as in its epistemological dimension, the way it is perceived
often overriding physical geography (Thieme 2016:11). Paradoxically, the prime
agents of the shifting geographical and cultural boundaries in the time of the
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European imperialism and American-led globalization have been the most vocal
advocates of the fixity of space. The literary examples quoted in this study portray
alternative, unstable and shifting landscapes, which yield multiple interpretative
possibilities and postpone the possibility of closure.
The discussion of postcolonial geographies starts with the study of maps,
highlighting the way colonial cartographies imposed an arbitrary, Westernbiased worldview as in the time of exploration maps were far from objective
representations of earth’s surface and their political role was no less important than
the informative one. Eurocentric cartographies inspired by the sixteenth-century
Gerardus Mercator’s world map depicted the continents in a disproportionate
manner which encouraged and justified colonization. The characters in the stories
told in this chapter, from Conrad’s Marlowe, through texts by Derek Walcott,
Amitav Ghosh, Jamaica Kincaid and Michael Ondaatje, find places to be likewise
invented, shaped like fables in the mode of the highly imaginative medieval mappae
mundi. Interestingly, the volume’s cover depicts a fragment of the Hereford Mappa
Mundi, a world map dating from c.1300 in which Jerusalem resides at the centre,
West is on the top and Europe and Africa exchange places. The map clearly was
an expression of a specific, Judeo-Christian, worldview and had little informative
function. Probably the most convincing example of the instability of mapping is the
shifting locum of the prime meridian which has been located in such diverse places
as Lisbon, Christiana, Stockholm, Rio de Janeiro, Copenhagen, Cadiz, the Spanish
island of Ferro or Jakarta. The multiple positioning of the place accorded temporal
centrality shows also the entanglement of time and space which are not always
possible to separate as they mutually influence one another. The literary examples
chosen in this chapter provide personal, subjective idiosyncratic maps which prove
that space is not passive but can be a site of resistance, offering a corrective to
the essentialist modes of Western discourses (Thieme 2016:37). This chapter is
followed by a discussion of the botanical tropes in literature and the garden as a
site that played a part in the colonial enterprise. Botanical gardens can be viewed
as the horticultural equivalent to map making but here again individual attempts
at creating small personal plots like the one described by Jamaica Kincaid in My
Garden (Book) (2000) constitute a vivid alternative. Thieme presents a fascinating
history of horticulture from the early Judeo-Christian depictions of the Garden
of Eden through first historical gardens in Mesopotamia, Persia and Egypt to the
eighteenth-century Western collections of plants imported from the colonies to
satisfy the mostly white male botanists’ wish to map and systematize the world’s
diversity. The idiosyncratic nature of texts discussed in this chapter points at the
futility of such enterprise.
The chapter discussing spices does not seem to fit, at first glance, with the
theme of the book. It is shown, however, to be equally enmeshed in the oriental
discourse as the world maps or botanical gardens. The aromatic food items were
among the luxury goods that figuratively represented the exotic Asia and North
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Africa from which they were imported. In early literary responses they were seen
as a threat to cultural purity giving way, in Romanticism, to the fascination with
oriental difference. In postcolonial texts the responses to spices are multifarious,
the author, however, distinguishes three major trends: the heightened awareness
of the commodification of spices, a pre-colonial tropology of spices in the Indian
context and the strategic potential of spices presented as exotica in a more or less
successfully subversive way.
The following two chapters belong to the fast developing field of ecocriticism
that studies the relation between literature and nature and is concerned with
the place of humans in the age of the Anthropocene. The title of the first one,
“Borrowing the Earth”, is taken from the Native Canadian belief that we do not
inherit the earth from our ancestors; instead we borrow it from our children (Thieme
2016:101). This chapter looks at the dispossession of people due to colonization,
globalization and tourism each of which tampers with unique ecosystems on
which local communities depend. Thieme analyses works by two Native Canadian
authors, Jeanette C. Armstrong and Eden Robinson, South African Zakes Mda, and
the Indian writer Amitav Ghosh which, he shows, dramatize the need to fashion a
new bioregionally sensitive poetics of place, which can contest or absorb national
and transnational imperatives (Thieme 2016:102). The other chapter reads literary
representations of human/animal relations in the works of R.K. Narayan and
Amitav Ghosh, Witi Ihimaera and Barbara Gowdy and Yann Martel’s bestselling
Life of Pi. It stresses the dispossession of animals due to human intervention and
notices the particular challenge that writing from the animal perspective poses for
creative writers. Their inability to speak for themselves in a language understood
by humans makes them the ultimate subalterns. Thieme also describes the zoo
as the very specific heterotopia which served as the iconic representation of the
European powers. Interestingly, writing about animals can be a way of sidestepping
national boundaries.
The final chapter discusses urban chronotopes in the context of contemporary
London and Bombay with the city viewed as multiple and constantly reshaping
itself (Thieme 2016:177). This sense of instability of place is reinforced by the
nervous condition that is the sense of psychic homelessness (Thieme 2016:189)
experienced by the city dwellers which is doubled in the case of postcolonial
migrants displaced from their home countries.
Each of the topics in Postcolonial Geographies is discussed in a separate
chapter which begins with a thorough background introduction followed by an indepth analysis of carefully selected literary texts some of which ingeniously, some
less successfully, resist the colonial and neo-colonial appropriations of space. These
can be read individually, yet the way the author points to links and connections
between the different topics turns them into one coherent discussion. The language
is clear and luminous despite the complexity of some of the arguments. At times
it is peppered with sentences like: Two swallows don’t make a summer, let alone
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drain a concoction of sherbets, raisin, orange and pomegranate juice (Thieme
2016:86), which make it an even more pleasurable read.
The book’s subtitle, Out of Place, has a particularly poignant resonance in the
time of today’s refugee crisis, to which Professor Thieme alludes to time and again,
especially in his discussion of Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide. Those nomadic
travellers are seen as a threat to the settled societies and thus in most cases remain
the world’s underclass. The book ends, however, on a positive note, stressing the
transformative potential of travelling, the voyages of self-discovery which take
us out of the comfort zones of sedentary epistemologies and open up possibilities
for articulating new identities. Reading Postcolonial Geographies is in itself a
fascinating journey across times and continents via multiple routes and without a
final, specified destination.
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